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the descriptive parts in the review of c omputerization history in Chapters 1 
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author. 
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sexist in that it uses "he" for the indefinite singular. Still, I have persisted in 
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INTRODUCTION - About this study 

INTRODUCTION - About this study 
This study is about public computer systems; the systems in themselves, as 
actors in client-organization encounters, and as a societal phenomenon. 

By "Public Computer Systems" (PCS) I mean computer systems that are t o 
some part direc ted towards, and in some sense accessible by, an organization's clients1. 
I thus primarily refer to a specific category of computer systems (to be defined 
in Chapter 3), but the term can also be used in a transferred sense to bear more 
generally on publicness as a special capacity of c omputer systems (as will be 
discussed in Chapter 1). This makes the discussions in this book applicable not 
only to PCS (the category of sy stems) design, but also to more general issues 
about the nature of the information society: 

"In the same vein that you can describe the information society as a new socie
tal order with reference to production and technological development, you can de
scribe the information society as a new societal order with reference to social 
structure, social stratification and power relations."2. 

Most often, the information society is discussed in terms of the percentage 
of people occupied in "information" professions, the increase in volume of 
electronic communication, computer use, or the like. As for public computer 
system, most discussions this far have been first about technical issues (net
works, communication protocols, applications etc) then about economic issues 
(the value of information services, market prospects, rationalization potentials 
etc). This study takes a communications perspective, it focuses on how the 
electronic media are used rather than on how much they are used. The purpose 
is not to provide a complete coverage of a ll PCS; it is about finding ways of 
studying such systems. I don't claim that the other perspectives mentioned are 
invalid, I only find them unable to capture certain aspects of PCS. I want to 
provide a new way of assessing PCS, a way which can be used as a comple
mentary measurement method. 

Currently, computer networks are growing rapidly and new computer 
applications are being developed to make more or better use of t he networks. 
Networks make computers become "public" in new ways; they change the 
communication patterns within organizations, among organizations, among 
individuals, and between organizations and individuals. Directly, this means 
new routines. Indirectly, in a longer perspective, it means a changed societal 
climate, where important parts of t he communication have changed medium. 
My study focuses on one particular area where this publicness may be 
described and discussed both in terms of real-life artefacts, public computer 
systems, and in terms of a particular arena, the communication between an 
organization and its clients. It discusses both the direct changes in the client-

Definitions of concepts used in this study can be found in Appendix 1. Explanations of 
all abbreviations can be found in Appendix 2. 

Söderqvist, 1986, p 173. 
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INTRODUCTION - About this study 

organization relations - the systems design and business processes - and the 
indirect societal implications. 

Computer technology, like any technology, may serve as a means for 
changing societal institutions, but it may also serve as a means for preserving 
the existing institutional structures. Generally, it is probably true that "...the 
introduction of electronic technologies brings about a consolidation of the 
organizational intelligentsia's knowledge monopoly, and thus a deepening of 
the power conflicts between the organizational intelligentsia and 'all the 
others"'1, but as, for instance, analyses of t he use of t he French Minitel show, 
this is not always the case; unpredicted and unexpected changes may occur. 
New technology opens up a field in which relations may change, and it is the 
potentials of the particular field opened up by PCS that I am interested in. 

The purpose of this book is to study the role of public computer systems in 
societal information systems. I intend to provide at least a tentative answer to 
three general questions: 

• How do public computer systems encroach into the client-organization 
encounter? This question is answered in an empirical way by studying 
three PCS implementations; how do they change the situation for the 
client and the professional respectively? What is their "communicational 
style"? 

• What does "good quality " of PCS mean? Historically, there has been a 
widening of t he view of what is good quality of computer systems from 
purely technical qualities to also include qualities of the use situation. 
What, if a nything, does PCS use mean in this respect? This question is 
more a prospective and normative one, and discussing it requires a wider 
perspective on the phenomenon PCS. Just as the discussions of computer 
use in working life during the past two decades have meant including 
issues pertaining to quality of work in systems design, discussions of PCS 
will mean including a societal perspective: What do PCS mean to the 
clients?, How do PCS enter into their daily activities? How do PCS enter 
into the routines of organizations?; How can they be mastered?, etc, are 
examples of questions that will have to be discussed in order to make 
best use of, and best design, PCS. This means taking a societal perspec
tive on PCS. This perspective may include a discussion of the particulari
ties pertaining to each PCS case, but it may also include a discussion of 
the general question of how organizations and individuals should interact. 
In order to discuss this problem, a theoretical framework - participatory 
theory - is introduced. 

• How to design PCS? Can systems development be done the same way as 
before? Historically, the opening of new use fields has meant great 
changes to systems development. Is PCS a new challenge in this respect, 
and, if it is, just what is the challenge? There are observable features of 
PCS that make them different from earlier kinds of systems, but there is 
also the problem of what theoretical perspectives that apply to studies of 

Söderqvist, 1986, p 176. 
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INTRODUCTION - About this study 

the role of PCS. Participatory theory prescribes some design principles, 
which are explored in this study. 

These questions are the general, background, questions that I want to bring 
up. The next section contains the operational questions. 

Purpose and potential contribution 
Following the discussions in the background given above, the purpose of this 
study is operationalized in the following items: 

• To show that PCS should be seen as actors in client-organization 
communications; 

• To demonstrate the changes PCS bring about for systems development; 
• To suggest a way to meet such changes; and 
• To show that PCS must be seen as a societal phenomenon, and to 

demonstrate some implications of this insight. 
This study introduces participatory theory as one way of s eeing PCS as a 

communications phenomenon. This is not to say that I consider it the only 
applicable theory or the only perspective that can be taken. There may be 
others, but as an introduction to further discussions of PCS in terms other than 
purely economic, I think it may serve well. At least it should be somewhat 
provocative, and thus serve to ignite discussions currently largely lacking. 

The contribution of this study to the field of informatics is, hopefully: 
• To open up a new field of study, public computer systems; 
• To increase knowledge of PCS as actors in the client-organization 

communication; 
• To increase knowledge about the role of PCS in societal information 

systems; and 
• To provide a theoretical framework and some methodological sugges

tions for PCS design. 

The relation between this study and other fields 
In terms of physical objects, the focus of this study is public co mputer systems 
(PCS). The theoretical object of study is societal information systems. PCS are seen 
as one type of technical artefact that play a role in societal information systems. 
Participatory theory deals with societal information systems, my contribution 
is to apply this theory to the use of a specific technology. Of several possible 
technical artefacts, I have chosen PCS. 

In Part I, I try to encircle the place of PCS in the history of computer 
artefacts and in the context of social systems that make use of computers. I 
conclude that there are today computer systems that bring together people in 
new ways, also including non-professionals. This means computer use will 
include a new dimension. As a general label, I call this new dimension 
"publicness", since computer use transcends organizational borders as well as 
the traditional domains for computer systems use and development projects. 

3 



INTRODUCTION - About this study 

What is beyond individuals and organizations is public, it doesn't belong to 
anybody in particular, yet to all. This means the traditional focus on human-
computer interaction (HCl), the relation between one person and one computer, 
who meet at the "user interface", is not sufficient to describe and analyze the 
new situation. Neither does the socially wider focus on computer supported 
cooperative work (CSCW) suffice to cover the problem area. In that field, the 
defining focus is covered by the words "group" and "collaboration"1. The 
definitions of what makes up a group differ, as do the definitions of c ollabo
ration, but common for all research in this field is that the focus is on a 
relatively small number of people2 sharing a task, most often also general 
values and ambitions. There are different angles to supporting group work, 
not only the commonly made distinction between CScw (focus on computer 
programs) and csCW (focus on group work)3. Another fruitful distinction is 
that between focusing on groups or focusing on tasks. Sometimes existing 
groups are the starting point, and the computer support is built on the fact that 
because those people belong together organizationally, they have to cooperate 
in some way. Electronic mail, electronic meetings, electronic bulletin boards, 
electronic boardrooms, electronic voting and/or negotiation systems, etc are 
examples of systems usually built on that precondition. Other times, there are 
existing "tasks" or activities, and the definition of the group is left more open. 
The computer support is then designed primarily with respect to the task. This 
is the case with general tools for tasks like argumentation and co-authoring. 

The focus of this study is closer to the second type of systems. I am more 
interested in inter-human communication in general than in specific kinds of 
groups. This brings me close to issues discussed under the label computer-
mediated communication (CMC). However, as Chapter 2 is intended to make 
clear, I am particularly interested in widening the social scope beyond the 
professional group, thus extending the notion of c ollaboration to what might 
be called "heterogenous groups". By this I mean people that have some 
business together but don't necessarily "collaborate" in the sense they strive 
towards a shared goal. They may not feel part of a group, they may even 
compete or conflict, what they have in common is that they share an activity. 

This takes us to thinking of "collaboration" in a sense that addresses the 
general social climate, or what I later will call the societal dialogue. This term is 
adopted from Abrahamsson4, who uses it referring to the communication 
between the citizens and the authorities. I am going to use it in the same 
general context, but of course with special attention paid to situations where 
computers are utilized. This gives another touch to the term "collaboration" 
than what is common within the CSCW field. Nevertheless, several 

Whitaker, 1992, p 4. 

The largest , in terms of number of users, GDSS facility is, according to Whitaker 
(1992, p 14), the University of Arizona meeting room, which has 24 workstations. 
Generally, the model for a "group" is the small working group, which is usually made 
up by no more than circa 8 people. 

Grudin, 1991b; Whitaker, Östberg, & Essler, 1989. 

Abrahamsson, 1983. 
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"groupware" tools may be of interest also in this wider context, also a lot of the 
work within the csCW approach is still relevant. The CMC discussions certainly 
are. It is clear, however, that the definitions of "work" and "collaboration" have 
to be reconsidered to be applicable to the setting I outline in Chapters 1 and 2, 
and this is partially what I want this study to contribute to. 

To be able to study this problem in a manageable form, I have chosen the 
particular class of computer systems I call PCS. This choice is determined by the 
observation that the issues pertinent to publicness and collaboration become 
very apparent in that context, and by the fact that PCS are actually emerging 
right now whereas studies of them are largely lacking. 

When computer systems enter into the arenas for client-organization 
encounters, client-organization relations change; the structure and style of the 
systems becomes visible in new ways to the organizations' clients, and the 
interests and demands of the clients become visible in new ways to those desig
ning the systems. 

It may be claimed that both the systems' structure and the clients' demands 
have been known before, otherwise business wouldn't work. While this is 
obvious in a sense, it has to be qualified. When the interface between an 
organization and its clients is a person, the structure of the system is blurred. 
This is because the person can help by taking actions that to some extent cir
cumnavigate the obstacles posed by the computer systems. When computers 
replace people, this human sophistication, "interface softening", is no longer 
there. The structure of the information system will meet the clients un-
mediated. 

This will lead to two things. It will open new action spaces for the clients as 
well as for the companies, probably also narrow down or close old ones, and it 
will lead to transition problems in the relations between companies and clients 
until the new medium is well established. Both these changes will have a focus 
in IS design, because computer systems are at the front line. This is analogous 
to the situation in the second half of the 1970's, when computers started the 
exodus out of the computer halls into the offices. This was the starting point for 
striving towards "user participation" and "user centered systems design" (see 
Chapter 2), the computers got involved with new kinds of users. When 
systems go public, "user-friendliness" will not be enough. There will have to be 
"client-friendliness", whatever that would mean. Finding out that is the 
challenge for the systems designer concerned with PCS. 

This is not so much about the (one) human - (one) computer interface, but 
about the interface between an institution (the existing system) and the clients 
(those whose activities bring them in some relation to the system). 

In every organization this will lead to problems of co ntrol, because decent
ralization of information and operations also means decentralization of power. 
In some organizations, those dealing with information central to society's way 
of functioning, this power conflict is also related to issues of democracy. 

Within the field Business Process Redesign (BPR), different ways and 
methods for making organizations function more smoothly are discussed. 
Though not directly entering into these discussion, this study concerns one 
important point of BPR concern, to my knowledge not much discussed; the 

5 
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intersection between business processes and private life1. At some point, every 
business must relate to their clients; this study investigates those relations, and 
to the extent that businesses depend on constructive relations to individual 
clients, this study should be of interest to the BPR field (most directly Chapters 
3,4 and 8). At least there is a gap to fill. 

Finally, since this study brings up theories of participation, some words have 
to be said about the area "participatory design" (PD). A lot of work has been 
done in this area to promote user participation in systems development. While 
I find that work invaluable, there are some things that make it less relevant to 
this study; 

• PD focuses on professionals at work, this study focuses on clients. 
• PD focuses on work situations, this study focuses on the situations where 

working life and work procedures meet the outside world. 
• PD focuses on workers' interest. This study most of a ll tries to promote 

client interests, considering them superior to those of workers. While 
client interests may at times coincide with workers' interest, there is no 
reason to take for given that interests are always shared. To the extent 
that PD promotes general human interests, like humanization of 
working life and workers' influence on the organization and content of 
work, there is no conflict. But to the extent that workers' interests are 
promoted at the expense of client groups, there may be. This study thus 
takes a wider perspective on issues of participation than the workplace 
focus of PD. 

There are not many references to PD literature in this study. This is because I 
consider PD work very important, and I don't want to unnecessarily empha
size the areas where findings in this study raise questions about some PD 
work, since this would only highlight problems with PD without giving due 
respect to its achievements. Yet, I think it is necessary to point out the area of 
study, client-organization relations, as different from the area studied by PD re
searchers. I hope, and truly believe, that in the future the two will meet. As for 
the underlying theories about society, there should be no conflict between 
them 

On the object of study 
To study the role of computers in a context such as that described above means 
studying how changes of the technology societal institutions use to fulfil their 
mission qualitatively affect the activities. The term "societal institutions" 
includes organizations of different kinds, not just business organizations, but 
also organizations aiming at mutual benefit, commonweal, and service, to 
borrow the classification of Blau and Scott2. Consequently, the role of PCS and 

Clients - and I'm talking about individuals now - represent private life. They 
certainly do business when they buy things, but their interest in buying things stems 
from their private life. You usually buy a house to live in, not to do business with. 

Blau, & Scott, 1962. 
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the design of the client-organization relations would be expected to be different 
in different organizations. This study is concerned with the kinds of changes 
PCS bring about, it is less concerned with how different kinds of organizations 
should meet them. 

Apart from the different problems of different kinds of organizations, PCS 
studies involve some general complications. 

Firstly, performance of a system may be judged from several perspectives. 
There are several theories of organizations, there are several theories about 
human behaviour, and consequently there are a number of ways to view PCS. 
This means there is not much chance of f inding a "correct" way, a single best 
PCS design, but rather different perspectives; this study provides one. 

Secondly, the relationship between technology and organization is a recipro
cal one. On the one hand, the design of societal institutions at a particular time 
is by necessity restricted by the available technology. On the other hand, 
institutions develop new demands for technological development. This means 
the role of computers in the context of societal communication has to be 
studied from at least two points of view. One is to study how the employment 
of c omputers has changed actual organizations. Another is to study the social 
forces behind the introduction of co mputers; what are the motives for introdu
cing computers, what are the reasons for choosing a particular design of the 
services and so on. There is no inherent law entailing the design of the 
computer artefacts or the way to employ computers publicly. The "automated 
teller-approach" is just one possibility. There are several others, each of which 
has different implications for the way institutions lead their life. And it is in the 
daily life of societal institutions that societal relations are created and re-created. 

The role of research then becomes not to study the impact of this or that 
technology in this or that situation, but rather to "study how humans in their 
daily rhetorical processes give the computer system its character of reality, that 
is, how they in their daily talk and actions negotiate intermediately stable 
constellations of IC-cards, cable networks and software"1. This is where the 
introduction of a debate from another field may help. In the quote above, 
Söderqvist refers to microsociological methods which study what people 
actually say and what they might mean by this, thus trying to bring up their 
unspoken assumptions, reasons and so on. My approach is more in terms of 
systems, I study the infrastructural changes technical and organizational, and 
what changes in peoples action spaces they produce. The approaches are not 
exclusive, they just take different angles. One reason for choosing a "systems" 
approach is that PCS as yet are not commonly in use, and that those studied 
here are immature. Studying what people do and say in new situations may re
veal more about the effects that always pertain to the introduction of new 
things - the surprises and the bewilderment when facing an unfamiliar 
situation, the excitement of those designing the new situations - than about the 
actual potential of the new system. 

Söderqvist (1989), cited from (Civildepartementet, 1989, p 25), my translation from 
Swedish. 
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INTRODUCTION - About this study 

A problematic issue in the field of informatics is what is the proper object of 
study. Even though much research is focused on humans, be it individuals, 
groups, or organizations, it seems the real object of s tudy is in fact always the 
computer itself. In earlier literature this is more obvious. In more recent re
search, involving psychologists, sociologists, educationalists and use field 
experts of various professions, this may be less obvious, but it nevertheless 
seems that fascination with the computer is what motivates many people to 
enter into research and development work. 

This statement may seem unfair. But what are we doing in all this research 
concerning "the effect of computers" on this and that work and in this and that 
situation? We are more or less taking the social framework for granted and 
just looking at the effects the introduction of computers has in that particular 
situation. When studying the effects of computerization of shop tellers, we take 
the shop itself as given. But what reasons do we have for doing so? After all, a 
department store is just one way to display and exchange goods that proves 
feasible under certain conditions. These conditions are of technological, econo
mic and social nature. The mail order industry has shown that there are other 
ways to do it, even under the same conditions. Computer technology may well 
be used to radically change the ways of displaying goods and handling infor
mation pertinent to exchange of the goods. This has already been shown to be 
the case in some limited areas1. 

It is important therefore that informatics should be more concerned with the 
study of i nformation systems and not focus too narrowly on computer systems. 
While recognizing the importance of studying the impact of computers on work 
situations, it seems even more important to study the role of computers i n more 
general human information systems. Such information systems may concern the 
way humans acquire goods, and information about such goods, pertinent to 
their survival. They may concern the way they make their living. Or they may, 
as is the focus of this study, concern the way clients interact with organizations. 

The concept "information systems" is widely used to denominate computer 
programs or computer systems. In this context such a narrow definition is not 
only inappropriate, but even misleading. To be able to be more precise, I have 
had to introduce some terms that have not so far been used in the informatics 
field, such as "PCS", "societal dialogue", "societal information systems" etc. In 
this book, I use the term "information system" to mean the physical systems 
people use to communicate. This includes technology, humans, and organiza
tional structures. 

Method 
From a methodological point of view, the study can be seen as conducted in 
two steps. 

Malone (1987) takes the sales of airplane tickets to illustrate this. This task is nowadays 
performed not primarily by the airlines themselves but by ticket agents who have 
access to all airlines' reservation databases. 
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INTRODUCTION - About this study 

The first step (Chapters 1-4) is generally inductive; it studies today's scene 
for computer use and finds the term "public" to be a common denominator for 
several computer systems. "Public" refers to use that is not confined to 
professionals or limited by organizational borders. "Public" is then an aspect 
that is salient for several kinds of computer systems; from the point of view of 
this study it is the essence of the new things about those systems1. To confine 
the scope of the study, the concept Public Computer Systems (PCS) is 
introduced to name computer systems especially designed for use at the client-
organization interface. Three PCS implementations are studied with respect to 
the way they intervene in the client-organization relations. The method is 
qualitative, the purpose with this part is to introduce meaningful concepts for 
PCS studies. Concepts brought up are the fonction of the PCS, potential role 
changes on part of all actors in the activity system, the nature of the tasks 
supported and of the supporting information system, and the communicational 
style of the systems. Based on these concepts, the systems studied can be "ideal-
typed", since they appear as very different kinds of actors in the client-
organization encounter2. 

The second step (Chapters 5-8) is generally deductive; it introduces 
participatory theory as a candidate theory for the design of client-organization 
relations and outlines the concept Participatory Information Systems (PARTIS) 
as an operationalization deduced from this theory. The three cases are then 
revisited in the light of this theory and the PARTIS operationalization. The 
purpose with this part is to try out one potential theory for PCS design. 

This part of the study introduces a "foreign" theory and applies it to a new 
appearance in the informatics field. The introduction of a theoretical 
framework from another discipline may lead to some complications, and 
perhaps to some confusion. Importing theories is by no means unusual, other 
writers in the informatics field have done so3, more or less successfully4. The 
potential complication in this case is to judge the relevance and fruitfulness of a 
new theory, the potential confusion lies in the fact that the theory I import uses 
terms in a way that is not possible to translate into the terminology used in the 
informatics field without giving new meanings to commonly used, though not 
always well-defined, terms. Consequently, there is a question as to whether 
this introduction of a new theory is necessary. I'll try to answer the question. 

As for the complication, the introduction of th is particular theoretical body is 
necessary, because it deals with societal information systems, which are at the 
focus of this book. Since participatory theory is old, widely debated, and 

Eneroth, 1984, p 154-159 discusses the "essence" method. 

Eneroth, 1984, p 149-154. 

Ehn (1988); Stolterman (1991); Whitaker (1992); and Winograd, & Flores (1986) are 
examples of authors who apply theories from other fields to either information systems 
or IS design work. 

Whitaker, Essler, & Östberg (1991) criticize Ehn as well as Winograd & Flores for 
being superficial in that they treat inconsistent theories as if they were applicable to 
information systems and IS design in a coherent way. 
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generally has a high status in other fields1, it at least deserves to be launched as 
a candidate in the informatics field, which is in need of a theory to guide the 
design of the class of information systems discussed here. 

The coherency of t he theory is disputed, as are specific interpretations and 
"implementations" of it. To some extent these debates are taken into account 
here, but my major contribution is to "translate" the theory into a language 
more like the one commonly used in the informatics field, and to apply it to 
situations that are familiar to IS designers and researchers. Though the critics of 
the theory may have some good points, I consider the theory itself more 
coherent and more exhaustively discussed than most theories currently used as 
a basis for IS design and debates. At least it provides one way of discussing 
something which has not been discussed before. 

The confusion of terminology that stems from this introduction of imported 
theory cannot be avoided. This confusion stems in part from the problems that 
occur when discussing social systems in the same terminology as technical 
ones. The confusion was here before. Compare for instance the various uses of 
the concept "information system", which is used with reference to anything 
from social systems2 to software products3. Since such serious ambiguities are 
not present in the theory I import, I rather hope that the introduction will help 
straighten up the use of terminology in our field a bit. 

The data about the PCS implementations that are at the focus for the 
discussions in this book were collected in several different ways. Directly 
collected data include interviews with managers of the systems; I have also 
myself inspected and tried the parts of the systems that lend themselves to this. 
A lot of data is secondary, collected from reports covering different parts of, or 
different aspects of, the systems. 

The philosophy of Rousseau is of course most widely debated in its details within the 
political sciences, but his writings have also had considerable, albeit more indirect, 
influence on the debates on education. 

This is the usual alludation within social systems theory. 

This is the usual alludation in business terminology. 
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Chapter 1 - COMPUTERS 

PART I - THE EMERGING PUBL ICNESS 

I set out to study the role of pu blic computer systems in societal information 
systems, but in order to arrive at the discussion of those concepts I will have to 
start with a historical survey, or perhaps rather an interpretation of the history, 
of computers and of computer use. By doing so, I hope to show that there is a 
new class of computer systems emerging, that systems belonging to this class 
have a new, as yet unexplored, capacity, which I call "publicness", and that this 
leads to new challenges for systems development. 

In Chapter 1, I will look at computer artefacts and systems. Computer 
systems are very much different today than they were in the sixties, but how 
have they changed over the years? What salient characteristics do they have 
today that were not there earlier? In terms of computer use, we all know that 
more people are computer users today than ever before, but how has the use 
areas changed? What place do computers typically have in today's working 
life? To some extent they also have a place in our private life, and what is that 
place? 

The conclusion is that computer systems have constantly changed their 
character. They have become more collaborative, involving more people in 
use. They are currently becoming public, by which I mean that they enter into 
the interface between institutions and their environment. In some cases, the 
actors in that environment are individuals; this is the case with public computer 
systems (PCS) in my definition. In this case, the computers enter into the 
meeting between working life and private life, and therefore they can not be 
studied solely as a working life phenomenon. They must be studied as societal 
phenomena, as societal institutions. 

In Chapter 2,1 will discuss the object of study in a social perspective, focusing 
on the people that are using computers. Who are they, what are they doing, 
and why are they doing what they do the way they do? I will delineate a mo
del for describing the development historically in terms of relations between 
societal factors and computer technology. 

The conclusion is that computer use has changed towards including more 
and more people, and people with ever more disparate backgrounds, 
professions and cultures. The change is not linear, it is possible to distinguish 
major leaps in this development, and I claim that currently a new era is 
dawning when computers become public. The appearance of P CS means the 
arrival of a new class of users and consequently a need to find new forms for 
systems development. My claim is that a new challenge for systems develop
ment is managing a dialogue with clients. 

The investigations in the first two chapters lead me to conclude that there is 
a new kind of publicness to both use fields and computer applications that has 
not yet been comprehensively investigated. This is why I have chosen what I 
call public computer systems as the (physical) object to study. It is not because 
PCS necessarily hold new technical solutions or face new technical challenges, 
although this is to some extent the case. Neither is it because they go beyond 
the communication aspects discussed within the CMC field. It is rather that PCS 
can be seen as epitomizing a new stage in the history of computer systems, the 
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stage in which computers are transcending organizational information systems 
and thereby entering into societal ones, which is the theoretical object of study 
in this book. They constitute a new setting which is in need of a discussion of 
communicational aspects. 

1. COMPUTERS 
In this chapter, I want to show that computers are becoming more public, 
collaborative, and societal. This may sound a bit sloppy, but I hope that by the 
end of this chapter the meaning of these words will have become clear. I 
consider this development towards collaboration, publicness and societalness a 
historical development, not necessarily the only way to see computer history, 
but a fruitful way of viewing computers in context. 

In terms of c omputer use, one can observe that today computers are to an 
increasing extent turning their monitors towards the organization's environ
ment. They become "public", extra-organizational. This is opposed to the 
prevalent use so far, which has been internal. Computers are also becoming 
more "collaborative", by which I mean that they contain tools for binding 
people together; just think of electronic mail and the Internet. When collabora
tive systems are employed in public situations, they become "societal"; they 
concern not just man-machine relations, neither just working group relations, 
but also the relations between institutions and individuals doing business of 
some kind with them. This business may be of many different kinds depending 
on the type of o rganization involved. I use the term societal to appreciate the 
fact that we are concerned with non-professional users, use that is not only for 
business purposes but also concerns private life or societal life (especially when 
interaction with public agencies is concerned), and use that is "open" in the 
sense it can be done in many different ways (as opposed to using an automated 
teller). 

This development has come partly as a struggle to meet the new challenges 
of organizational changes, partly as a result of the maturation process of the 
technology itself, partly from environmental, societal, factors. Historically, this 
has been a long development from batch systems to groupware. Currently, IT 
development is taking computers into yet a new area, as actors at the interface 
between organizations and their environment. It is this development I will 
describe here. 

Let me now briefly describe today s scene in terms of computer use and 
computer technology. 

Computer use - from batch systems to PCS 
In one sense, computer use today is probably most of a ll what computer use 
was yesterday. New technology does not have an immediate impact on work 
other than in very special situations. Still, there is some point in studying new 
technology and new uses of technology in order to make it possible to discuss 
potential impacts, challenges etc these new use situations potentially or actually 
might bring or have brought about. The new use areas I have found 
interesting here include computer systems for group work support, electronic 
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mail, public computer systems (PCS) and interorganizational information 
systems (IOS). Those areas are interesting because they make use of computers 
in ways that are not necessarily limited by organizational borders and 
traditional work organization. So, let us now briefly take a look at these areas. 

There have been attempts to describe the historical development of 
computer systems from both a technological and a use point of view. One 
good attempt is J0rgen Bansler's description of t he Scandinavian scene1. As a 
general description, I think his model applies also to other countries, though 
the periods might have to be adjusted in details. Let me therefore start with 
Bansler's model in order to put up a rough framework. 

Bansler divides the history of t he computer into four periods. He uses two 
categories for classification, "Basic technology" and "Use" (Table 1 on next page). 
It should be noted, in view of my own model to be discussed in Chapter 2, that 
his concept "use" refers to what tasks the computer is used to, not by whom it is 
used, which will be the most important point of my extension of the model. 

Let us now consider period 4 in a bit more detail. What does "dissemination 
of c omputers in organization and society" mean. Bansler refers mainly to the 
PC revolution which computerized small companies and - to some extent - the 
home. But since 1987, some other things have happened. In the following, let 
us take a look at some new kinds of computer systems. 

Public computer systems. By PCS, I refer to information systems delivering 
information directly to individual "end" clients2. There are different kinds of 
PCS3. One kind is what is often referred to as "home-shopping". Such systems 
include home computers for accessing various mixes of services like on-line 
catalogues of d ifferent kinds; for shopping, communications time-tables, mu
nicipal information, telephone-books4. There is also home banking, TV 
shopping, advertising, leisure competitions, public opinion surveys etc. The 
technology used is various combinations of TV, telephone and computers5. 
Even though the technology, especially the integration of the three media, is 
rather immature, there seems to be a potential. People actually do TV-shop, 
and there seems to be some status to it6. One would expect improved 
technology to make use increase. 

Bansler, 1987. 

Clarke (1992) uses the term "extra-organizational system" to mean the same thing. 
While "extra-organizational" bears on what the systems are not, I have chosen the term 
"public" to indicate what they are; the world is more than the sum of t he organizations 
in it, and "public" is the label for the space in which companies and individuals act. 

Mowshowitz, 1987; Ohlin, & Persson, 1993. 

Examples of systems integrating all these functions, as well as several others, include 
the French Minitel and the Swedish TeleGuide. 

Ericson, 1991; Klasén, 1991; Querin, 1988. 

Wallner, 1993. 
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BASIC TECHNOLOGY USE 

Period 1 1st generation machines Technical and 
(1950-1960) (vacuum tubes). scientific 

computations. 

Period 2 2nd generation machines Automation of 
(1960-1970) (transistors). standardized 

office routines 
Tape stations, that use large 
line writers, etc. amounts of data 

3rd generation machines 
(LSI). Disk storage. 

Period 3 3rd generation machines Development 
(1970-1980) of new 

(VLSI). information 
systems 

Terminals for planning, 
regulation 
and control. 
Process 
regulation. 

Period 4 Personal computers, Dissemination of 
(1980-) networks. computers 

in organizations 
and in society. 

Table 1: Computer technology and computer use. From Bansler (1987, p 72). My translation 
from Danish1. 

One could go on to mention public systems not yet implemented, but 
waiting around the corner. Such systems would include the automation of 
health care, which includes computerization and wide accessibility among 
different health care providers - physicians, pharmacists, laboratories, dentists 
- for patient records, results from laboratory tests2. They might also include 
medical and pharmaceutical information publicly accessible on-line, perhaps 

LSI = Large Scale Integration, VLSI = Very Large Scale Integration. 

Wallace, 1994. 
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also decision support1. For administrative, regulatory, and evaluation 
purposes, such systems may not just connect providers and clients but also 
include reports to regulatory agencies, municipal organizations etc2. The future 
of such systems depends most of all not on technical development, but on the 
decisions of regulatory bodies and the ability of professional organizations to 
make good use of them; they contain ethical, juridical, and administrative 
problems much more than technical. 

Another type of PCS includes public terminals at the job office or the tourist 
office and the like. A third version includes semi-public terminals3. This 
approach, sometimes considered an intermediate stage when working towards 
the previous kind of systems, in other contexts seen as a different approach to 
service, is normally used at so called "One-stop-shop"-approach to public 
service. This approach aims at making all, or large parts of, the relevant data 
from several public agencies available to a citizen at one desk. The data, or 
rather the systems for making investigations into the data, would be organized 
from a starting point in "client questions" as opposed to institutional border
lines. Along this line, several projects have been staged in Scandinavia, 
Germany, England and USA4. 

I set out to show there is a "publicness" to these new application areas. In the 
case of PCS, this publicness consists in several things. Firstly, it brings in new 
people, non-professionals, as computer users; Grandma TV-shops. Secondly 
home shopping holds a potential for changing organizations by making some 
previously internal activities public. Less shops, less storage of g oods, will be 
needed if people can be made to order things from home and wait for some 
time until delivery. A shop is a public place, going to a department store is 
different from mail-order shopping; it involves meeting people (not only the 
staff!), watching and touching the merchandise, in short, it has an atmosphere. 
If this "atmosphere" is important to shopping, that is, if shopping is more than a 
technical matter of g oods exchange, a virtual shop that has the ambition to be 
something more than a mail order catalogue must somehow preserve or 
simulate some of the publicness of the department store. Thirdly, there is a 
rationalization potential that the one-stop-shop approach tries to make real by 
letting clients "do-it-themselves", but this rationalization potential also means 
that information systems will have to be more public in terms of more widely 
accessible data and procedures. 

Interorganizational information systems. We can today see the new field Inter-
organizational Information Systems (IOS) emerging5. This label applies to 
information systems shared by two or more organizations. As opposed to 

Economist, 1994. 

Wallace, 1994. 

Eriksson, 1993. 

Brånell, 1986; Civildepartementet, 1991; Civildepartementet, 1993a & 1993b; Civil
departementet, 1989; Nordström, 1987; Segerlund, Andersson, & Lindstedt, 1988; 
Arbetsgruppen för medborgarkontor, 1993. 

Suomi, 1992. 
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PCS, IOS exclusively concern professional computer use. Such systems by de
finition include more than one organization in IS design. Since history tells us 
that one organization often is more than enough, additional ones must at least 
provide new challenges1. A technological challenge, because they often have to 
integrate different technological equipment. An organizational challenge, in that 
they involve coordination among organizations that use data as well as 
technology in different ways2. An data quality3 challenge, in that organizations 
define data in different ways and use them in different ways. The quality of 
data is likely to suffer from unanticipated use, that is use in situations that differ 
from the situations in which data were collected. This is precisely what happens 
when organizations co-use data bases, and therefore co-use might lead to 
expensive as well as socially unacceptable consequences4. Finally, IOS also 
brings along a social challenge in that new groups of people, differing in culture, 
views, preferences, knowledge etc, become involved with one another via the 
use of the information system. 

From an IS design point of view, IOS means that the computers are leaving 
the comparatively safe existence as just (!) an institutional infrastructure 
problem for the much unsafer arena that forms the interface between two or 
more institutions. 

From the "publicness" point of vi ew, IOS differ from PCS. Here, the public-
ness comes in terms of adjusting different professional cultures, different work 
routines, people of different professions etc to one another. This would 
normally not mean bringing in new kinds of people as computer users, rather 
changing the routines for professionals. The normal use of IOS is , as of today, 
shared use of data bases, order and invoice systems. This is not so socially 
controversial, it is more a matter of organizing data flows conveniently and 
safely. Still, when the shared systems become more complex, so do the inter-
human interaction patterns. So while the IOS discussion today is mostly about 
building the infrastructure that links organizations to one another, they 
certainly hold a potential for further developed "publicness", namely when the 
systems expand to comprise more complicated operations. 

Home computer programs. Even though home-PC's have not (yet?) become 
the great market that was predicted by some a few years ago5, there are a lot 

1 Lyytinen (1991) discusses some of these challenges in terms of o rganizational change 
and systems development. Järvinen (1992) discusses the impact on work, including the 
work of the systems developer, the work of the user, and the work of the "objects of 
markets", that is, those people whose services are sold on electronic markets. 

2 Andersson, & Nilsson, 1993; RRV, 1991; RRV, 1992b. 
3 Ivanov (1972) coins the concept "data quality" and defines it in terms of the result of 

different measuring processes performed with different purposes which inflict on the 
results of the measurements. The highest quality data is that which shows stability 
with regard to the most different measurement processes. 

4 RRV, 1989; RRV, 1992a. 
5 Economist, 1992, discusses the "failure" of the home-PC. Incidentally, as I write this 

(Fall 1993), there are reports that say that the home-PC market is soaring, particularly 
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of PC 's around in the homes. Some of them are mainly for leisure, but a lot of 
people do some of their work at home. Also, the PC's in the offices are to some 
extent used for private purposes, like writing a letter, finding an item in a data 
base, or doing more complex calculations. My point is that computer use 
intervenes in people's private lives, and also in professional life, in more ways 
than the intended. There are "spin-off-effects". 

Let me give an example. There is a type of system, apparently a successful 
niche, that provides off-the-shelf decision support systems for various 
everyday purposes. According to an article in the Economist, the demand for 
PC programs for medical self-diagnosis is growing rapidly in USA1. So far, the 
debate on the social or psychological effects of such systems has been focusing 
on the observation that such systems "productify" skills. The diagnosis system 
means that medical know-how has turned from being a skill to being a 
product; a canned diagnostician. But not all kinds of i nformation lend them
selves to such commoditization. However, there is a question as to just which 
kind of information does and which does not. As for the self-diagnosis systems, 
criticism has been that the decision support they provide is too loosely 
founded. The reliability of the input, which is the client's perceptions of his 
problems, as well as the rule system of the program, based as it is on a formali
zation of an expert's knowledge, is questionable. Many, and not only those 
who have an immediate economic interest in the case, would claim that the 
expert is needed in person, for several reasons. 

Another way of looking at the impact of such systems is to consider their 
publicness. They disseminate knowledge, be it "correct" or not, outside of the 
professional organization. This will no doubt influence the way professionals 
meet their clients. Consider, for example, a person coming to the doctor for 
consultation. Prior to going there, he consulted his private "PC HomeDoctor", 
so when he gets to the real doctor, he has a good opinion of what his disease is 
and what he wants the doctor to do; "Don't bother to make all these expensive 
tests, just sign the prescription". Now, it may be said that a lot of people have 
such strong opinions even without such decision support systems at their 
desktops, but I don't think it is far fetched to think that the advent of s uch 
systems will reinforce patients' prejudice (or is it knowledge?), and therefore 
make the doctors' position more difficult. They no longer have the knowledge 
monopoly, at least it is curtailed. "Private" systems like the one discussed here 
can therefore be considered public in the sense that they affect professionals 
and their organizations. They make the professional decision making process 
more public. 

Electronic mail. The kind of "publ ic" or "collaborative" computer system that 
has reached the highest number of u sers so far is electronic mail. A few years 
back, email was mostly used by academics, later by companies for internal 

in Sweden (IT-kommissionen, 1994). This is much due to the expansion of home work. 
A prognosis from INTEL says in 1995 more PCs than TV sets will be sold (Geyer, 
1994). 

Economist, 1993b. 
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mail. By now, email services are integral parts of the postal services 
companies1. For the sake of brevity I include under this label tools like 
electronic bulletin boards and simpler forms of electronic meetings which are 
often integrated with the e-mail system2. E-mail systems don't "do" more than 
connect people that otherwise would not be connected, or they provide people 
that were already with qualitatively new communication channels. This seems 
quite innocent, but in fact these "simple" connections have already changed 
things. There have already been some problems. Partly as jokes, but with a 
documented real background, signal systems that are to make up for the lack 
of non-verbal language have emerged. There are grammars that say that 
means "user is sceptical" and "XXX" means "hugs"3. These grammars are jokes, 
but the need for completing the communication channel e-mail provides, I 
think, is an indication that it has succeeded in bringing together people in new 
"groups". E-mail actually makes people meet that didn't meet before, and thus 
organizational and cultural borders are transcended. 

Here we have, thus, yet another meaning of "publicness". People, mostly 
within professional organizations, meet, mix and "cross-breed" culturally in 
new ways. People who never meet face to face "talk" and become friends (if 
they don't, they just stop e-mailing). 

The observations made so far in this section lead to the conclusion that com
puter use is becoming public in several ways. This means that, from a social 
point of view, computers leave the organizational relations for societal ones. 
They enter into what might be called the field of "s ocietal communication"4. 
They are no longer just involved with the relations at workplaces, but with 
societal relations. This means a changed situation in vital respects. 

Computer applications 
When the concept Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) was 
coined in 1984 by Cashman & Greif5, the idea of computer support for collabo
ration was new, at least in terms of real-life computer systems. Computeri
zation by then meant either an organization-wide transaction system or a 
personal thing, like in stand-alone PCs used for word processing or other 

This may be illustrated by the Swedish Postal Administration, which provides several 
types of electronic message services; Electronic input-physical delivery (ePOST), 
computer-to-computer mail, computer-to-fax, an electronic marketplace (PostNet 
eDirekt), and on-line "service mailboxes", where companies may supply information 
(MEMONET) (Posten, 1993). 

As is the case with the KommunKOM and SkolKOM systems used in Sweden. They 
integrate electronic mail and electronic meetings (Kommundata, 1989; SNIC, 1989). 

Powers, 1993. 

This is the term used by Abrahamsson (1983), and this term will be used frequently 
throughout this book. The comprehensive definition and discussion of it can be found 
in Chapter 7. See also the definitions in Appendix 1. 

Grudin, 1991a, p 32. 
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detached tasks. The original challenge for CSCW research and development 
was to support collaboration in relatively small and homogenous groups1. By 
now, the scene has opened up to a variety of situations. More and more 
research and development is devoted to "communication", "coordination" and 
"collaboration" in various forms. One reason for this is that many companies 
are trying out flatter and distributed organizational arrangements. 

This has resulted in several things. Computer systems are organized in net
works connecting distributed PC's and workstations. Computer programs de
veloped especially for cooperation in various forms and in various contexts 
emerge; email, electronic meetings, co-authoring systems2, argumentation 
support tools3, Cooperative features are introduced all the way down to the 
operating systems and into traditional software. Thus the Macintosh System 7 
provides the possibility to share workspaces via the local network among 
several users working at different machines, and my Microsoft Word™ 5.1a 
provides a nice facility that makes it possible to insert signed comments in the 
text. Such facilities are of course intended primarily for the small working 
group, but there are other things coming up. Electronic mail connects people 
that don't even know each other. Interorganizational computer systems 
connect different organizations which may well hold different social climates. 
Public computer systems connect organizations with their clients. E-mail, IOS 
and PCS are examples of systems where it seems obvious that the focus on the 
small working group concept is too narrow. People interacting by means of 
such systems are definitely not "groups" in the narrow sense usually considered 
the basis for CSCW. But in all these settings, cooperative features are being 
implemented or planned4. Such features, originally intended for the small 
working group, will appear in a different light when applied to these new 
settings. 

In terms of social relations, this means a widening of the scope compared to 
what has hitherto been widely discussed within the CSCW field, or in any field 
within information systems research and development for that matter. 
"Groups" are no longer a sufficient term to cover all the kinds of social relations 
where computers intrude. Not even "organization" - considered structural - is 
enough, since email, IOS, and PCS all cross, and I dare say also transcend, the 
organizational borders. To make a long story short, computers enter into all 
kinds of inter-human communication. 

As is well known, a "group" is in these contexts usually considered to consist of up to 
around eight people who share a task and general values, but not necessarily the 
same professional expertise. 

The CoAUTHOR (Eherer, & Jarke, 1991) is one example. 

Perhaps most renowned and most widely discussed is the gIBIS (CMS, 1992; Conklin, 
1987). 

Ohlin, & Persson, 1993. 
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These extensions make Kling's remark1 that the social relations are more 
important than any software important even in a wider context than that in 
which they were stated. 

"Computerization alone rarely transforms organizations [....] The ways in 
which CSCW systems restructure social relationships at work, if at all, depends 
on pre-existing patterns of authority, obligation, and cooperation, and an 
organization's openness to significant change, as well as the technology's 
information-processing capabilities"2. 

When collaborative elements of work become integrated parts of the com
puter support in many contexts, there is a need to consider not only specific 
work environments but also general theories for human interaction. This has 
been done to some extent. Speech act theory, for instance, is a way to 
understand how humans use language for interaction. But, as the preliminary 
findings on e-mail use indicate, focusing on the actual use of l anguage is not 
enough. In daily life people "ask questions" when they really want to tell you 
something (like when "What do you think the world would look like if all 
would behave like this?" really means "Now, behave!"). They "utter opinions" 
when they really are asking questions (like when "Immigrants are strange!" 
really means "Why is he doing this?"). This is, focusing on the form, the "how?" 
may conceal the content, the "what?". Language always has a social back
ground. People from different backgrounds do not use the same language to 
express the same thing. A "protest" as expressed in diplomatic language sounds 
very different than a protest in a political debate or a protest in a work conflict. 
When computer systems bring together people from different social settings, 
such problems will come around3. 

The "collaborative ideal" is sometimes considered something nice and cosy, it 
has this taste of mom and apple pie. But conflict is in fact an essential part of 
collaboration. As Kling notices, "some group conflict is critical for identifying 
alternative lines of action and avoiding counter productive conformity (group-
think), as long as conflicts are resolved constructively and with dignity"4. From 
the discussion in this chapter, I think it is fair to say that we are about to enter 
into a situation where collaborative work in the widest sense of the words is 
becoming an integral part of a large number of im portant computer systems. 
In this situation, studying social settings means not only studying the specific 
conditions in the workplace or workplaces where systems are to be installed 
and used, however important that is. We must also study human interaction in 

Kling, 1991b. 

Kling, 1991b, p 85-86. 

This problem is discussed by Lea et al (1992) in the context of "flaming" in electronic 
media. The authors claim that much of what is sometimes considered flaming is the 
result of refraining conversations, people say things they normally say, but in a diffe
rent context. This problem becomes more apparent when electronic media make 
people meet in new ways; Coffee-room conversations move into business communica
tion channels and create confusion, at least. 

Kling, 1991b, p 85. 
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general. I think it has to be studied in terms of "whats" and not only "hows". I 
also think there have to be not only technical, sociological, and psychological, 
but also moral aspects in these studies. More about that in Chapter 5. 

The concept "the electronic highway" (sometimes "the information high
way") became famous world-wide after the Clinton/Gore involvement in the 
discussion of the information technology programme, National Information 
Infrastructure (Nil), in Spring 19931. The word highway alludes to optical 
wires, high-performance computers, and multimedia techniques. But of course 
data communication takes place also on country roads. Already today there are 
several networks in business. Most of them are connecting different sites of 
one company, or two or more companies that do business together, but there 
is also an emerging consumer market. The new things about the electronic 
highway have to do not only with technical innovation, but also with the target 
groups; this time products and services aim not only at large companies but 
also at small companies and the home market. TIME Magazine (April 12,1993) 
puts it as follows: "Coming Soon to Your TV Screen: The Info Highway -
Bringing a revolution in entertainment, news and communication". 

There have been attempts to organize electronic consumer markets before. 
Among the "first generation" markets, only the French Minitel was a success. 
Today the situation is different in many ways. Technically, networks perform 
better, computers are more common in the homes and are more powerful. 
More people are experienced computer users today than in the early eighties. 
Communicating by computer is common; many companies use electronic mail, 
the Internet has become an established communication media for university 
people world-wide, and network services like electronic mail and on-line 
databases are offered by the telecommunication companies in most Western 
countries. The commercial success is yet to be seen, but facts are that in the US 
alone, as of Fall 1993 there are about 50 commercial networks with circa seven 
million users. 

The electronic highway can be discussed in at least the following ways: 
• As a physical structure, including the cables and computers that handle the 

message exchange. 
• As a service structure, including the kinds of services provided on the 

highway, commercial opportunities, the terms for delivery and payment, 
different designs of the delivery, and so on. 

• As a communications structure. When communication changes from one 
using media to using another, it becomes different. Computer mediated 
communication has already provided new arenas for interaction among 
university people and in some areas of education, like distance tuition; 
electronic markets will provide new ones for clients and organizations. 

The three points may be seen as three levels, each one presupposing the 
existence of t he previous. This study focuses on the second and - most of a ll -

The interested reader can find an excellent source of information about the Nil and the 
activities of the Information Infrastructure Task Force on the Internet. The URL is 
http: / / iitf.doc.gov /. 
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the third levels. Though crucial, the cables and the computers are largely taken 
for given. 

The physical structure includes several new products. There are national and 
local networks of optical wires currently being built. There are compression 
techniques that allow faster communication, like the MPEG 2 which reduces 
data transfer by as much as 140 times. There are pocket size computers like 
AT&T's personal communicator1, Motorola's Envoy2, and Apple's Newton3. 
There is the improved desktop computer, which will provide electronic mail, 
fax, voice mail, and perhaps later also video, at the desktop. And, finally, there 
is the interactive TV, like Microsoft's "Computer Enhanced TV" integrating 
Microsoft Windows™ with TV4. 

The service structure engages business people in discussing electronic mar
kets and business redesign, and computer people in developing presentation 
techniques like multimedia and systems for conferences and co-working 
known as "groupware". As an example, the increased use of electronic mail has 
led to the need to develop 'enhanced mail', which does not only mean inclusion 
of v oice and video, but also, perhaps more importantly, different devices for 
managing mail, in order to simplify use and avoid information overload on 
part of the receiver by integrating services5. 

As for the communications structure, discussions on computer mediated 
communication (CMC) have focused on general issues that the computer 
medium brings up, like 

• special tasks that CMC involves; moderating discussion groups, 'tele-
teaching', etc6; 

• special characteristics of the communication that may occur, like 
'flaming'7; 

• special grammatics that evolve due to the character of t he medium, like 
the use of 'smileys'; :-), :-(, and :-/8. 

The discussions have naturally been related to activities that have already 
become (more or less) computerized; distance tuition (Fiate Paulsen, 1993), 

Kavner, 1993. 

Nöu, 1994. 

Dataföreningen i Västra Sverige, 1993. 

Ibid, Chapter 6, p 9. 

Examples include the "Call Manager" from Ericsson, an electronic secretary, who sorts 
incoming mail according to the receiver's categorization and manages distribution of 
outgoing, thus relieving the sender of the tedious job of invoking different programs, 
keeping track of t he whereabouts of addressees, etc. (Swerup, Suk, & Berqvist, 1994). 

Da vies & Samways, 1993. 

Lea, O'Shea, Fung & Spears, 1992. 

To read a smiley, turn the paper 90° clockwise. The three smileys depicted here re
present a smiling face, an angry face, and a sceptical face. 
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mailing, conferencing etc. Focus has been much on individuals, sometimes on 
groups, but the electronic highway will affect communications also in other 
contexts: 

• Within companies who use electronic mail, video-conferencing, tele-
teaching etc1. New routines, changed roles and tasks for professionals, 
and possible undermining of organizational hierarchies by strengthening 
of in formal networks are examples of issues. 

• Among companies who are tied together by systems for electronic data 
interchange (EDI), electronic mail, or shared databases2; Problems in
clude data quality, security, authority, responsibility, control, decision 
making procedures, coupling of different organizational cultures, 
routines, etc. 

• Between individuals and companies who meet at electronic home 
markets3. This is an unexplored area. Important issues include privacy, 
vulnerability, security, credibility of the systems, how to design service in 
order to make them readily accessible, how to best design the client-
organization communication, etc. 

• In the public sectors, who will have to change procedures and regulations 
if t hey are going to make use of t he potential of ele ctronic communica
tions. Issues include organizational design, authority, privacy, public 
access to official records, secrecy, security etc4. 

• In society at large; If important parts of the communication about societal 
matters leave the streets, the workplaces, and the newspapers for the 
more secluded data communications networks, society will have to learn 
to master a new arena5. 

1 Lyytinen, 1991. 

2 Järvinen, 1992; RRV, 1989; RRV, 1991; RRV, 1992a; RRV, 1992b. 

3 Suomi, 1991; Suomi, 1992; Mowshowitz, 1987; Clarke, 1992. 

4 Civildepartementet, 1993a; Folkpartiet, 1994; Ohlin, & Persson, 1993; Segerlund, & 
Sundqvist, 1993; Sorgaard, 1994; Statskontoret, 1993a; Statskontoret, 1993b. 

5 Wright (1994) discusses some of theses issues generally. A more specific illustration is 
what happened when US president Clinton opened an electronic mailbox in June 1993 
as part of the National Infrastructure Initiative/White House Internet Project. He 
immediately received an enormous amount of emails; 125.000 as of March 1994. This 
has led to the White House having 80 persons (employees and volunteers) reading, 
filing and answering the messages. It has also urged the developing of different filters 
to automatically sort out junk mail, to give semi-automatic answers by email based on 
forms filled in by the sender, etc. Further, it has led to a discussion about the legal 
status of emails (Katz, 1994a; Katz, 1994b). Similar problems are reported from 
Sweden, where Prime Minister Bildt has followed the Clinton initiative by creating a 
Cabinet Office information site at the Internet, Information Rosenbad, including a 
Prime Minister (e)mailbox (URL is http://www.sb.gov.se/). 
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In this study, I will primarily be concerned with the fourth point, the 
relations between organizations and their clients. The opening of electronic 
markets means the opening of a new field for CMC. It brings about not only 
commercial opportunities, it also means changing the relations between 
companies and their clients. Selling and buying via a network is different from 
doing it in a shop, even if mu ltimedia techniques may make the shop shelves 
visible from home. Both vendors and customers will have to learn how to 
manage a new medium. Therefore, it seems necessary to introduce a 
communications perspective on electronic markets; what does data communi
cation mean for human interaction? 

One can think of electronic markets as communication systems in different 
ways. One way is to see the computers as a part in the dialogue between an 
organization and its clients. How can the computer be employed in the client-
organization dialogue? This includes both level two and level three above, 
since it is not just about presenting a product to a customer, but conducting a 
dialogue. This dialogue seems more crucial the greater the complexity of the 
product or service involved. 

Another way is to take a societal perspective; what would it mean if l arge 
parts of inter-human communication changes medium, from physical 
encounters to electronic ones? This would be analogous to discussing the "car 
society". Such a perspective leads the mind to things like spatial restructuring of 
activities, changes in the relative positions of social groups according to their 
relation to the new technology etc. Concerning electronic communication, this 
has so far mostly been a topic for literary rather than scientific efforts. 
Nevertheless, powerful images of the information society have been created, 
just think of the imaginative, and very different, visions of what new 
technology can be used for in communication systems painted by Orwell in 
"1984"1 and Masuda in "The information society"2. Though different in many 
ways, common for the two is that they see the potential for social change; 
while Orwell elaborates on the centralist control perspective, the evil state, 
Masuda anticipates a friendly, cooperative society of peers, a peaceful global 
village. Orwell is thinking of TV as the medium, Masuda of the computer3. But 
both introduce a societal perspective on technology, the computer and the TV 
are seen as parts, actors, in the societal dialogue4, the communication between 
institutions and individuals. 

The electronic consumer market is in its infancy, and I am not going to 
speculate about its commercial potential. I am going to study it as a 
phenomenon; what does it mean to deliver services by means of computers? Such a 
delivery does not necessarily have to include optical wires, multimedia 

Orwell, 1984. 

Masuda, 1984. 

Interestingly, the interactive TV and the enhanced electronic mail systems including 
video and voice communication both merge the two media into one. 

The concept "the societal dialogue" will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. A definition 
can be found in Appendix 1. 
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applications, or interactive TV; "low-tech" automated teller machines and TV-
shopping have been around for several years. The general phenomenon I want 
to study is the computer as a medium in service delivery. In doing so, it is not 
necessary to focus on any particular technique or the state of the art of the 
electronic markets. Computer delivery of services takes place on country roads 
as well as on highways. 

Networks make computers become "public" in several ways. My study focu
ses on one particular area where this publicness may be described and 
discussed both in terms of r eal-life artefacts, public computer systems (PCS), 
and in terms of a particular arena, the communication between an organization 
and its clients. 

Some conclusions so far 
Before proceeding, the following are some conclusions from the discussion 
above: 

• Computers are going collaborative. There are already several computer 
applications designed for co-ordinated work across distances in time and space 
and across organizational borders. Groupware was originally intended to be 
used within working groups, but it can of course also be used within 
other contexts. There are indications that such use (mostly of email) inter
feres with traditional organization in unexpected ways. "Collaboration" 
may then mean something different than working towards business 
goals set up by organizations, and this means collaboration also must be 
studied from other angles. One such is the next point. 

• Computers are going public. By "public" I mean that they enter into the 
interface between institutions and their environment. This is what electronic 
mail, IOS, public databases, often also groupware of different kinds, do. I 
have showed that publicness may involve a lot of things; relations 
between different professional cultures, relations between professionals 
and non-professionals, and relations between organizations and indi
viduals. An important point is that public arenas have properties in their 
own right, they are not just "extra-organizational". 

• Computers are going societal. When computers interfere in the relations 
between organizations and individuals they become societal; they 
concern non-professional users who use the systems voluntarily, they 
appear in other environments than the offices, they bring the office to 
those environments, they involve private life habits and values. 

Table 2 (next page) maps the properties collaborativeness, publicness, and 
societalness on some kinds of systems discussed in this chapter. 

Having drawn these conclusions, the question of how to make use of them 
in IS design in new contexts arises. While design of collaborative systems is 
already explored to some extent, design of systems that combine collaborative
ness with publicness, societalness, or both, is not. Systems that combine two or 
more of these capacities include a lot of new elements that change the contexts 
for information systems use and design, but they also change the meaning of 
"old" elements. When collaborative facilities in computer applications come into 
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use in situations where the user "groups" are not homogenous, yes, are not 
even "groups" in the sense that the participating individuals share goals and 
values, or belong to the same organization, these collaborative features must 
be seen in a very different light. 

In next chapter, I will discuss computer history from another point of view, 
in terms of systems development. Who are the systems' users, what are they 
doing, why are they doing what they do, and how are IS designers to know 
about them? What is systems development about in the new "public" context? 

Property: Collaborative Public Societal 
System: 
EDI little yes no 
PCS possibly yes yes 
Email no possibly possibly 
ATM no yes little 
Home shopping possibly yes yes 
IOS possibly yes no 

Table 2: Characteristic properties of some systems. EDI = electronic document interchange, 
PCS = public computer systems, Email = electronic mail, ATM = automated teller machines, 
IOS = interorganizational systems. 
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2. COMPUTER USERS 
In the previous chapter, we looked at the history of th e computers in terms of 
artefacts and systems. Another way of lo oking at the IS history is to consider 
the people that in their daily activities in some way or another use computers. 
Who are these people, what are they doing with the computers, and why are 
they doing what they do the way they do? 

It is easily seen that over the years, ever new categories of people have 
become involved in, or at least affected by, computer systems and therefore 
also - directly or indirectly - by systems development. The involvement of 
new groups of people is interesting because every major change in this respect 
means that new problems arise for system development professionals. In the 
earliest days of the computer, when it was employed for mathematical 
calculations only, we were usually considering systems development an affair 
for a "programmer" and a "user". Indeed, sometimes the two categories were in 
fact the same person. In the era of "early systems development", which usually 
is taken to mean "in the 60's" or "in the era of mainframes running batch jobs 
for administrative applications", there was also an "operator" to run the system 
and a "systems analyst" to design the overall structure of the system of pro
grams. Later came along the "business analyst", who was to analyze the 
organization and the information system from a strategic point of v iew: "How 
should the systems be designed so as to fit into and, even better, promote the 
business strategy?". The increased complexity of the technology itself called for 
the emergence of the "technical analyst", who was to consider the best 
implementation of a system as designed by the business analyst1. The new 
areas of interest attracted new professionals, who brought with them new 
fields of expertise, such as sociological and psychological knowledge. They 
raised new issues and developed new methods, such as the "job analysis" of the 
ETHICS method2. 

This chapter is an attempt briefly to summarize this development towards 
involving ever more people and ever different types of knowledge and skill 
into the systems development field, both on the IS professional side and on the 
user side. This is done in order to sketch the scene for what I like to think of as 
a new era in this respect, similar to the "user" revolution in the 80's. The study 
concerns the Scandinavian environment, which is special in some respects. This 
means that this discourse has a slight Scandinavian bias. Nevertheless, I am 
sure that most of t he issues raised at different phases in the history of compu
ting are general, as is the sequence of events if not the exact timing. 

Avison, & Fitzgerald, 1988. 

Mumford, 1971; Mumford, 1981; Mumford, & Weir, 1979. 
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What is a user? 
This chapter is based on a literature study made by Torsten Nilsson and myself 
in 1990. In the original study1, we looked at computer use from two points of 
departure, a historical and a philosophical. The philosophical view discussed 
three major schools of thought, different views of systems development. In the 
historical view, which is the foundation of this chapter, we identified a number 
of eras, or phases, in computer history. These eras were distinguished 
primarily by the computer users during each particular era. When deciding 
when a new era emerges, our basic consideration was "Who are the people that 
use computers, and what are their relations to the computer?" This considera
tion led us to see a possible new era whenever new groups of people became 
computer users - like when the screen terminal was introduced, and computer 
use entered into the offices - or when the basic technology changed dramatical
ly in some way, like when the PC was introduced. We wanted to see eras not 
with respect to technology only, neither with respect to actual use only, but 
computer use as a societal phenomenon; what is the computer's place in society 
at a given time. We therefore developed a comprehensive but somewhat 
vague model for discussing such eras. 

Before discussing the model and the results, some words about the 
approach itself. 

Eras 
What do we mean when we speak of "a new era"? Major inventions, like the 
steam engine, the automobile, or the computer as well as new power relations 
created by some new powerful potentate, like Napoleon or Stalin, are 
examples of events that more or less automatically become symbols for, and 
thus often also give names to, periods in history. This fact does not mean, of 
course, that the invention or the phenomenon alone can explain or illustrate 
the time in which it appears. History is too complex for that. Yet, a division of 
the continuous flow of time and events into "eras" may be fruitful in that it may 
effectively reflect the thinking, values, attitudes, etc, that were important or 
even dominant during that time. 

"The car age" may be too vague a term to characterize the 1900's, but as an 
instrument to illustratively capture views of technique, nature, and humans it 
may work, because thinking of it one realizes that the different views we have 
had of th e car in different times and in different countries have led to different 
legislation, different use of the car, and even different cars; just compare the 
huge American cars of the sixties with the small and fuel-saving European cars 
of the early nineties. In a similar way, I want this chapter to create ideas of 
computer use during the short period we have had computers around that 
leads the thinking to people and computer use. How did people think of 
computers during the different eras, and how did systems developers think of 
the people that use computers? 

Grönlund, & Nilsson, 1990. 
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A note before proceeding. It is often relatively easy to see the beginning of a 
new era. It is usually much harder to decide when an old one ends. Old 
technology always lives on in parallel with new, old organizational forms with 
new ones. Similarly, much of what I in the following will discuss as belonging 
to the 70's is still alive in the 90's. My interest is in the new elements in the 
development, those that signal the arrival of something new, or that at least 
hold a potential for change. 

Each of the era-descriptions will concentrate on that even if it is clear that for 
some time during the transition from one era to another the dominant techno
logy and the dominant ways of using it are those that were created during the 
previous periods. 

Computer use contextualized, a model 
The choice of factors when trying to describe computer use is certainly dis
putable. In the following model, it is assumed that computer use is determined 
by three general factors; technology (what the computers can do), computer 
users, and societal context. Technology itself is obviously important simply 
because when trying to solve problems, people use whatever there is to use. 
Users are important in that they formulate - actively or passively - the 
demands that to some extent constitute the "requirement specification" for next 
generation of too ls. Societal context is important because what changes that are 
at all possible to make very much depends on what is already there. This goes 
for technology as well as organizations. I don't claim any causal relationship 
among the factors, but I think that the three together determine the scene at 
which systems development is performed. That is, I see our model as a pattern 
model1 that can explain why systems researchers and developers have done 
what they have done at certain points in time, and also say something about 
the challenges of a new era. 

In our study, we used the following criteria in an attempt to capture the 
interaction between these factors: 

• The technological level. 
• Economic conditions. 
• The situation on the labour market. 
• General tendencies in society. 
• Tensions between the development of technology and societal 

conditions. 
• Stage of development in the process that characterizes the intro

duction of new technology. 
• The computers' tasks. 
• View of t he people that use the machines. 

A pattern model explanation means that "...something is explained when it is so 
related to a set of other elements that they together constitute a unified system" 
(Kaplan, 1963, p 332). 
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What do the factors include? By technological level, I mean the generally 
available and commercially interesting technology. One problem here is that it 
is not so easy to specify the "state of art" unambiguously. What I refer to is the 
technology that at a certain point in time is considered modern and that is 
widely used by organizations. I think it is fairly easy to reach sufficient agree
ment on such a broad definition, and I think this definition still is clear enough. 

Economic conditions. The dissemination of products depends much on the cost 
of t hem. This is so both in absolute terms (which organizations or individuals 
can at all afford to buy them?) and in relative (What is the cost relation 
between technology and labour?) Also, the problem of choosing the best kind 
of technology, the best way to conduct development projects, etc changes 
depending on the relative costs of the production factors. 

The situation on the labour market . When considering this point, there are first 
general factors like the state of the market, demand and supply of labour etc. 
There are also ingredients like legislation and political ideas that in part set the 
scene for the use of technology. In Europe, for instance, the 1970's brought a 
lot of legislation produced in attempts to humanize working life, whereas the 
80's brought about a marketization of the public sectors and an internationali
zation of many affairs. Such things affect the relations between workers and 
employers, and they therefore also affect the discussions of how to make best 
use of technology. 

General tendencies in society. The general view of computers changes as more 
people get used to them. Knowledge propagation means new views of what is 
a problem and what is not. The average person's view of the computer is 
generally more positive today than twenty-five years back, simply because 
people are nowadays accustomed to it; most of u s use one from time to time. 
Apart from this, there are ideological and social currents to some extent 
influencing the view of technology. Compare, for instance, the great 
technology-optimism of the 60's, the sometimes negative attitude towards 
technology of the green wave, of the 70's , and the internationalism of the 80's. 
They have all affected the use of technology, in different ways. 

Tensions between the development of technology and societal conditions. The 
general view of technology among people may differ from that expressed by 
commercial and institutional use of technology. This may lead to tensions, and 
these tensions lead to the emergence of interest groups trying to push their 
particular views. This is something that happens every time new technology is 
introduced, there are "pushers" and "preservers". Sometimes the existence of a 
specific profession is threatened, sometimes privileges are threatened and the 
relations among groups are changed. Sometimes the scope of the conflict 
extends from the workplaces out into society. An example of the first and the 
second kind is the struggle between the graphic workers and the journalists 
when the newspapers where computerized in the early 80's1. An example of 
the third kind is the recurrent debates on privacy during the past twenty years. 

Such tensions are dissolved when the technology is gradually adapted to 
organizations, or when organizations adopt to technology, or by some middle 

Ehn, 1988, p 342-347. 
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way. The outcome is much dependent on the power balance among the 
interest groups involved. 

Stage of development in the process that characterizes the introduction of new 
technology. Any technology goes through a maturity process, technical as well 
as social. From at the beginning being viewed with (probably exaggerated) 
delight by its advocates and with correspondingly overstated fear by its 
opponents, the technology that shows itself to be economically viable usually 
in time becomes socially accepted. In England of th e early 1900s, there had to 
be a person walking in front of the car waving a flag in order not to scare the 
cows. We don't do that now, even though the environmental problems with 
cars are still not solved; they are in fact bigger by now, and one of them still is 
the cars' effects on animals. 

Since the specific focus of t he model is computer use, the following criteria 
must be added: 

The computers' tasks. Which tasks are typical for a particular time? Have com
puters intruded into some new area? What type of computerized tasks are im
portant for guiding the way the computers are used and for determining which 
people have to use computers? 

View of the people that use the machines . Who are they, in terms of professional 
categories? How can they influence system design? How do system designers 
think of them? What is the relation between man and machine? Who controls 
whom? What activities do people undertake when they use computers? 

The criteria listed above are of dif ferent kinds. Some are very general, some 
are very specific. They are not completely independent; for instance the "view" 
of computer users depends on what tasks they perform, but also the tasks 
depend on the view of what they can and should do. Still, by discussing history 
using this frame of reference, a picture that changes considerably over time 
emerges, as we shall see. I consider it more important to give a rich picture 
than to further cultivate the model. In the following, I will use the criteria to 
characterize the eras of computer use. As a starting point, I will use the model 
by Jorgen Bansler, introduced in Chapter 1. I consider this model generally 
correct, but since I have different purposes with this book, I will have to extend 
it a little. 

Bansler's perspective is macrosociological, that of a systems developer. Con
sequently, "use" in his account sounds somewhat impersonal, detached from 
the people that actually use the machines. Use is about "functions" and "tasks." I 
think further insights can be won if on e tries to consider computer use from 
the point of view of the users. 

Bansler delimits his study to what he calls "working life". He explicitly 
excludes areas like military technology, computer use in schools and in the 
homes and so on. It is not unfair to say that he also excludes the public sector. 
He does in fact mention it when he describes the extended public sector admi-
nistative computer use1, but his generalizations are a bit too sweeping to be 
fruitful for my purposes, and thus they have to be refined. Another, quite 

Bansler, 1987, p 69. 
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obvious, reason to comment on Bansler's discourse is that it was written in 
1987, since then some things have happened. 

My first comment is about his way of d iscussing the public and the private 
sectors as if th ey were alike in all respects. I know that Bansler does not think 
so, yet in his discourse no difference between the two is made. In some sense, 
of c ourse, organizations in both sectors "do business". This is most of all true 
for management issues like keeping costs down, personnel issues, administra
tive problems and the like. In a wider sense, when considering goals and 
means, there are considerable differences. Public organizations are governed 
by service goals, not by profit goals. Therefore, organizations in the public 
sectors are much more restricted in terms of a lternatives of action. There are 
demands for public access to files, secrecy, democracy and equality. These are 
demands that inflict a lot on the employment of new technology - just think of 
the recurrent debates on privacy - and that make the traditional profit goal 
seem comparatively easy to achieve. 

My second com ment concerns Bansler's way of d iscussing "working life" as 
something that only concerns organizations and their staff, an internal issue. To 
be sure, the bulk of computer use (in terms of number of people involved and 
hours spent etc) so far has been within the walls of the factories and offices. To 
some extent, this is now changing, and it is changing in several ways, as I 
showed in Chapter 1. We can today see computers being used publicly; 
automated tellers, home shopping, public databases, electronic mail, the 
Internet, etc. This kind of computer use is neither peripheral, nor private. We 
can here see the first examples of the computer use of tomorrow. Such systems 
are certainly part of "working life", since they in different ways extend the terri
tory for the shop or the office activities out on the streets or even into the 
homes. "Working life" is not just what goes on within the company walls, it is 
also advertising, looking for work, looking for people to hire, payments, 
relations with clients etc. The Swedish National Encyclopaedia defines work as 
any "activity people undertake in order to support themselves"1. Given that 
definition, one should not be too quick to demarcate private life from working 
life. 

The organization of work (and we're back at the office now) is much 
affected by the conditions in the surrounding society. The "Scandinavian 
school" in systems development is a good example of this, it could not have 
emerged without the labour legislation and the high degree of u nionization of 
Scandinavia of the 1970's. The democratization of working life meant that 
society moved into the factories. Today, we can see very much of the opposite; 
business moves out into society. Society is marketized. Instead of "admi
nistrating democracy", public sectors "buy and sell products", mostly service. 

Society and workplaces have never been separated by waterproof bulk
heads. During the 1970's, workplaces played an, in a historical perspective, im
portant role in Scandinavia. This time is over, in the sense that the "computeri
zation front" has moved some, and therefore the perspective has to be 
widened. 

Bra Böcker, 1989, Vol 1, p 491. 
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Stages in computer use, the era model applied 
What gives character to an era is, conceptually, first and foremost the changes 
that occur compared to the previous stage. Since our 1990 study focused on 
computer users, we started by identifying points in time when new groups of 
people got in contact with computers. We let each such occasion mark the start 
of a new era if the new groups significantly changed the way the systems 
developers, computer manufacturers or organizations worked. We gave 
names to the eras mainly from that point of view, which gave us the following 
list: 

• the researcher's era, the 1940:s, 
• the engineer's era1, the 1950:s, 
• the operator's era, 1960 - 1975, 
• the user's era, 1975 - 1990, and 
• the customer s era, 1990 onwards. 

It is important to note that these eras do not have exact starting points. Each 
era transforms into the next over some period of time, sometimes short, some
times longer. Also, the time perspective changes somewhat depending on what 
country one considers. The years we choose apply to the Scandinavian scene. 

Moreover, I don't mean to say that some important category of people 
somehow have disappeared. They are all still around, one way or another, but 
while they during "their" era represent something new, they later float into the 
"normal", where they find an established place in the ever larger edifice of 
computerization. Some specialized professions actually have disappeared, like 
the keypunch operators. Therefore, we used more general classifications. Thus, 
"operator" covers all those concerned with keeping the computers working. 

As a final reservation, while the first four eras were distinguished by litera
ture studies, the fifth is our own construction. It is this era that the discussions 
in this book are all about, but whether or not there actually is or will be such an 
era may not be apparent to all. In this chapter, I present some data that I think 
indicate the advent of the customer era, but this is my construction, which I 
hope to make credible to the reader. Let us now take a look at the different 
eras in light of the era model given in the previous section. 

The researcher's era 
During this period, the 1940's, computer programmers and computer users 
were typically the same persons. Sometimes they also built their own compu
ters. Examples of Swedish computers stemming from this era are BARK2 from 

As the reader notices, the naming of the eras is not totally consistent. The engineer is 
not a user but a manufacturer. We could not find a defining user for that era. Still, the 
engineer s era represents something so fundamentally different from the surrounding 
eras that we just couldn't leave it out. The main users of the era were the same as in 
the previous and the subsequent eras. 

The Swedish abbreviation for "Binary Arithmetic Relay Calculator". 
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1951, BESK1 from 1953 and SARA2 from 1955. Products of other countries in
clude DASK3 (Denmark) from 1958 and ENIAC4 (USA) from 1946. The compu
ters were used for comprehensive mathematical calculations within the military 
organizations. The preconditions for a commercial breakthrough were still far 
ahead. 

In this small circle of computer users, there were certainly conflicts among 
groups, persons or companies. There were not, however, conflicts of t he kind 
today normally considered in systems design, such occurring between compu
ter professionals and what we call users, that is professionals from other fields 
that only have a use interest in computers. This means systems development 
was not socially problematic, it was purely a technical challenge. 

The engineers era 
The engineer's era covered roughly the 1950's. This era brought along a certain 
division of labour in the computer business. Many activities in the development 
and manufacturing of computers were by now relatively uninteresting from 
the researchers' point of view. The computers became more of objects for engi
neering refinement, structured programming and organization of pro
grammer teams are topics of the time. External units, like punch card readers 
and line writers, made it possible to communicate with the computers in easier 
ways than before. Around the mid-50's, commercial use of computers was 
emerging; pioneers were banks and insurance companies. Because there was a 
market, albeit still small, industrial manufacturing of computers and computer 
programs began. Because of this, a producer-consumer relationship emerged, 
which held some conflicts5, but still not enough to be interesting from my point 
of view. Computer use was still largely a researchers' business, and this group 
of people was relatively small and homogenous. The use situation was created 
by themselves for themselves. They were not forced into it by some other 
group. 

The seed to the for my purposes interesting issues was, however, planted 
during this era, in that commercial computer use took its first jolting steps. The 
effects, though, were not apparent until the next era, when computer technolo
gy was disseminated to large groups of professionals who had not themselves 
asked for it. It was by then that conflicts over the "best" use of technology start 
for real, even though it is not until the second next era, the user's era, that these 
conflicts reached a "critical mass" from a systems designer's point of view. 

The Swedish abbreviation for "Binary Electronic Sequence Calculator". 

The Swedish abbreviation for "SAAB's Automatic Calculation Automat". 

The Danish abbreviation for "Danish Arithmetic Relay Calculator". 

"Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator". 

Anners ted t, Forsberg, Henriksson, & Nilsson (1970) discuss the struggle between 
researchers, the State and a couple of private companies over the "Mathematics 
Machine Bureau" (Matematikmaskinnämnden) and the Swedish computer production 
during the 1950's. 
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The operator's era 
The operator's era covered, in Scandinavia, roughly the period from 1960 to 
1975. During this time, a clear division of labour appeared in the computer 
business. New professions were created; in addition to computer operators and 
keypunch operators there was the systems engineer. It can be noted that while 
the systems engineer typically was male, the keypunch operators were usually 
women, a note which may serve to illustrate the routine-style work situations, 
simplifying work to the border of automation, that were typical for the compu
ter use of the era. Developing programs and rationalizing organizational infor
mation flows, on the contrary, were considered highly skilled tasks. 
Technological level 
In the reviews of computer history, the technology of t his era is usually called 
2nd and 3rd generation computers. "2nd generation" refers to transistor based 
machines, "3rd generation" refers to those based on integrated circuits. The 
result was much faster machines as compared with previous era. Magnetic tape 
gave permanent storage capacity, which of course was a prerequisite for 
commercial use. 

The computer equipment in an organization during this time was typically a 
"mainframe" placed - physically as well as organizationally - in a special 
computer department. Peripheral devices were punched card readers, card 
punchers, tape stations and line writers. Only specially trained personnel were 
allowed to run the machines. Since the computer was the most expensive 
resource, much effort was spent maximizing computer utilization. 
The computers' tasks 
During this time, automatic data processing was used for processing large 
amounts of data in predefined ways at predefined points in time. Typically 
monthly salary payments and the like, that is, relatively simple operations that 
must be performed repeatedly and in large quantities. Banks and insurance 
companies were the first organizations to computerize their transaction 
systems. Computerization was performed in "systems development projects", 
often with the help of consultants. Such projects were usually comprised of the 
following steps (which have been given several different names): 

• Investigation of existing (manual) procedures; 
• Analysis of which components may be performed by machines; 
• Purchase of appropriate machinery; 
• Construction of appropriate programs; 
• Restructuring of the manual tasks according to the new preconditions. 
The systems development projects were typically called "administrative 

rationalization" or "administrative development". It may be said without undue 
simplification that it was basically about automating existing routines, not 
much effort was spent questioning the overall flow of the information system. 
Bansler calls this kind of computerization "systems construction", as opposed to 
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"systems development" during later periods, and I find this distinction 
appropriate1. 

Organizations set up computer departments. The business departments had 
to leave their data to be processed by that department. The actual processing is 
handled by "operators", who can be characterized by the fact that they had a 
relationship to the machines rather than to the data processed. The operator 
was a "machine user", while the professionals in the business departments were 
"data users". The focus of the systems engineer was definitely on the machine 
user and "manual operations". The data user had to adapt his work to the 
limitations of the technology and the computer department. If the data user 
after the processing found some errors in the data, he could only correct those 
by returning the material to the computer department for re-processing. "It 
can't be changed, it is in the computer" is a classical saying coined during this 
era. At that time, it was almost true. 
Economic conditions 

During this era, computers were expensive. Also, knowledge about program
ming and systems engineering was in short supply, and therefore expensive. 
Out of this situation emerged the computer department and the systems 
development project. The expensive resources should only be bought when 
needed, that is systems construction knowledge when systems were to be 
developed (the consultant) and processing knowledge and power when data 
had to be processed (the operator and the computer time). 
Conditions on the labour market 
The 1960's were times when the ideal of industrialization finally reached the 
offices. The good terms of market made demand for labour rise, which in turn 
was an incentive to find new technical solutions that would make the office a 
more efficient machine. Large scale solutions to production problems, office 
landscapes, specialization were trends of the time. All cogs in the machinery 
should be made replaceable, in order to avoid potential disturbances by "the 
human factor". Therefore, the human contributions must not be too compli
cated. To computerize workplaces, there still had to be an expensive expert, the 
systems engineer, but to run the machines on a daily basis, a robot would be 
preferred. It never got that far, but the work of the keypunch operator was 
rather close to what robots can do. As technology developed, there was no 
need for a robot - the routine operator was simply eradicated when his tasks 
during the next era were moved to the new protagonist in systems develop
ment, the user. 
Tendencies in society 
The 1960's were years of large-scale solutions not only in organizations but also 
at a national level. The car by now finally became every family's property, 
which made people easy to move. By car, people could quite easily travel seve
ral kilometres to work every day. This made it easier to centralize production 
units in order to achieve large-scale advantages. Such advantages include 
standardizing of products as well as of production. This period gave us 

Bansler, 1987, p 66. 
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supermarkets instead of shops, Tetrapaks instead of m ilk bottles, speed limits 
instead of personal judgement, to name just a few things that regulate society 
and make it more uniform. More directly relevant for computer use, we also 
got MTM, Method Time Measuring. The amount of administrative work 
increased, not least due to the fact that large organizations create more 
overhead than small ones. Rationalization is not so interesting a concept in the 
one-man village shop as it is in the nation-wide chain store organization. 
Tensions between the development of technology and so cietal conditions 

Since the technology during this time was both a prerequisite and a determi
ning factor for the transition of society, it was often made a symbol of the 
negative effects of the "large-scalization". On the other hand, during the period 
a strong technology-optimism was prevailing. Technology was taking us to the 
moon and made our societies prosper. As far as computerization is concerned, 
those who got the new jobs that it created were probably positively charged 
towards computerization. Among those who were made redundant, the good 
terms of the market smoothed their situation a lot. There were also several 
complaints among those who saw their jobs being "straightened up" by 
rationalization projects; they lost their relative freedom to work their own way 
in the era of deadlines, forms and time measuring. 
Stage of development.,.. 
The computers' role as instruments for organizational change and the systems 
engineer as the change agent, popular terms in the 70's, were not much dis
cussed within the IS field during this time. It was about automation and 
rationalization. The human computer user was still not interesting for those 
constructing computer systems. Consequently, very few "grass root perspec
tives" reached the systems developers. They saw as their clients first of all the 
organizations' management. Computers were still seen as something "compli
cated", something for experts. I'll leave it an open question for now as to 
whether this had to do with technology itself or if it rather has to do with the 
Taylorist view of work organization. I believe both played a role. Technical fac
tors, such as the immaturity and high costs of the technology, made it easier to 
pursue the idea of large-scale solutions. On the other hand, the large-scale-
ideology served as a preservative for the technical development. 
View of the people that use the machines 
The operators were professionals with a certain aura of expertise, at least when 
compared to traditional office work like filing or typewriting. They knew 
something not everybody knew. They also had a monopoly on certain activi
ties that were crucial for other people. Despite their work being routine and 
also done in noisy and warm rooms, often under stress, their position as a 
bottleneck in the organizations' information systems gave them some salary 
advantages (still as compared to traditional office work at a corresponding skill 
level) and some reason for a certain professional pride. After all, an operator 
can in a sense be seen as an heir to the researcher and the engineer; one of the 
few chosen who can master the magic technology. Such a view was not 
uncommon at workplaces by then. Viewed from a systems developer's point 
of view, the operator was of course but a cog in the Taylorist machinery. A 
parenthesis in history while waiting for the technology that would make it 
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possible for the data user to get his hands on the computer and himself feed it 
and retrieve data and services from it. 

The user's era 
The "user" as an important factor entered into the Scandinavian literature on 
systems development around 19751, and from that time onwards, there was an 
ever livelier debate on "user friendliness" and the like2. Generally, this era can 
be characterized by computer use spreading to professionals in organizations, 
the former "data users". The data interchange between man and machine was 
no longer mediated by an operator. This made the situation for the systems 
engineer more complicated, as we will see. 
Technological level 

The computers of this era are called "4th generation" machines. The integrated 
circuits developed into LSI and VLSI (Large Scale Integration and Very Large 
Scale Integration respectively), which radically increased the capacity of the 
computers. Computers could by now also communicate by means of new 
kinds of external units, especially of course the visual display. The batch 
systems were frequently replaced by on-line systems. Time sharing made it 
possible to connect several external units to one computer, thereby making 
"parallel" work possible. 

The typical computer system of the 70's was still centralized. Databases and 
programs located on a "mainframe" serving organization-wide, often even 
nation-wide, systems were operated by the business organizations' staff via 
visual displays. The machine itself was still maintained by the computer depart
ment, which also wrote the programs. 
The computers' tasks 
In this era, the work with inputting and handling outputted data was moved 
from the operators to the "users", by which was meant the former "data users". 
A user is thus a professional who has a relationship both to the technical equip
ment and to the data that are processed. In contrast to the operator, the essence 
of the user's professional pride is not the handling of the machine, but the 
work that was performed before the computer entered the scene. The compu
ter not only appeared on the professional's desk as a helper bypassing the 
computer department's bottleneck routines, it also became a threat for the 
user, since it seemed to entail that his work is studied, measured and reorga
nized without his control, by some analyst. 

The user started to make demands concerning the utilization of the techno
logy in order to get a more meaningful job, or at least to try to avoid the im
poverishment and alienation of it. 

During this era, the level of ambition for computerization was raised also 
by the employers. The skill of the professionals is recognized, both as a re

1 Hentzel, & Norberg, 1976 is the earliest textbook we found that used the term "user". 

2 Goldkuhl, & Röstlinger, 1982; LO, 1975; LO, 1981; Persson, & Strandler, 1978; 
Svensson, 1978; TCO, 1977; Statskontoret, 1981. 
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source for systems development and as the point at which systems develop
ment should aim; supporting professionals at work, not automating routines. 
Economic conditions 

The economic conditions were by and large the same as during the previous 
era. Computers were still the most expensive resource, even though VLSI-tech-
nology means that one buys much more capacity per dollar. Systems develop
ment and systems operations were typically run the same way as before. One 
company one computer, computerization mainly among large companies. The 
computer department and the systems development project flourished. The 
computer consultant business was a Klondike. 
The situation on the labour market 

During the seventies, power issues were widely debated. This was so in 
researcher circles as well as in the general societal debate1. Democracy at work 
is a big issue, both in Scandinavia and elsewhere. In Scandinavia, much legis
lation aiming at humanizing working life and strengthening the workers' 
position was passed. Swedish examples include the Act on Security of 
Employment (LAS), the Work Environment Act, the Joint Regulation Act 
(MBL), and the Act concerning Labour Representatives on Company Boards 
(LSA). These laws gave the workers increased influence over their work 
situation, even though the final word was in many cases left with the 
employer. The laws resulted in several projects aimed at implementing them. 
The unions engage in systems development. Union action programmes were 
developed2. In Sweden the union-financed "Center for Working Life" 
(Arbetslivscentrum) was founded and staged several projects like the DEMOS 
and the UTOPIA3. 

A concrete product of this time was the "Collective Resources Approach" 
and the "Negotiation Model" for systems development, which built on an ex
tensive union influence and worker commitment4. The negotiation model 

Jonsson (1979) gives a brief overview. "Computer Power" (Anér, 1975), "Management 
and Wage-Earner Power" (Ehn, & Sandberg, 1982), "Computers at the Service of the 
Wage-Earners" (LO, 1983), and "Computers - on Who's Terms?" (Kollerbaur & Köhler, 
1984) are striking and characteristic titles of the time. 

LO, 1975; TCO, 1978. 

Ehn, 1988, p 248-258. 

The Negotiation Model is introduced by Sandberg (1979) and used in several projects 
reported by Ehn (1988). Sandberg simply calls the idea "good investigation", and 
describes it in terms that makes it generally applicable. Ehn introduces the name "The 
Negotiation Model" for the first time, and discusses specifically union influence in com
puterization projects in companies. 

The idea of improving quality by means of negotiations is elaborated by Ivanov 
(1972), who draws on the "Hegelian" model for inquiring systems as of Churchman 
(1971). The basic Hegelian model was adapted by Ehn (1973) and used as the original 
frame for participation and negotiations based on a Marxist conception of union 
involvement in information systems development. 
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introduced the "conflict-perspective" in systems development; the idea that 
technological "development" is not by means of some inherent property good 
for all, that there may be different perspectives, and that workers and 
management by definition hold different perspectives. The role of information 
systems as a means for control was emphasized. The traditional systems 
development methods were questioned from this point of view, and the model 
required parallel investigations, one traditionally management-oriented, the 
other worker-oriented. 
Tendencies in society 

By this time, the computer definitely stepped out of the workshops and offices 
into society. In Sweden, all political parties composed policies on computeriza
tion. First was the Liberal Party (Folkpartiet), 1975, all the others followed within 
a five year period. 

"Computer knowledge" is by now something that no citizen can live with
out, they say. During this era, large-scale education projects were carried out in 
Sweden. "Popular Computer Education" (Bred datautbildning) was the name of a 
course for adults organized in cooperation among all Swedish universities and 
radio and TV-channels during the winter 1985-86. The new subject "Computer 
knowledge" entered into compulsory school and colleges in 1984. "An educa
tional explosion!" Kollerbaur and Köhler1 exclaimed in a textbook from the 
Popular Computer Education project. 

When more and more people got in direct contact with computers, know
ledge about not only the computers themselves, but also the consequenses of 
employing them, became more widely disseminated. During the 70's this 
knowledge was coupled with a general distrust towards - particularly - multi
national companies and governments, much a result of the "1968-spirit". This 
resulted in debates on privacy in computer files2 and on the vulnerability of 
electronic files to unauthorized intrusion and accidents3. The first law especially 
aimed at computer use, the Swedish Data Law (Datalagen), was passed 1974 in 
order to protect the privacy of the individuals. It was soon followed by similar 
acts in other countries. A special authority, the Swedish Data Inspection Board 
(Datainspektionen), was set up to audit the complying with the law. 
Tensions between the development of technology and societal conditions 
The 1970's can in much be said to be the "age of the grass-root". Activities 
manifesting this is union struggle, criticism of s everal traditional authorities 
(like university teachers....), calls for - and reforms concerning - solidarity with 
people with low socio-economic status and with the people of th e third world. 
Other events of the era include the popular resistance against the exploitation 

Kollerbaur, & Köhler, 1984, p 38. 

See Freese: "Does the Data Law Give You Protection?" (Freese, 1979b). 

See, for instance "Data Across the Borders" (Freese, 1979a) or "Society's Vulnerability 
in the Computer Age" (Fredholm, 1980). Both these books, as the one in the previous 
footnote, are part of a series by the Swedish publisher Studentlitteratur on "topics of 
vital importance for information science". 
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of nuclear energy, the "green wave", the enlargement of the social security 
systems of most European countries, and other. Following this was a certain 
suspicion towards technology in general. The technology-optimism of the 60's 
was replaced by a distrust, in some cases pure hostility. In this perspective, the 
large computer systems became symbpls for unwarranted authority and 
oppression. Since the market was low, rationalization now meant people 
having to leave their jobs. To those, computers very often seemed to be the 
reason for their having to leave. 

Within the systems development debate, there were two main currents in 
this the little man's struggle. One (most prominent in Scandinavia) was the 
collective resources approach (CR), mentioned above1. The other (reaching 
world wide) was the so called socio-technical school, which focused on the 
human problems that occur when working life is rationalized and automated. 
Sociologists and psychologists entered into systems development. Work 
satisfaction, ergonomics, "human factors" and so on are the new topics on the 
agenda. Within this school, there was not much of the CR talk about conflicts of 
interests and struggle, it was rather about adjusting technical and human 
factors to each other. Much of t he interest for autonomous groups in industry 
came from these circles2. 
Stage of development... 

By now, computer technology was relatively well known among people in 
general. This was also when it for the first time got seriously criticized. There 
had been criticism before, but now criticism was supported by influential 
voices; the trade unions (work content, work environment, education, union 
influence, risk of loosing of jobs, etc), political parties (humanization of 
working life), the Data Inspection Board (privacy). A number of interest 
organizations for computer users were formed, in Sweden Riksdataförbundet 
(National Computing Society, RDF, 1974), Svenska dataföreningen (Swedish 
Computer Society, SDF) and Svenska samfundet för informationsbehandling 
(Swedish Association for Information Processing, SSI, founded already in 1959). 
The computers' tasks 
Generally, the computers' tasks of this era did not differ much from that of the 
previous one. The computers did basically the same things as before, but they 
were run by new groups of people. It was rather an era of consolidation, 
adjusting organizations to the new technology. 

Bansler calls this branch "the union-political school". This label is correct, insofar as the 
agents of th is school from general socialistic views with the help of t he unions wanted 
to start a struggle against the power of the capital owners. Since the struggle was kept 
within the factory walls, "union-political" is a more striking label than "collective 
resources", especially if o ne wants to distinguish the work of this school during this 
period from the later development, when computers more directly enter into other 
spheres of society. 

The Volvo plants in Kalmar and, later, Uddevalla are often referred to in this context. 
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View of the people that use the machines 

The advent of th e user made life more complicated for the systems developer. 
"Suddenly" there was a new professional involved in the business, one that was 
not satisfied with being turned into an operator. Instead he started, supported 
by laws, agreements, interest organizations, and even public opinions, to raise 
demands for systems to be adjusted to him, and not vice versa. The amount of 
possible operations the systems had to perform thereby increased drastically. 
The number of po ssible ways to design those operations increased even more 
rapidly. It is fair to say that the systems engineer during this era got a new 
client. Earlier, most of his efforts were directed towards the management. It 
was still so formally and economically, of course, but in practice he had to learn 
to construct systems that the professionals could manage and wanted to use. 
For practical reasons, they must be able to go on doing their job, but also 
because unions were strong by then (at least in much of Europe), and because 
of legislation (everywhere). Man-machine interaction was no longer about 
"manual routines" like punching cards, it was about the computer interfering in 
a professional's work situation. This resulted in a cultural clash. From this clash 
of two (at least) cultures stems concepts and discussions like "user-friendliness", 
"user participation", "participatory design", concepts that have been used with 
many, often conflicting, associations. 

The customer's era? 
We are now in the beginning of the 1990fs. Since we are ourselves living in this 
era, it is not so easy to evaluate it the way I have done with previous eras. 
Therefore, parts of what I am going to say here will be based on observations 
of an ongoing change rather than detached analysis in retrospect. There will be 
some unclear terminology, much due to the fact that terminology is very much 
the same as during the previous period though the meanings of words have 
changed. 

It may be proper to say at this point that there are alternative words to 
name this era by, "customer" might well be replaced by something else, which 
the question mark in the title is intended to indicate. The following is an 
attempt to discuss what the new characteristics of this era are, and what 
implications they might have for systems development. 

When talking about the "customer era", I first of al l think of t wo relatively 
new conditions changing the relations between those producing computer 
systems and those using them. Those conditions are the increased use of o ff-
the-shelf standard programs and the increasing use of "public systems". 

As for the increased use of off-the-shelf programs, this is a threat to the 
computer department as well as to the systems development project. Those 
two are decreasingly occupied with programming, and increasingly with 
maintenance, purchase and installation of ready-made software, assembly of 
such software products into systems, user contacts, requirement analysis and 
keeping a jour with the software market. This means that the users' dependen
cy on the producers is reduced. The contact between them is mediated by a 
market, which means there is more than one supplier and there is competition. 
This will probably strengthen the consumer part, especially when taking into 
account the increased knowledge about, and the widespread experiences with, 
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computers and computer use. The former user now becomes a customer with 
the right and the competence to choose his suppliers. 

As for the increasing use of "public" systems, this will be comprehensively 
discussed in Chapter 3, so I won't spend much time on it here. What I mean is 
all the kinds of "customer-oriented" information channels from automated 
tellers to home shopping that are currently emerging. The advent of such 
systems means that new groups of people are involved with computer use, 
people that use computers not only as part of t heir job. In a similar way that 
the advent of t he user meant that the systems developer's job changed, so will 
the advent of the customer. By the time I write this, October 1993,1 can only 
speculate on just what the changes will be. In Chapter 6, the essence and 
potential of such changes will be further discussed. 

During this era, the view of computer users changes. It is no longer just 
about professionals at work, but about customers, clients, and citizens. One 
major difference is that professional work is comparatively well defined and 
subject to regulations, while the customer role is less controllable. Customers 
are by definition independent. "Customer-oriented" systems therefore must 
have a new kind of generality and flexibility if they are to work. Reasons 
include that use is largely voluntary, and therefore rests on public confidence, 
also customers cannot be "educated" the same way users are trained. The user 
interface moves out into society. 

During this era, new professions are created. ADP-coordinator, PC-
administrator, Network administrator, ADP-strategist, ADP-developer are 
names on jobs that are directed at co-ordinating different equipment and ideas, 
co-ordinating use of d ata among different departments, and with developing 
strategies for organizations' information systems. 
Technological level 
PCs with considerable computing power are by now common in most organi
zations. Graphical displays and programs supporting graphical presentation 
are standard. CD-ROM technology and multi-media, integrating databases, 
sound, pictures, and even video, are used more frequently, even though the 
commercial break-through is still lacking as of Fall 1993. Computer networks 
are in use nationally and internationally, even though the capacity so far 
generally does not allow real-time video transmission1. Local-area networks 
are standard. The communication between computers of different brands is 
developed considerably. This text, for instance, written on a Macintosh, can 
easily be transferred to an IBM c omputer by means of a Power PC or the 
program PC-Exchange running on my Macintosh. 

As far as systems development is concerned, the "user interface" is at the top 
of t he agenda. A strong research and development branch based on cognitive 
psychology is gaining a rapidly growing influence, because with the PC the 

As I write this, projects running interactive video with acceptable quality on a single 
telephone line are reported (Economist, 1993a, p 79). 
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need to design easy-to-use interfaces becomes urgent1. The "user" that this 
branch studies is not the same one we encountered during the union struggles 
in previous era. Here, the object of study is not work roles but human 
properties in general and human activity in different work situations in 
particular. "How can the screen design and the logic of the programs be best 
adapted to man's psychological functioning and the demands of the work 
situation" is the research question. 

By the early nineties, the design of the typical standard programs, those that 
make up the bulk of computer use (like word processing, calculations and 
database maintenance) seems fairly mature. Word processors have looked 
virtually the same for the past five years, the Macintosh interface from the mid-
80's set the standard. Even though my Microsoft Word™ 5.1 can do a lot of 
things my first version couldn't, their appearances are quite similar. They look 
the same to me. Also, moving to Word for Windows is easy, it is like changing 
from a Volvo to a Saab. You may prefer one of them, but the differences are in 
the details; the gears and the break pedal are in the same position in both. 
The computers' tasks 

The PC break-through means a rapid dissemination of computers. Not only 
large companies, but also small ones, and even individuals, can afford a 
computer. And they buy. The home-computer revolution, predicted by many, 
does not occur, though2. In the homes, the computer is used fore home-work 
and games. A meaningful role in the maintenance of the household, like the 
family budget, the receipt collection and so on, seems to be largely lacking. It 
seems that, at least in Sweden, a change in this respect is starting during the 
winter of 1993, when home work is growing rapidly as the sales of PCs for 
home use. 

Generally, the era sees two different developments, "public" and "private" 
systems. 

By "public" systems, already discussed in Chapter 1,1 mean the kinds of 
systems that bypass organizations' front personnel and let the customers 
directly access the data bases; automated tellers, home shopping, self-service 
machines at the Job Office and the tourist office, on-line telephone books, on
line public sector information etc. 

By "private" systems, I mean programs and data files that individuals can 
create and use independently to facilitate their own work. This development 
has boomed due to the PC-revolution, and it has created several coordination 
problems within companies; compatibility of data and data types, security 
problems, access problems, data quality problems, integration problems, and 
other. 

"User Centered System Design" (Norman, & Draper, 1986) is the classical first compre
hensive book stemming from this branch. 

Economist 1992. 
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One important characteristic common for both these types of systems is that 
it is much about voluntary use. This means the user is able to push his demands 
more than during the previous era. 

Systems of t he second kind are typically produced as standard packages by 
software companies. The first kind is still new and consequently typically pro
duced in traditional development projects, even though standard programs 
often are used as components in such systems. 

When the "user interface" moves out in society, new problems arise. Bo 
Dahlbom1 says that we live in a world of artefacts in disguise; disguise because 
they do the things people used to do, yet they are of course different in many 
ways. We can never be sure what's behind the interface. We have become 
accustomed to believe that there is money in the automated teller, but what 
reasons do we have to be certain that there will always be? Maybe our next 
retrieval command is answered by a roar of laughter and nothing more? A 
"customer-oriented" information system must enjoy a high degree of public 
confidence in order to work. There is every possibility for the sender to use 
such systems to make up a fake image of himself. The same goes for mail and 
conference systems2. This rises issues of the customer's status - what possibili
ties does he have to control activities, make inquiry, ask questions, etc? 
Economic conditions 

Computers are by now cheap. Knowledge about computers is also becoming 
ever cheaper, since programmers and systems developers abound, and since 
there is tough competition on the software market. The development project is 
not dead, but in its old shape, it is a dying dinosaur. There is of course always a 
need for projects when highly inventive things are to be developed, but com
puterization projects are by now like any other construction project. 
The situation on the labour market 

Labour is by now relatively expensive, mostly due to the fact that computers 
have become radically cheaper. As a consequence, there are economic incen
tives for replacing staff, and the more widespread knowledge about computer 
use makes it easier to introduce computers in different contexts. Particularly in 
the public sectors, the need for cutting costs is pressing in order to make ends 
meet. 

Another feature of working life of this era is the intellectualization of almost 
every job. Today, everybody from engineers and business analysts to super
market cashiers, stock-room workers and errand boys must at least be able to 
use a computer. This changes work. Monitoring an automatic process from a 
control room is very different from walking around looking at the machines. 
The direct, physical, contact with the matter is replaced by symbol 

Dahlbom, 1989, p 4. 

I would claim that it generally goes for all kinds of systems that are built on vague or 
controversial models of reality. This is not least important for the discussions on 
decision support systems, as I claimed in (Grönlund, 1990). 
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manipulations. The intellectual and imaginative, "virtual", parts of jobs - virtual
ly any job - have increased. 
General tendencies in society 

During the 1970s, the workers were at the focus of the attention of the systems 
developer, but also much at the focus of the societal debate. Many reforms to 
protect the workers, but also legislation to protect businesses from competi
tion, were passed. 

During the 80's, there is more talk about service, customers, and competi
tion. Public sector agencies go into the "market", monopolies in telecommuni
cations, air traffic, train traffic, farming etc are broken. There is a tendency to 
put workers against customers in order to cut production costs. BPR (Business 
Process Redesign/Re-engineering) and TQM (Total Quality Management) are 
examples of methods that focus on customer satisfaction, not improving 
conditions at workplaces. 
Tensions between the development of technology and soc ietal conditions 

Until now, computer use has been kept within organizations. When the "front" 
moves out into the public, the conflicts around computer use must be taken 
care of a lso by other organizations than employers and unions. It is too early 
to do more than speculate on this point, though there is a debate about TV-
shopping for instance. There is a problem in that customer organizations are 
weak when compared to employers and unions, those representing the 
producer side. One would expect some form of c ustomer organizations to be 
formed, but probably not until the number and importance of public computer 
systems has reached a certain level. 

Issues that will be debated will probably include public access to files, 
security, data quality, pricing of computerized services, as well as privacy and 
ethics. For some of these issues, there are already organizations, though they 
are not yet so much involved with the particular problems arising with the use 
of public computer systems. One early example of such an organization is EFF, 
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, whose aim is to strive for ethically 
acceptable use of the electronic highway1. 
Stage of development..,. 

Computers are by now accepted in most areas of human activity. The com
puter is an established artefact. The heated discussions are not about if compu
terization is appropriate, but about how it should be done. There is generally a 
demand for computerization from people in areas where computers are still 
scarce, like in the schools. The situation is not unlike the discussions about car 
use. There is definitely a need for reconsidering the way we use cars, but 
nobody is eager to abolish them altogether. 

Information about EFF, including EFF publications and other relevant publications, is 
available at Internet, the URL is http://www.eff.org/. 
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View of the people that use the machines 

People that use computers are still called users, even though it should be 
obvious by now that the concept holds a lot more content than during the 
previous era. In fact, the terminology has spilled over from the systems 
development field into other, totally unrelated, fields. Consequently, today we 
are car users and apartment users. Citizens are called "users of public service". 
In the computer business, there is "user centered systems design", "user 
friendly systems", and "user models". The "user" concept has really made it. A 
point is that it thereby also has acquired a new character, or at least lost the 
original one. 

Customers are not in a dependency relation to an organization, not the way 
employees are (except for some monopoly situations). Therefore, the orga
nization cannot force them to do certain things. Consequently, those manu
facturing systems for "customers" must go about it differently than those 
manufacturing for "users". 

Conclusions from this chapter 
I have made this relatively comprehensive inquiry into computer use in order 
to make plausible my hypothesis that systems design in the customer era will 
be a much more public affair than before, because it will have to include more 
and different people as "users". The investigation shows that the task systems 
design has changed in this way each time the other factors have changed, and if 
the "customer era" will become anything like my description of it, it will mean a 
qualitative step in this regard. Table 3 (on next page) summarizes my view of 
how the view of users and computer systems have changed over the years. 

In the light of the era-model, we can see that the character of computer tech
nology has changed. While the operator was a machine adjunct, serving an 
automaton which was really in charge of operations, the user-artisan is the 
king of t he scene, using computerized tools at his will. Since systems develop
ment is always about making machines and people go well together, the view 
of machine and user together make up the setting in which the systems 
designer is to work. In this chapter, I have discussed these views as the results 
of several factors; technical, economic and societal. The relative strength of 
these factors is not the interest of this investigation, rather the changes in the 
result. The pattern makes it plausible that major changes in either factor may 
change the result significantly, and thus make major differences for the sys
tems developer. In the customer's era, there are at least two such major chan
ges at hand; new kinds of users and systems for non-professional use, PCS. 

During the user's era, the struggle around computer use was about power 
relations at workplaces. On the part of the systems designers, this struggle has 
resulted in the insight that smooth cooperation not only with management, but 
also with those who are to use the products in the daily operations, is crucial. 
By now, user influence is generally accepted by all parties in systems develop
ment. It is also widely recognized in legislation and in agreements between 
managements and workers. The idea that technical systems are also social 
systems, in the sense that they do not work if they are not adapted to the 
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activities where they are to be employed, is widely accepted. This is what the 
lively debate on users to a large extent was about. 

Period Research Use User is System is 

Researcher's 
era 

effective 
computation 

scientific 
computation 

— calculator 

Engineer's 
era 

structured 
programming 

business 
computation 

machine 
adjunct 

calculator 

Operator's 
era 

systems 
engineering 

business 
rationalization 

machine 
adjunct 

automaton 

User's 
era 

man-machine 
interaction, 
user 
participation 

support for 
professionals 

artisan tool 

Customer's 
era 

redesigning 
business 
processes, 
group work, 
networks, 
client-server 

interorganizational 
data flows, 
decentralization 
of work, groupware, 
PCS 

? ? 

Table 3: Computer use and the relations between computer systems and users. 

Even so, there are still disagreements on how computers are to be used, and 
these disagreements will be reasons for struggles along new front lines. One 
such front line goes within organizations, another between organizations and 
their environment. 

The first front line is that between computer departments and business 
departments. For the past few years, there has been much talk of adapting 
computer systems to business rather than vice versa. This debate has already 
reached the practitioners1. In the research community, there are some authors 
advocating a shift of view from "systems maintenance" to "systems steward
ship". The difference between the two is that the latter sees maintenance much 
more like an ongoing activity. It is not that you build a system and then keep it 
running as well as possible. Systems are to be continuously nourished and 
stewarded, and this stewardship is to be seen as a "conversation" between all 
parties involved2. Another shift is that from systems analysis to "business pro-

Gustin, 1990. 

Foroutan-Rad, & Nordström, 1993. 
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cess redesign", a term used bearing on more radical streamlining of organi
zations, often drawing on technology as the most prominent means, according 
to business goals. 

The second front line, the one most in the focus of t his book, is that between 
organizations and their environment. During what I have called the customer's 
era, the contacts between organizations and their customers are beginning to 
be mediated by computers; automated tellers, home shopping systems etc. 
Roles are changing, tasks earlier performed by professionals may be distri
buted to customers. This means the social scope relevant to systems designers 
is further widened. Systems developers will have to consider not only profes
sionals' problems, demands and work situations, but also see the information 
systems from a customer's point of view. If user oriented systems design was a 
big challenge, this one is no smaller. 

The advent of a new era, in the sense discussed in this chapter, seems 
apparent. What is there to expect from this era? As we have seen, the entry of 
computers into organizations led to turbulence around the user concept, a 
turbulence created by the systems developers' need to establish a relation to 
the people that are going to use the computers. In a similar way, this new era 
will lead to discussions about the new users. Who are they, why do they use 
computers, how do they use them, and so on. Much the same issues as before, 
but set in a new context. 

This is what the rest of th is book is about; discussing a part of th is new era, 
in view of some theories about inter-human communication and the 
information systems by which we communicate. 

I am concerned with the further development of this history of computer 
intrusion into new areas of human activity. What name should be given to the 
eras, and the exact time for their appearance is not so important at this 
moment. I am concerned with the relations between organizations and their 
environment. I note that computers are entering into this area, and I am 
curious about where this might lead. I am also interested in finding or 
developing a theory that may guide systems development in this new context. 
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PART II - PUBLIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

This part (Chapters 3 and 4) defines the concept Public Computer Systems, 
discusses different kinds of PCS, discusses service delivery by means of P CS, 
outlines and discusses a model for PCS studies (in Chapter 3), and analyses 
three PCS implementations according to this model (in Chapter 4). 

3. THE PCS CONCEPT 
In Chapters 1 and 2,1 have tried to show the development towards increased 
publicness of computer systems and computer use. I argued that several kinds 
of computer systems today cross organizational borders and bring together 
people in new ways, and that this makes them "public", a term I left with a very 
wide definition, including a lot of changes that come with extra-organizational 
use of computer systems. In this chapter, I will expand on this point. I will 
discuss different types of computer systems used for information exchange 
between organizations and clients in terms of their communicational potential. 
I will coin the concept public computer systems (PCS) to mean computer systems 
specially designed for use at the client-organization interface. Lastly, I will 
introduce a communications perspective on PCS and raise some issues related 
to the communication between client and organization pertinent to the intro
duction of PCS. 

What is a PCS? 
First, it must be noted that the word "public" in "public computer systems" 
should not be confused with "public sector". My use of the term "public" is as an 
opposite to "internal", it refers to computers used at the interface between an 
organization - any organization - and its clients. 

The place of a PCS is between the organization and the client (See Figure 1). 
This is opposed to most computer use in business, which is internal; intended 
for professional support or for organizational information flows. The reason 
for studying PCS is the observation that they obviously intervene in the com
munication between the organization and its clients, and that they therefore 
must affect the relation between them in some way. When computers are em
ployed this way, they no longer concern just internal efficiency or human 
relations at the workplaces. They concern "public relations", in a wide sense, 
and I am interested in how those relations might change or be changed. 

By PCS I am in the following going to mean computer systems that are to some 
part directed towards, and in some sense accessible by, an organization's clients. This 
may call for some explanation. 

By directed towards t he clients I mean that the computer systems are directly, 
hands-on and/or eyes-on, accessible by an organization's clients. This does not 
exclude PCS from use by the professionals, it means that they are also utilized 
externally in some way. It is precisely this also that is important. PCS function as 
a medium for, or an agent in, client-organization relations. The level of a uto-
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mation is not a PCS distinctive feature; PCS need not replace professionals and 
automate operations, they may serve as an aid in a traditional setting. 

Though all computer systems may affect the client-organizational relations 
in some way, I earmark the concept PCS for those which are designed for 
direct use in the client-organizational encounter. Thus, by PCS I refer to a 
special class of s ystems, while the following discussion certainly also concerns 
systems that are more indirectly involved. Following the discussions in 
Chapters 1 and 2, there are many kinds of computer systems for professional 
use exclusively for which public aspects are important. Since increased usage of 
networks makes it technically possible to distribute the use of internal systems 
outside organizations, it must be important to consider PCS not only in terms 
of actually existing systems, but also as a potential; to what extent, and in what 
way, is it feasible to reorganize computer use by making hitherto internal 
systems publicly accessible? 

Client 

Organization 

Figure 1: Public computer systems. 

By clients I simply mean external users, people that are not employed in the 
organization but in some way utilize the data produced or owned by the 
organization. Clearly, such external users may be of many kinds; they may be 
"end" users of the data, or they may be intermediaries concerned with 
distributing the data - in the original form or transformed in some way - to 
some end users. They may belong to another organization, that in some way 
shares the computer system. They may be individuals that want to make use of 
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the information provided by the system. In my understanding of PCS, all these 
kinds of external relations are principally included, though this study is 
confined to systems that concern individuals' relations to organizations. The 
important point to be made by using the word "public" is to draw attention to 
the potential changes that may follow or may be achieved by the employment 
of computer systems for external use, or any combination of external and 
internal use. 

By in some sense accessibl e I address the fact that the way of use may differ. 
Though one important point with making data accessible to clients is to 
overcome gaps in time and space, it is obvious that reorganizing business in 
order to bridge such gaps is likely to cause changes in other respects. The 
automated teller meant important changes for the banks' staff, for the orga
nization of business, and for the clients' habits. It is this potential for qualitative 
change in client-organization relations that I am primarily concerned with. 

Different kinds of PCS may put different emphasis on the external use, they 
may involve the clients in the organization's operations in different ways. At 
one extreme of such an "involvement scale", external users may only have 
rights to look at the data. This is typically the case with automats for tourist in
formation, money retrieval, automatic ticket sale and so on. At the other 
extreme, clients may be allowed to change data in some way that makes an im
portant difference to the functioning of the system. In this case, the clients 
become active actors in the organization's activities. This is usually the case 
with interorganizational information systems (IOS), for instance ticket 
reservation systems. It would seem that the more complex the service 
delivered, the more possible ways of d elivering it there are. If m ore complex 
services also include more communication, the harder becomes the task to 
design computerized delivery. 

My definition of PCS is rather precise from a functional perspective; it 
focuses on a specific function that computers may perform. In terms of actual 
systems it is a wide definition, a wide variety of systems may be included. 
There will be reasons to narrow down the scope. For the moment, we shall 
keep to this wide definition in order to make apparent the wide spectrum of 
systems that in their essence are public in the sense that they intervene, or hold 
a great potential for intervention, in the client-organization relation. As I have 
already observed, it may be said that all computer systems, even those used 
internally only, affect the client-organization relation. While this is true in a 
trivial sense, the idea of my definition of PCS is to focus attention on the role of 
the client as an active part in the business. A PCS forces the clients to act in new 
ways, they get a new relation to the system. It is how they act, and how they 
are supposed to act, in these new situations that is interesting. By using this wide 
definition of PCS, we will be able to observe changes in the client's role. 

One reason for defining PCS a bit widely in terms of actual systems is that 
employment of computers in public relations is quite new; the technology itself 
is new (networks are just recently being exploited for more interactive use) and 
in many areas immature (especially concerning the integration of TV, tele
phone and computers), also, use is unexplored. Therefore, several of today's 
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PCS implementations should probably be considered intermediate in their 
technical details and avant-garde and experimental in use. 

Several PCS today have the computer placed at a desk between the clerk 
and the client. The computer is handled by the clerk, but the monitor is placed 
so that the client can also look at it. Such systems are often - but certainly not 
always - designed with the ambition to eventually turn them into self-service 
systems. The reasons that they have not yet turned fully public may be that 
they are at a test stage, the organizational setting is unclear, the systems are 
technically immature, there is great uncertainty about just what the computers 
may be used for, or other. 

One technical immaturity concerns the integration of the telephones, the TV, 
and the computer, which is still at an undeveloped stage. Some of the home 
market applications - like TV-shop, public TV notice boards, the wide variety 
of on-line competitions accessible from the couch, etc - are still very 
uncomfortable to use because of this lack of integration. When the technical 
integration gets better, one would expect the use of PCS to be more sophisti
cated. It will by then be technically possible to distribute more complex services 
via PCS, since the means for interactivity will be better. It also seems clear that 
when this occurs, more dedicated PCS will be designed, as opposed to the 
situation today when, for instance, the TV and the telephone are used fairly 
separately in TV-shopping and competitions. For such reasons it seems a 
discussion of the role of PCS will benefit from a definition that is not too 
narrow. 

We should not necessarily confine the discussion to the computer, there 
might be a TV and a telephone involved as well. Currently, the work on 
integrating the different media is well under way1. Neither should we think of 
PCS as an affair only involving a service producer and a customer, there may 
be other actors, like market organizers or service organizations that make their 
business as intermediaries in some way. Such actors may facilitate the 
information exchange, for instance by handling the contacts between the 
primary business actors and the medium (the market organizer), or they may 
work as agents for any of the parts involved (the advertisement agency, the 
"intelligence agency"). One example of such actors is the "information kiosks", 
designed to make public sector information easily available2. 

There are different solutions to the integration problem. Some start with a PC as a 
platform, other with the TV. Oracle, for example, puts a bet on the TV enhanced with 
a communications module and "authoring environments", providing an interface that 
can be manipulated by means of the traditional TV remote control (Held, 1994). INTEL 
Europe and the Electronic Industries Association forecast that in 1995 there will be 
more PCs than TV sets sold (Geyer, 1994; Viehland, 1994). Therefore, they want to 
enhance the PC with multimedia and communications facilities to enable home 
shopping activities. 

Ohlin, & Persson, 1993. 
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Studies of PCS 
There have been attempts to study different kinds of public computer systems. 
The PCS classification below in this chapter is my own, created for the purposes 
of this study. There are other studies concerning new ways of organizing 
"electronic markets", "information interchange", "organizational integration", 
"extra-organizational relations", or "dialogue". 

Suomi1 discusses the basic functions and principles of electronic markets in 
terms of tr ansaction costs and interorganizational information systems (IOS). The 
analysis concerns primarily ways of linking business together. 

Design aspects of IOS are discussed by Lyytinen2, who discusses IOS' impact 
on systems development in prospective terms rather than empirical; how will 
systems development work change when systems include more than one 
organization? 

The impact on work of electronic markets are also discussed by Järvinen3; 
how will the situation change for different actors when computer systems 
become integrated and co-used among several organizations? He discusses 
such issues as the customer's contacts with the organization, the competence of 
the systems developer, the need for new ways of describing products, etc. 

Andersson and Nilsson4 as well as some reports from the Swedish National 
Audit Bureau (Riksrevisionsverket, RRV)5 discuss the cooperation problems that 
occur when several organizations share databases; responsibility, efficiency, co
ordination, data quality etc. Reports from RRV also discuss the data quality 
problem in general when databases are co-used among several organizations6. 

Mowshowitz7 investigates different kinds of information interchange at an 
electronic consumer market from the point of view of businesses acting on 
such a market; what is the economic potential for various segments of the 
electronic market? The analysis takes as its point of d eparture the information 
value for different actors, including both providers and customers. 

Clarke8 uses vulnerability as the key term when he discusses what he calls 
"extra-organizational systems", defined similar to my PCS, and the challenges 
they will bring about for systems development; new kinds of (non-professio-
nal) users bring along problems of security and control, data quality, reliability 

Suomi, 1991; Suomi, 1992. 

Lyytinen, 1991. 

Järvinen, 1992. 

Andersson, & Nilsson, 1993. 

RRV, 1991; RRV, 1992b. 

RRV, 1989; RRV, 1992a. 

Mowshowitz, 1987. 

Clarke, 1992. 
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and responsiveness of decisions and actions, preparedness for legal and moral 
responsibility for such decisions and actions. 

Ohlin and Persson1 take a public sector perspective and focus on 
communicative aspects. They review different technologies with the purpose to 
find proper ways to organize the dialogue between public authorities and 
citizens by means of new technology, primarily, but not exclusively, com
puters. It is this latter perspective that is the starting point for the following 
classification. Ohlin and Persson take as a given that "better communication" 
between government agencies and citizens is necessary and they discuss the 
first step in an improvement; to make messages go both ways. But obviously 
there is a lot more to communication than sending messages both ways. In the 
following, I will try to outline a communications perspective on PCS, seeing 
PCS as communication media or perhaps even communication agents? 

The client-organization relation 
Clients and organizations meet in different ways, depending on the type of 
organization as well as on the clients involved. Blau and Scott2 discriminate 
among organizations based on their primary beneficiaries. According to them, 
organizations may be commonweal, serving the "public at large" (police, tax 
collection, schools....), business organizations, serving primarily their owners 
(banks, department stores....), mutual benefit organizations, serving their 
members (unions and other interest groups), and service organizations, serving 
individual clients (social welfare agencies, food co-operatives....)3. 

Though this classification is important when discussing different strategies 
for client-organization relations, it is obvious that service is a part of all 
organizations, even police departments provide some service; information to 
the public and to individuals in matters concerning their activity. Certainly 
service is a part of business organizations. 

Similarly, most organizations have beneficiaries of different kinds; A police 
department serves the public at large, but a policeman on occasions helps 
individuals with specific activities. 

Apart from the nature of the organization, the encounter between an 
organization and its clients is influenced by a number of factors. Danet4 

provides a model for what she calls the client-practitioner encounter, the 
situation where not only two people but also an organization and a client meet. 
The model is shown in Figure 2 (next page). 

The relationship between an organization and clients is seen as a series of 
professional-client encounters, by which Danet means face-to-face interaction. 
The encounters are dependent on background factors such as previous 

Ohlin, & Persson, 1993. 

Blau, & Scott, 1962. 

Blau, & Scott (1962) as reviewed by Danet (1981, p 383). 

Danet, 1981. 
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encounters, environments, organization, and situation; those factors make up 
the social and physical setting for the encounter. "Evaluation" of course refers 
to the learning; both clients and professionals, potentially also "observers", 
evaluate encounters in order to perform better next time. 

PCS interfere in the "Encounter" in the above model, but they also directly 
change the "Situation"; all the factors listed under that label may be changed, or 
have to be changed, with the introduction of computers. Indirectly, of course, 
PCS involve the organizational design in that use of them may lead to the 
participants' changing their tactics, which may lead to changing their view of 
professionalism, changing norms etc. 

Previous encounter 

Environments Organization 
Values Professionalization 
Norms Staff relations 
Subcultures Bureaucratization 
Socialization Goals 

Situation 
Physical setting 
Social setting 
Time 
Available information 
Participants' tactics 
Participants' identities 

Encounter 
Resources transferred 
Procedures 
Interpersonal styles 

Evaluation 

Ensuing encounters 

Figure 2: The client-professional encounter in context. Adapted from Danet (1981, p 384). 

In Danet's model, there is no particular starting point. All factors may 
influence the others, more or less directly. There is a sequence, of course, and 
the factors may have different strength in different contexts. In the following, I 
will confine the discussion to the "encounter" and the "situation". The simple 
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reason for doing so is that this is where PCS interfere and bring about changes 
which potentially will have organizational consequences. This is not to deny 
that other factors may prove equally important, of course different types of 
organizations have reasons to pay more or less attention to the encounter with 
their clients. The ensuing sections on the communication between an 
organization and its clients should therefore be considered a principle 
discussion, for the moment detached from worldly worries like profit making, 
professional or organizational preserves, or things like that. It is about the 
potential of PCS. 

There are theories that claim that the client-organization relation is in fact 
the most important relation in the above scheme, and that all other factors in 
fact should be adjusted accordingly. One such is the "Co-constructive" approach 
of Forsgren1, which draws on the social systems theory of C.W. Churchman2. 
Another is participatory theory, which will be discussed at length in Chapter 5. 
Forsgren and Churchman provide ways of seeing , which of course is necessary; 
if PCS provide a great potential for changing organizations, there must be 
visions, ideals, about just what those changes should be, and why. Let me 
postpone such discussions a while and start with a more mundane reasoning. 

A communications perspective on PCS 
The word "communication" means "making common" or "bring together". Its 
origin is the Latin words communication which means "mutual benefit", 
communico; "making communal", "share with" or "take part in", and communis, 
which means "communal", "public". Quite obviously, this is more than "con
veying messages"3. 

The word communication is used in several contexts which has given it a lot 
of connotations; this sometimes makes it easy to unduly limit the scope of the 
term. In the field of computer communications, the term is used to bear on the 
exchange of signals between computers over a network or via aerial 
transmission. But here too, the real meaning is of course to make the receiving 
computer "understand" what the sender tries to "say"; it is about making 
common the framework in which understanding of the signals is possible. 
Even when electronic signals are concerned, this making common is not a 
trivial task. There is a lot to it; synchronizing clocks and checking that they stay 
synchronized, coding and decoding signals, detecting errors stemming from a 
number of sources, handling errors etc. 

This amounts to that there has to be a standard language, understood by all 
parties in the communication. To the extent there is no standard language for 
the messages themselves, there has to be interactivity, sender and receiver have 
to somehow engage in a dialogue. This interactivity has to be conducted in a 

Forsgren, 1988. 

Churchman, 1968; Churchman, 1971; Churchman, 1979. 

Translations and interpretations as of Bra Böcker (1989). 
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way that makes it understandable to all parties, that is, there has to be a 
standard language for the communication itself. 

Similarly, if people are to communicate, what is to be brought together are 
their different views of the activity they engage in. Making such views more 
common quite obviously takes much more than simple message exchange. 
When services are delivered by means of electronic media, this is a more 
serious problem than the actual sending of messages. Computer 
communications can today deliver messages quickly and safely. Compression 
and coding techniques have increased the capacity of the physical connections, 
so even old telephone networks may be used for much communication. But as 
for service delivery, we are just in the beginning. When service is delivered 
face-to-face, the common-making procedures are well known to most of us, at 
least in situations we have grown accustomed to. Good salesmen, like good 
teachers and good performers, excel in this ability. When electronic media are 
concerned, most of us are amateurs. The few years that electronic mail has 
been used have shown that the transition from voice communication to 
written/electronic brings with it several complications known as flaming, 
undermining of organizational hierarchies, etc. This is so, even though the use 
of email is so far typically confined to socially fairly homogenous groups of 
professionals. 

We thus have to learn how to communicate electronically. If individuals are 
to some extent experienced, it seems organizations are not. Next, let me 
attempt a taxonomy of PCS from a communications point of view. 

A descriptive model of PCS 
How should one look at PCS from a communications perspective? In this 
section, I will construct a descriptive model based on some dimensions brought 
to attention by use of computers in the client-organization encounter. 

How can computers be used at the client-organization encounter from a 
communication perspective? How do they change the "situation" and the 
"encounter" as of D anet's model? It is easily seen that all aspects Danet brings 
up under "situation" may be changed: 

• Physical s etting; Using a PCS, the client and the professional need not be 
at the office at the time of the encounter. 

• Social setting; Clients may use the PCS from home, possibly involving 
family or friends in the activities, thus making them socially different. 

• Time; Clients and professionals may be separated in time. Also, the time 
spent on the encounter does not have to be limited by office hours, a line 
of people waiting, or other factors pertaining to office encounters. 

• Available information; The PCS may include information unknown by both 
the professional and the client, thus interfering in discussions by 
providing additional knowledge. 

• Participant's tactics; Tactics quite obviously have to change if the situation 
changes in the above mentioned respects. Also, a sophisticated PCS can 
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be said to have a tactics of its own, since it provides some possibilities and 
not others, acts in certain ways and not in others, etc. 

• Participant's identities; PCS provide a certain anonymity, giving users the 
opportunity to - to some extent - âet 'under cover', which may impart 
on their tactics. 

As for the 'encounter', changes include the following: 
• Resources transferred; Obviously, only information resources may be 

transferred, no physical goods. On the other hand, a PCS may bring 
more information to the encounter than the human actors alone. 

• Procedures; Quite obviously, you do different things when interacting 
with a computer than directly with a human; you have to master the 
keyboard and window-based interfaces instead of face-to-face 
interaction. 

• Interpersonal styles; It is known that people behave differently in 
electronic mail systems than in face-to-face encounters. In addition, a PCS 
may be said to have a 'style' in itself, it behaves in certain ways 
independent of the human actors involved. In one of our case studies, it 
was found that the salesperson and the client at occasions joined forces to 
'beat the system'1. This shows that the systems was conceived as an 
independent actor in the client-organization encounter. 

The remarks above are obviously just examples of changes PCS may bring 
about or be employed to bring about. The examples bring up several issues; just 
what does it mean to change communication from face-to-face situations to 
electronically mediated interaction? How do changes in the physical and social 
environment affect the communication? And just what does it mean to intro
duce an electronic actor in the dialogue2? 

The model in Figure 3 is intended as a starting point for discussing such 
issues. The categories are based on Danet's categories, but instead of g iving a 
complete description of the client-organization encounter, I have tried to 
capture the aspects of the communication that computers quite obviously 
change, let me call them primary changes. It is clear that other changes may 
appear as consequences of these. My suggestions for categories to start with are 
the following; 

Levén 1993. 

The latter question is one that has recently awakened some interest. The Economist 
(1994b) discusses a future where agents, explicitly instructed or autodidact, travel 
computer networks in search of cheap airline tickets, telecom stocks, or any other 
merchandise. What happens when self-educated agents, able to learn only from what 
their master does on his computer, start interacting with each other in order to speed 
up the searching? How informed will the result be, how relevant will it be to the 
master? Such systems will certainly not be easily predictable. 
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• The medium (system type). PCS may be more or less automated; they 
may replace staff, or they may support a traditional face-to-face meeting 
in different ways. 

• The use situations (task complexity). What parts of the business process 
does the PCS support? Possibilities include, but are not limited to product 
information, choice among alternatives, and purchase procedures. 

System type 
Fully public The computer replaces staff. 

Semi-public The computer is used directly in the client-organization encounter, but 
not as staff replacement. 

Indirect Computer used to support professional or client but not directly in the 
client-organization encounter. 

Complexity å z nature 
....of task Computer mediated services may technically range from simple 

money retrieval to complex conferring, and  

....of system ....the computer system may be more or less advanced in terms of 
facilities provided and interaction possibilities. It seems the 
important thing is not the complexity and nature per se, but the match 
between the nature of the service and the nature of the system. 

Function 
Role change Move professionals' tasks to clients or vice versa. 

Role Make existing roles more clear/efficient, for instance by providing 
reinforcement the professional and/or the client with computer support to make 

them perform better in a traditional face-to-face encounter. 

Independent At electronic markets, services may be mediated by other human 
actor actors or by automatic tools. 

Communicational style 
Supporting Matters regarding the service can be discussed during delivery, but 

the service itself is not a matter of change. 

Lecturing The service is fixed and packaged, user can only ask for delivery. 

Conferring The service may be adjusted according to user input. 

Figuie 3: Dimensions of computer use in the client-organization encounter. 

• The way the PCS support these tasks (system complexity). The design of 
the PCS must obviously match the characteristics of the task; a system 
for automating or supporting purchase procedures (a relatively fixed 
task, clearly defined for any particular product) may be expected to have 
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a different design than a system aiming at facilitating choice (a task that 
may be performed in many different ways, not only depending on the 
nature of the merchandise in question, but also on the client). 

• The actors' roles (function). PCS may move tasks from professionals to 
clients (theoretically also vice versa, although this seems less plausible to 
happen in practice). When tasks are moved, the different actors' relative 
influence over the activities changes. 

• The nature of the interaction (communicational style). People have inter
actional styles, but so have computer systems. Further, the interaction 
style is not only related to the persons involved, but also to the activity in 
question; you probably behave somewhat differently when arranging 
your mother's funeral with the undertaker than when organizing a 
honeymoon trip with the travel agent. 

Let me now at some length explain the choice of these categories and of the 
terms I have chosen to describe them by. 

System type 
One obvious category is the media as such; different levels of automation may 
make a difference to the service delivered. Clearly services may be totally or 
partially delivered by computers. I have chosen a three level scheme to 
illustrate this; fully public systems, semi-public systems, and systems that 
indirectly influence the client-organization encounter. 

Fully public systems deliver a complete service. This reduces the importance 
of s eparation in time and space, a fully automated service may be delivered 
anywhere a telephone line is available. Apparently a home shopping system 
means that you don't have to go to the shop to watch and buy the 
merchandise. This seems to be an obvious reason for investing in PCS, but the 
consequences of a computerized shopping process may go far beyond time-
saving. One thing is that there may be a "life-style" or a "generation" thing to it; 
It seems that TV-shopping has reached a point where it has become accepted at 
least by large groups. Wallner (1993) tells us that in the United States, TV-
shoppers are younger, more educated and more interested in fashion than the 
average shopper. More prosaicly, product information and the buyers' 
possibilities to inspect the goods before purchasing it will come in a different 
light than in traditional shopping. 

Fully public systems come in different forms. One design, which might be 
called the information market model, includes information systems delivering 
information to the homes or offices of individual - "end" - clients. The 
technology is various combinations of TV, telephone and computers. The 
information delivery often takes place on a "market", that is, there are other 
actors than the buyer and the seller. Such systems include (several types of) 
electronic home shopping1, home banking, Videotex systems for delivery of all 

There are several electronic markets available to individuals. In Europe, the most 
well-known, and the only commercial success so far, is the French Minitel, but there 
are others, such as the British Prestel and the Swedish Teleguide. In USA, there are 
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kinds of information; "Text-TV", local advertisement TV-channels etc1. Though 
less technologically imaginative, the "intelligent switchboard"2 should be 
mentioned, since it is probably the kind of PCS that most rapidly will become 
widely used. 

In the US alone, there are more than 50 on-line services available today, with 
seven million subscribers. Over four million consumers use on-line network 
services from their home: gaming networks, chatlines, discussion groups, 
marketing workshops, libraries, graphics, shopping and travel services3. 

A special case of fully public systems is the plethora of educational systems 
that are used for educational purposes, connecting teachers with students. 
Whether or not these systems should be considered public is a question, since 
students may be considered as belonging to the organization. Nevertheless, 
such systems provide interesting PCS test sites because the use of them is 
intensive; they replace a face-to-face communication that is rather complicated, 
at least as compared to buying and selling items. 

It is interesting to note that another kind of non-commercial, or at least not 
primarily commercial, market, or rather network, is emerging that links 
"interest groups" together. Such networks include of course all the professional 
interest groups conversing on the Internet, but also nets like the US "Senior 
Net", linking senior citizens together, and "Heartland Free Net" and "Cleveland 
Free Net", linking consumers together4. One should also mention the hobby 
systems called Bulletin Board Systems (BBS) which appear as "underground" 
networks, including not only private chats among teenagers, but also, for 
example, the Peace Net5. 

Another form of fully computerized services includes public terminals at 
existing offices or in public places. In this case, the computer is used by the 

several markets, such as Prodigy, America Online, Delphi, CompuServe (Economist, 
1993). Home shopping systems come in several forms, ranging from huge markets, 
like the Minitel with its 17.000 services, to systems that simply connect one grocery 
shop with several customers, a kind of s ystem commonly used by the home service. 
Karlsson, & Kaulio (1992b) study different home shopping systems from a user point 
of view. Karlsson, & Kaulio (1992a) investigate home shopping systems in order to 
formulate user requirements. 

Ericson, 1991; Klasén, 1991; Querin, 1988. 

Electronic switchboards are computers accessible by telephone used for client informa
tion, usually by banks and other large organizations with a large number of fairly 
typical client relations. An electronic switchboard typically features queuing, voice 
messages, call-back. Advanced systems also provide "voiceboxes" where clients may 
leave messages (Ohlin & Persson, 1993). 

Kavner, 1993. 

Ohlin, & Persson, 1993a, p 15. 

Wogel, 1990. 
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clients independently of the professionals. The system is a direct link to one 
company, it serves as an extension of the front personnel. The first exemplar of 
this kind was the automated teller. It has evolved into the "Autobank", where a 
client can not only retrieve money from his bank account, but also perform 
other operations, like moving money from one account to another. This 
service started as a slot-in-the-wall installation outside the banks, but has by 
now migrated to the homes by use of the telephone. Somewhat more complex 
services can be found at job offices1, tourist offices, museums2, at railway 
stations, and in supermarkets, where job information, tourist information, 
museum video tours, tickets and price information, respectively, are publicly 
accessible. In these cases there are no intermediaries. The service producer uses 
the computer systems to deliver some information to the clients. Often, also 
simple client activities like buying a ticket are handled by the computer. This 
version might be called the automated teller model, since the purpose is to ratio
nalize or extend the business by making the simpler services publicly accessible 
and publicly handled. 

By semi-public systems I mean installations where the computer is employed 
in a traditional professional-client encounter to support the activities in some 
way (See Figure 4 on next page). In such cases, the computer is neither 
designed for professional use only, nor for automated teller-style client self-
service. Rather, the client, the clerk and the computer make up a "working 
group", and the computer system is designed to support that situation. 

This approach is sometimes considered an intermediate stage when working 
towards the more automated systems. In other contexts, it is seen as a totally 
different approach to service. 

Examples include the so called "One-stop-shops3". This approach aims at 
making the organization more transparent, or at least more easiljraccessible, to 
the clients by making all, or large parts of, the relevant information from 
several public agencies available to a citizen at one desk. The information, or 
rather the systems for making investigations into the information, would be 
organized from a starting point in "client questions" as opposed to "institutional 
borderlines"4. Along this line, several projects have been staged in Scandinavia, 

AMS, 1983; Arbetsmarknadsdepartementet, 1990. 

IBM, 1992. 

This approach is presented under various names in different countries. The British 
term is usually "Neighbourhood Office", the Swedish is "Citizen Office". 

The Citizen Offices have been organized for economic as well as communicational 
purposes. Here, I focus on the communicational aspect, which has been discussed in 
various contexts and with different emphasis. Hjern (1993) uses the term "paradigm 
shift" when he discusses the necessity of such a change of starting point from a public 
sector point of view, claiming the communicational aspect is vital for an efficient public 
sector. 
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Germany, England and USA1. There are projects also in the private sector that 
- at least technically - takes similar approaches2. 

Receptionist Client 

Figure 4: Semi-public PCS. 

This PCS design might be called the support model, since it aims at improving 
client-organization encounters by means of computer support and -
sometimes, as in the case of the Citizen Offices - also by organizational change. 
The focus is primarily on existing type of encounters, even though those are 
redesigned, sometimes even to include new organizations3. 

While the first type of PCS is directed towards home use, the two other are 
ways of improving the offices' work. Though the classification might seem 
obvious enough, it should be clear that this classification is only clear at this 

Brånell, 1986; Civildepartementet, 1991; Civildepartementet, 1993b; Arbetsgruppen 
för medborgarkontor, 1993; Nordström, 1987; Segerlund, Andersson, & Lindstedt, 
1988. 

Forsgren (1993) describes three Swedish projects where computers are employed to in
crease the quality of the professional-client encounter. One concerns information to 
patients, the second car sales, and the third pharmaceutical information. All projects 
involve both public and private organizations, in various mixes. 

This is done in the "Citizen Office" approach, where special organizational units are 
created to deal with client-organization relations exclusively. 
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point in time. It is only intended as a snapshot of today's scene, changes in 
technology may rapidly change the scene in a way that makes this particular 
scheme obsolete; semi-public systems may develop into fully public ones, fully 
public systems may turn semi-public when manual services appear as support 
functions, and so on. 

But the fact that technology is likely to change considerably quite soon does 
not make the classification obsolete, rather the contrary. The classification is 
based on different ways to employ computers at the client-organization 
interface rather than on a particular automation level. Technical development 
will soon provide "electronic highways" for computer mediated communi
cation, but this does not mean that any service may be easily redesigned for 
remote delivery. Experiences so far show no great success for home shopping. 
This may to some extent be because of poor technical quality of t he medium, 
but it might just as well be because of poor presentation or poor service design. 

There is still another type of PCS, one that I am not going to deal with sepa
rately here. This is the kind of systems discussed within the field Interorganiza-
tional Information Systems (IOS)1. Such systems certainly are public in the 
sense that they work at the organizations' borderlines. But since the concept 
IOS most often is used to discuss integration or sharing of databases among 
two or more organizations I will leave it out here. I want to take another angle. 
I am concerned with the dialogue style rather than integration and co-use of 
resources. IOS are a special case from this point of view. The problems we will 
discuss here apply also to them, which to some extent has been recognized2, 
but are not at the focus of the current debate within the IOS field. 

Indirect PCS. As I discussed earlier, there are several ways that computers 
may intervene in the client-organization relation indirectly. What immediately 
comes to mind is of course the time of o ld batch systems, when interaction 
possibilities were poor and clients often were told "it can't be changed, it's in 
the computer ", but there are new variations. 

In Figure 1, the role of PCS in the client-organization relation was depicted 
as a rather direct one. This was for historical reasons. The conceptual reference 
for that setting was the automated teller. Even though PCS are often employed 
at a market which includes other than the primary actors, the use of computers 
is direct, they are used "at the moment of purchase". Though such settings are 
what I will primarily be dealing with here, there are other, more indirect, ways 
in which computers may affect the client-organization relations. Let me briefly 
discuss such situations in order to illustrate what I earlier called the public 
capacity, the publicness, of computer systems. 

Any computer system used by organizations influences the relations to the 
clients in some way; by allowing certain kinds of inquiry and not other, by 
including certain data and not other, etc. This of course influences the way the 

Suomi, 1992. 

Like Lyytinen (1991), who discusses the impact on work IOS may bring about. 
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professionals acts; the way they answer client questions, the way they think of 
their work, etc. 

A relatively new feature of such indirect influence is that computer systems 
that are potentially influential for client-organization encounters now are 
available also to clients. Consider Figure 5. In that example, an expert system, 
say a medical diagnosis system, is used by the client in order to get a "second 
opinion" - or rather a first - regarding his medical status. He confronts this 
second opinion with his doctor, who then has to face a very different 
consultation situation, as compared to when he was in the position of having a 
knowledge monopoly. 

Expert system 

Systems 
designer S 

Knowledge 

i 
Client 

Physicist 

Figure 5: "Indirect" PCS. 

It is interesting to note that this change in the client-professional relation 
occurs independently of h ow well the expert system actually reflects medical 
knowledge, the aspect of such systems that so far has been most widely de
bated. Whether or not the client actually has better knowledge than before, he 
will probably at least think he has, and he will act on that presumption. Since at 
least some of us have great confidence in doctors, yet are not always willing to 
take a doctor's diagnosis as a heavenly truth, many people will probably see 
medical expert systems not as a substitute for the real doctor, but as a way to 
become more informed in order to be able to press for better explanations, 
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more careful examination, another medication, or something else. Clients will 
interfere more in the professionals' job. 

This kind of computer use illustrates the point about indirect influence; 
indirect PCS are not used by the organization from which the knowledge 
emanates, nevertheless they may intervene quite substantially in the client-
organization relation. "The patient moves into the driving seat"1, as the 
Economist puts it when discussing emergent forms of computerized medical 
and pharmaceutical services occurring simultaneous to introduction of 
competition in the health care business. 

This intervention may have positive as well as negative consequences. 
Positively seen, such computer use might contribute to making the client-
organization encounters more informed, and decisions and operations more 
open to inspection and evaluation. 

It may also contribute to the dismantling of knowledge monopolies and 
thus considerably change the client-organization relation towards forcing 
clients to take more active part in, and responsibility for, their treatment. 

It has been argued that such client intervention will make the client-
organization encounters more confused since they might undermine the posi
tion of tr aditional authorities, and change the view of what should be conside
red as "truth", which, some say, taken together will lead to nothing but 
confusion2. 

Anyway, as a change agent, this kind of "indirect" systems probably holds a 
great potential for role changes, since there is an independent part involved. 
The (primary) service producer is not in control of the design and use of the 
systems. At electronic markets, the emergence of such independent actors 
seems likely, which will no doubt rise questions like those here mentioned. 

In the example above, the indirect influence was the result of t he actions of 
some third party. Indirect influence may of course also be designed by the 
service producer. Such designed influence is an important point in many PCS, 
we shall see one example of this in the NCSP case in next chapter. 

Complexity & nature 
The complexity and the nature of the service may make it more or less suitable 
for delivery over electronic media. A more complex service probably requires 
more, and more complex, interaction among the actors, which makes it harder 
to distribute over electronic media. I have chosen the concepts complexity of the 
service and complexity of the system to capture this problem. The problem, it 
seems, is not each of these factors separately, but the relation between them. 

Let me give an example to illustrate this. The automated teller represents a 
fairly simple service that is delivered in a fairly simple way; If th ere is money 
on your account and you can identify yourself to the system, you may 

Economist, 1994, p 15. 

Ivanov (1993) elaborates such a view. 
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withdraw it. The relation between the nature of the service and the nature of 
the system is good. Of course there is more to bank service than withdrawing 
money, but this activity is very often performed independently. 

Other services are very different, even though they include such simple 
operations. Consider the activity "making a flight reservation". This activity 
seems simple enough, comparable to withdrawing money from an automated 
teller. It is true that the actual reservation is fairly easy, but the path leading to 
that point typically includes several complicated choices that are often made 
simultaneously, like the following: 

1) There are most often more than one carrier available. Price and service 
often differs among them in ways that are typically not comparable in a 
straight-forward way. 

2) There are often equally feasible alternative transportation, sometimes a 
train may be a good substitute for a plane. 

3) Travels often come in "packages" including not only transportation but 
also accommodation, transfers, meals etc. Often charter flights are good 
alternatives even on business trips, because they typically prove cheaper 
than regular flights and full price accommodation. 

4) Often travels have more than one purpose, for instance job travels might 
be combined with family weekends. A typical feature of many airlines' 
price policies today is to offer cheap APEX tickets if you stay away over 
the weekend. The price for such a ticket is often only 1/3 of the full price, 
which means staying away longer is cheaper. This makes the time of de
parture and return a matter of discussion, reconsidering points 1 through 
3 in a different light. 

5) The problem situation may change suddenly, for instance when you 
during the discussions with the travel agent discover that bringing your 
wife or husband along will cost you virtually nothing extra. You might 
then decide to turn the trip into a combined business and pleasure one. 

When such complicated activities are concerned, it seems computerizing 
only the reservation doesn't make much sense. The "reservation problem", as 
described above, turns out not being a reservation problem at all. Whether or 
not I can order a ticket from my home computer is not important if the real 
problem is finding the best transportation. I will have to call the travel agency 
anyway, and once I have done so, why not let them order the ticket? The 
problem of delivering services like this is not primarily a complexity problem, 
but a problem regarding the nature of the service. But since conferring is more 
complex than information delivery, it evolves into being also a complexity 
problem. 

When such complicated activities are concerned, it seems computerizing 
only the procedures for purchasing the ticket doesn't make much sense. The 
'reservation problem', as described above, turns out not being a reservation 
problem at all. Whether or not I can order a ticket from my home computer is 
not important if the real problem is finding the best trans portation. I will have to 
call the travel agency anyway, and once I have done so, why not let them 
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order the ticket? The problem of delivering services like this is not primarily a 
complexity problem, but a problem regarding the nature of the service. The 
major problem is defining the service properly. But since conferring is typically 
more complex than information delivery, it turns into being also a complexity 
problem. 

If th e problem is finding rather than buying, systems have to be designed in 
other ways than the automated teller. The travel agent may serve as a model; 
systems for 'finding' must be designed for inquiry and communication rather 
than just information delivery because they must deal with activities like the 
'flight reservation problem', activities that often change during the course of 
events. 

Any purchasing involves taking a close look at the product and comparing it 
to alternatives. Multimedia seems a good way to improve the first point, but 
not automatically the second. The second point is a communications problem, 
which cannot be solved by simply delivering more information, or by 
delivering it more illustratively. It involves conferring. 

Function 
In the previous section, I claimed that for many services the problems with 
making them available via computer networks were related to communication. 
Communication ultimately involves people at both ends of the wire, but also a 
medium and possibly intermediaries. This means employment of electronic 
media holds a potential not only for delivering the service differently, but also 
for redesigning the structure of business. Activities normally performed by 
clerks may be distributed to clients or to intermediaries. 

What might a PCS mean to the relation between a client and an organiza
tion? Changes may occur at different "levels of tangibility", factual (direct 
changes in operations) as well as relational (changed relations among actors 
due to changes in operations). PCS employment may: 

• Move tasks from clerks to clients. This is what the automated teller does. 
This is also currently done in supermarkets, where the cashiers often 
only handle the money, registration of the items is delegated to the 
customers by means of a publicly accessible bar code reader. 

• Change status/position among actors. When tasks are performed diffe
rently, the actors' status in the activity changes. In the supermarket 
example, the cashiers turn into supervisors rather than direct actors. 
Principally, also the payment procedure can be handled by a machine 
that reads the customers' credit cards. If such a system would be imple
mented, the cashiers could be replaced by a guard at the exit, who would 
see to it that customers don't try to walk out without paying. The guard, 
in turn, could be replaced by an automatic gate which opened for one 
customer at the time after payment. But of course the cashiers also have 
a different role; they often have to help people finding items in the super
market and answer questions about products. Automating the registra
tion leaves a potential not only for replacing staff, but also for re
designing operations; to the extent that helping customers finding or 
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choosing among products is a bottleneck, business might be improved at 
that point. 

• Relocate power. If tasks are moved from one actor to another, the 
different actors' power - relative as well as absolute - to influence 
operations changes. If the cashier performs the bottleneck tasks, her 
activities are the most influential; speeding them up means better 
throughput, slowing them down means problems. If the cashier is only a 
supervisor, the clients have the key position; it is their behaviour that 
matters; how they manage the technology, how they use it, what they 
think of it, etc. 
Consider the following example: My local supermarket has recently in
stalled such self-service bar code readers. My supermarket belongs to a 
retail store chain, which every week distributes brochures with special 
'offers of the week'. These offers come only to people who hold special 
debit/credit cards issued by the chain. Now, how does the bar code 
reader know I'm a card holder? Since there is one price for card holders 
and another for non-card holders it has to know, but when I register my 
purchase, the machine does not ask me for a card. Realizing this prob
lem, I ask the cashier about how the procedures work. She just makes a 
long face; she does not realize the problem, she knows nothing about the 
offers of the week, she hasn't got the slightest idea about the prize of 
washing powder (she's about 18 years of age), she doesn't know what 
the machine does and does not, she can't even find the entry on the 
receipt (I make her nervous, of course). To me as a client, it would have 
been better if the machine itself had asked me for the card, because then I 
would have realized it was thinking about the special offers. The cashier 
is really just a pain in this situation, she only makes me more uncertain 
about the situation. The problem is resolved when I by myself find the 
entry on the receipt, I can then see that the machine actually registered 
the special offer-price. But this is only afterwards.... 

If red istributing tasks among actors also means changing power relations, it 
seems a discussion of PCS must include a discussion about the roles of clients 
and professionals respectively; what roles do they have, what roles should they 
have, and what do certain system changes mean in this respect? This is 
obviously not a simple question, nevertheless it is at the focus of current re-
engineering discussions1. To the extent that IT triggers such role changes, it 
seems a minimal requirement is that systems development must not be done 
such that they occur unexpectedly, potentially feeding conflicts or simply 
producing inefficient operations. 

So PCS may serve as role change agents or as role reinforcers. The change 
may be designed by the service provider, but it may also occur due to the 
emergence of intermediaries. In the supermarket, roles may be changed by 
moving the cashier from the cash desk to the shop, making her a helper rather 
than a supervisor. At electronic markets, services may have to change due to 

Katz, 1994b; Hammer, & Champy, 1993. 
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their being mediated by other actors or by automatic tools, or due to new 
forms of competition. 

Not only do PCS provide organizations with new ways of meeting their 
clients, they also hold a potential for giving clients access to the organization in 
a new way in other respects. Clients might for instance, as Figure 1 indicates, 
be able to access the organization at other levels than the operative. It is true 
that most current PCS installations work at the lower levels of the orga
nization, that is the reason for making only that cable continuous in Figure 1. 
An automated teller replaces a human one, an automatic cash desk replaces a 
human cashier. But although this form of PCS is the most common today, it 
does not necessarily have to be so. The clients may, at least in principle, by 
means of PCS access the organization in other ways: 

• They might directly access the rule system, or other sources to details 
about why things work the way they do, of the organization (as opposed 
to indirectly via some person). This may include simple things like 
distribution of error messages ("....the switchboard is partially out of 
function. Work is going on, and we expect it to be working again by 
Tuesday afternoon") which are not easy to rapidly get across to a large 
operational staff, and which, when not answered, or incorrectly 
answered, cause a lot of irritation. But it may also include more compre
hensive information about operations, thus providing for more self-
service activities on part of the clients. 

• They might get in touch with other people than the operative staff. They 
can do that by phone, of course, but information about organizational 
specifics (who is who?; who is where?; who does what?; etc) may be 
more easily acquired by means of a PCS. Also, people may be more 
easily contacted through email than by use of phone. Although this 
"getting in touch" may be indirect, it still may be important. As we shall 
see in the NCSP case (in Chapter 4), the possibility to rapidly direct 
questions to other people than the operative staff has improved the 
client-organization encounter considerably. 

• They might be able to access and/or compile data from several sources 
or in other ways perform more advanced operations. Several organiza
tions have already made a lot of information publicly available on Inter
net. Examples include research organizations as IIASA (International 
Institute of Applied Systems Analysis1), libraries like the US Library of 
Congress, government organizations like (US) Environment Protection 
Agency and the Swedish Cabinet Office (Information Rosenbad). Most of 
these services do not - as yet - include advanced searching facilities, but 
there is at least some help. For instance the Mosaic™2 hypertext 
program provides a 'hotlist' facility, which at least makes it possible to 
remember important addresses, thus facilitating compilation of data. 

Messer, 1994. 

Mosaic is copyrighted by the University of Illinois. 
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Another example of this is the Employment Office's Job Automat, as we 
shall see in Chapter 4, where clients can access data the operative staff 
can not. The "efficiency" of this is hard to measure, but at least clients see 
it as an improvement, and it does affect people's acting. 

• They might be able to input data to the system, thus taking more active 
part in the activities. The Clinton/Gore 'Citizen Electronic Mail' may 
serve as a somewhat special example of t his; a (small) number of mails 
are actually presented to the president or the vice president in person, all 
mails are subject to categorization, thus providing aggregated data on 
what people want to tell the administration1. This way, the citizen mails 
actually have some influence, albeit not so direct. 
Another example of this is the medical self-service system at the NCSP, 
which is discussed in Chapter 4. 

There are no insurmountable technical obstacles that provide good reasons 
for limiting the clients' access to the organization to automated teller-type ac
tivities. 

There might certainly be other reasons, of c ourse. PCS hold a potential for 
organizational change. If a PCS is employed for advanced operations it 
challenges the balance of the organization, both in terms of administrative 
issues and in terms of the power balance. The PCS may be used to bypass 
professionals or departments, making them in effect obsolete. PCS at any level 
may be used in struggles between different departments. Such things may be 
seen as negative social consequenses or as a rationalization potential. Neutrally 
put, one can say that there is a strategic potential in that PCS may be used in 
the competition between organizations; the organization that gives the client 
the fastest and most effective access to what he needs may gain a competitive 
advantage. 

Communicational style 
If PCS are to be used for services that include a lot of complex communication, 
like in the travel agency example above, the communicational style of a PCS 
becomes important. In Danet's model (Figure 2), two points were "inter
personal style", which referred to the way people acts during face-to-face 
encounters, and "participants' tactics". Danet is discussing face-to-face 
encounters. When PCS are employed, the meaning of these factors change, yet 
they still apply. The encounter occurs mediated by some medium, but the 
medium has a "style" of itself, it appears as something to the human actors, it 

Katz, 1994a, p 378. 
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behaves1. It also has "tactics" in that the communication may be designed in 
different ways, just like a physical room may be designed for certain purposes. 
Finally, at least for more sophisticated systems, the skilled actor may to some 
extent use the system for his personal tactics and personal communicational 
style. 

By communicational style, I will in the following not refer to human-
computer interaction issues, neither to inter-human communication, but to 
organization-client communication. The problem is then not (only) how to 
interact with the computer, but how to interact with your clients (on part of the 
organization) or with an organization (on part of t he client). The thing I want 
to discuss is what kind of int eraction forum the system provides the human actors 
with. What action space does it leave them? 

The following categorization of c ommunicational styles is based on those 
suggested by Fiate Paulsen2 in his framework for pedagogical techniques. 
Paulsen uses four structural categories, based on the way people are allowed to 
send and receive messages; "One-Alone", "One-to-one", "One-to-many", and 
"Many-to-many". I have left out the category "One-Alone", which concerns a 
person using computers for personal support, not involving other people, since 
this is somewhat out of the frame of this discussion. It rather concerns the 
indirect influence discussed above in the section "system type". 

I have renamed Paulsen's categories to make the names lead the thoughts to 
a discussion of function rather than structure; less technically determined and 
more related to the way the different ways in which the different styles may 
affect the client-organization relations. I suggest the following categories for 
discussing this communication. 

• Supporting. ("One-to-one" as of Paulsen). In this case the communication 
is used to individually support a client. Paulsen uses words such as 
mentorship, apprenticeship and correspondence. For PCS, this is about 
helping the client use either the system or the service; on-line help. Most 
PCS support this function in some way; there is most often a "help" key 
which leads the user to predefined information about how the functions 
work. The help is provided on request. 

• Lecturing ("One-to-many" as of Paulsen). In this case, one person distri
butes information to several recipients, a kind of mass communication. 
Paulsen uses terms like lecture, symposium, and panel for this. As 
opposed to "support", the information occurs not on request but at times 
decided by the information supplier. If "s upport" is intended to help a 

Nass, Steuer, & Tauber (1994) found in experiments that experienced computer users 
treat computers as social actors, they apply social rules to the computer directly, they 
do not see it as a medium for social interaction with some person (like the pro
grammer). They do so not because of ignorance, but because it is a rational social 
behaviour. The authors conclude that human-computer interaction is social-
psychological. 

Fiate Paulsen, 1993. 
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person who is navigating at his own will, "lecturing" is more about telling 
people what to do. 

• Conferring ("Many-to-many" as of Paulsen). What distinguishes this 
category from the other two is that here the service itself is not given, it 
is a matter of negotiations. Compare the travel agency example in the 
section "Complexity & nature". In that case, neither client demands nor 
service were predefined as wholes. There were several relatively well-
defined elements that might be combined into very different solutions. In 
such a situation, lecturing is not a solution, because the clients' situation 
obviously must be represented. Supporting might be a solution, but 
probably not a good one since it likely would be an almost infinite 
process, given the huge amount of possible combinations. Conferring 
means bringing together several competencies and - at best - by means 
of good communication finding good solutions to problems without each 
of the participants having all the relevant knowledge or having to go 
through all the steps needed to find it. 
There are a large number of ways to arrange conferring, Paulsen 
discusses several; debate, simulation, role play, discussion groups, brain
storming, Delphi techniques, etc. These, and many others, lend them
selves to computerization, and might thus be used in PCS. For many of 
these, there are a number of implementation attempts, just think of all 
the tools that have been developed as "CSCW tools". In such tools, 
"communication" comes out very differently, just compare the strict 
organization of "T he Coordinator" with the infinitely growing network 
of nodes and links in "gIBIS"1. 

It should be obvious from the above said that the communicational style 
must be somehow related to the nature of the service in question. Still, there is 
nothing said so far about just what this relation should be. The only conclusion 
to be made at this point is that PCS must be seen as educational systems in the 
sense that in order to serve as means to deliver complicated services they must 
be able to function as vehicles for bringing views together. The communica
tional style must somehow match the communication problems. 

Introduction of a PCS changes the "bandwidth" in the communication 
between an organization and a clients. From the current examples of PCS, one 
might be tempted to draw the conclusion that employment of PCS deprives 
the client of all interaction means; just compare today's TV-shopping to 
department store-shopping. But computer technology can of course do better 
than that. Nevertheless, PCS inevitably mean changes in the interaction 
language. The most immediate observation on this point is of course that you 
use a different language when interacting with a computer as compared with 
interacting with a human. Body language will be excluded. Cultural dimensions 

There are a number of texts describing and analyzing these two systems, a complete 
list would fill pages. Original descriptions may be found in (Action Technologies, 
1989) - The Co-ordinator - and (Conklin, 1987) - gIBIS. 
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of l anguages, much discussed within the CSCW field1 will at least face a new 
environment. 

But this reduction in bandwidth need not necessarily mean only negative 
things. Firstly, when your task is clear it might save you time not having to talk 
to a person you don't want to talk to anyway. The interaction with an organi
zation is not primarily a social endeavour, it is done for other, more business
like purposes. Therefore, the reduction in bandwidth might well be compen
sated for by the advantage of being able to more rapidly access the right 
person or find the right data. Secondly, the bandwidth employed by computer 
systems is increasing. Interactivity is becoming greater and the use of pictures, 
sound, and video increases the expression possibilities. Finally, when the PCS is 
used for support, as opposed to substitute, the issues of reduced bandwidth 
become less crucial. 

The bandwidth of a PCS is apparently interesting not only with respect to 
inter-human communication in general, but also in relation to the kind of 
activity in question. Communicating with an organization, other than purely 
social, has business reasons, but those reasons are different with different 
organizations. This was made apparent by the Blau and Scott classification of 
organizations mentioned above. Your children's school is not a supermarket. 
The social welfare office is not a bank. The dimension "communicational style" 
therefore has importance beyond the kind of problems discussed so far. Maybe 
we want to have different relations to some organizations than others. Maybe, 
for instance, public service is not just any service. Maybe in such cases, the 
social dimension is more immediately important. If t his is so, the communi
cational style of a PCS has a value in itself; maybe it should be used to signal 
the organization's social function, maybe the match between the type of 
organization and the communicational style of the client-organization interface 
is important. This dimension will be further discussed in Part III, when I 
introduce and explore participatory theory. 

Communication as social construction 
Data on PCS use are somewhat ambiguous. The French Minitel seems a 
success; it has been running for more than 10 years2 and connects more than 5 
million home terminals3. On the other hand, almost all other attempts to 
introduce large-scale Videotex home-market systems have failed; the British 
Prestel never made it to the homes (though it is still in business use, e.g. among 
travel agents), the Swedish TeleGuide was closed almost before it started with 
just a few hundred terminals distributed. Investigations on how the systems 

Robinson, 1989; Robinson, 1991. 

The first 400 Minitel terminals were delivered in 1981 (Marchand, 1987, p 37, cited 
from Feenberg, 1992, p 172). "Teletel" was the original name of the system, while 
"Minitel" was the name of the terminals that were distributed. Nowadays, the whole 
system is colloquially talked about as the Minitel system. 

Feenberg, 1992, p 172. 
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are used seem to show that problems are less related to the medium than to 
the services provided1. That is, provided that the service offered contributes 
substantially to facilitating the user's daily life, and is reliable, he is likely to go 
through some trouble (like handling a poor interface etc) to use it. 

But this is not enough, there is more confusion to it. The systems that failed 
provided virtually the same kind of services as Minitel, albeit not the same 
amount of them. So why did Minitel succeed where the others failed? 

Feenberg2 analyzes the Minitel success and finds it being due to cultural 
factors. Interestingly, different cultural factors at different stages. At the outset, 
the determined French government politics provided the ambitious and 
necessary infrastructure, including free terminals, host computers available, 
and cheap fares. This provided a system of sufficient scale and standardization. 
Later, the strong opposition to the highly centralized system provided for very 
liberal access rules, which made for an enormous increase of services provided. 
Finally, the system's users changed the character of the system. Originally, it 
was intended as an information-delivery system, it was to provide households 
with information from government databases and on-line catalogues of private 
vendors etc. Use soon took a different turn; in 1987, 40% of the domestic traffic 
was messaging, users talking to each other3. And although a large amount of 
the communication is "pink", this is by no means the only form. Government 
organizations are engaging in projects based on communication rather than 
information delivery, like politicians communicating with their voters, and 
electronic classes4. Even larger private collaborative projects occur, like the 
electronic organization of a nation-wide student strike5. 

Feenberg takes these findings to suggest that the "users needs" were not 
about finding data, but rather about communication. The users finally turned 
the system into something it was not intended to be. The Minitel, as it is today, 
is not the result of an "implementation process", but the outcome of a process 
of social construction. This is an interesting thought, because if technology 
eventually is formed by social construction processes, then the PCS discussed 
above may also turn into something else. This is provided they are open 
enough to different kinds and styles of use, which more complex systems 
designed for voluntary use have to be. I noted above that PCS were typically 
employed at operative level, handling routine matters in a style like that of the 
automated teller. But so was the Minitel originally. This seems to indicate that 
once there is a technological infrastructure, social forces of several kinds may 

Karlsson, & Kaulio (1993) report a small Swedish interview inquiry showing that users 
relate problems to delivery service only, not to the medium. Experiences from the 
French Minitel support this conclusion (Karlsson, et al., 1992b, p 17). 

Feenberg, 1992, p 169. 

Feenberg (1992, p 173), referring to Chabrol, & Perin (1987, p 7). 

Feenberg (1992, p 174), referring to Bidou, Guillaume, & Prévost (1988) and Marchand 
(1988). 

Feenberg (1992, p 174), referring to Marchand (1987, p 155-158). 
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turn the systems into something totally unintended. But not into anything. As 
Feenberg shows, there were particular social forces in France that worked 
together somewhat differently than in other countries. This means that the 
communication systems, the way different voices are allowed to interact (or 
combat), is equally interesting as the existence of particular social forces. To put 
it in a societal context; If technology is socially constructed, then it is important 
in a democratic society to try to make for something that at least resembles a 
"fair game" in that construction. Because in retrospect, technology is. The battle 
and the ambiguity is forgotten. The social construction is more intense when 
technology is new, when it hasn't yet found its place, or, put another way, 
when there is still no victor in the battle about the right to name it. Later, the 
connotations become more fixed1. 

The conclusion from this is that seeing PCS as communication devices is 
something else than seeing them as implementations of systems. Communi
cation systems cannot be designed in terms of results, rather in terms of 
possibilities. Designing communication means giving people means to partici
pate, but if they do so they also interfere in the activities. Communication 
systems therefore have organizational implications that cannot easily be 
foreseen, a point the experiences from Minitel illustrate quite clearly. Therefore, 
design of such systems is a matter of moderation, keeping the conversation 
going. Design then becomes integrated with use, and conversation management 
becomes a systems design task. 

Conclusions from this chapter 
In this chapter, I have provided a definition of PCS. I have discussed several 
PCS and grouped them according to the way they intervene in client-
organization relations. I have discussed PCS as communication systems in 
terms of the technology used (system type), the nature and the complexity of 
the service and the PCS, focus in terms of activities in the business process and 
possible role changes on part of the clerks and the clients, and the way they 
intervene in these activities, the communicational style. Lastly, I have intro
duced the idea that social construction processes might change the character of 
a system, as happened to the Minitel, and that this also affects the systems 
development process; systems development will have to include conversation 
management. 

Feenberg, 1992, pl76-178. See also Chapter 2 in this book for a discussion about how 
the concept "user" has become loaded with different connotations during different 
times. 
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4. PCS INTERVENTION ILLUSTR ATED BY TH E DESCRIP
TIVE MODEL 

In this chapter, three different examples of public computer system interven
tion in the client-organization relation will be described and discussed. The 
purpose is to illustrate the implications of different ways of approaching the 
problem of how to employ computers publicly. 

The cases are: 
• The Swedish National Labour Market Board (AMS, Arbetsmarknads

styrelsen) system, the "Job-automat", providing information about 
available positions at the Employment Offices and at public places. 

• The National Corporation of Swedish Pharmacies (NCSP, Apoteksbolaget), 
where several computer systems are used for delivery of pharmaceutical 
information. 

• Volvo, where a multimedia system is employed as a "sales support 
system". 

The examples were chosen for a number of reasons. One was that they 
represent in many ways very different approaches to PCS employment. 
According to the principles of qualitative method this is an important criterion 
for choosing these cases, since it results in the widest possible view of the 
phenomenon1. Another selection criterion was the fairly elaborated and 
conscious strategies behind them all; all of them are carefully designed as parts 
of business strategies - and different strategies in each case. The PCS 
implementations are actually designed as something, they don't just appear as 
something when studied through the perspective taken in this study. 

The number of cases has been limited to three mainly for practical reasons -
more cases would have unnecessarily increased the number of pages without 
contributing significantly to the purpose to show the potentials of PC S. More 
cases would likely have resulted in finding different kinds of innovative 
solutions, as well as identifying systems with different qualities than those 
discussed here. But the purpose is not to create a comprehensive map of PCS 
installations, rather to show the potential for very different designs and to test 
if the critical qualities discussed in previous chapter really are fruitful as an 
instrument for PCS analysis. Therefore, colourful cases rather than 
comprehensive coverage has been the principle. 

In this chapter, I will study the systems from the point of view of the 
descriptive model developed and discussed in the previous chapter. This results 
in seeing the systems as ideal types; role changers or role reinforcers, lecturers 
or conferences, and so on. Later, in Chapter 8,1 shall revisit the cases in the 
light of participatory theory in order to further develop the particular qualities 
called for by that theory. 

Eneroth, 1984. 
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Empirical data on system use are available in different ways in the different 
cases. The use of NCSP system is in important parts very well documented and 
evaluated. It is also a well established system, in use for many years. Important 
parts of it draw on activities that are very carefully designed. As a contrast, the 
Volvo system (but also the newer parts of the NCSP system) is a relatively new 
invention, use is still at an early stage and not thoroughly empirically in
vestigated. In between is the AMS system, which has been used for several 
years but is not evaluated in a coherent way, very much due to dramatically 
changed use conditions which make assessment difficult. Common for them all 
is that the PCS have raised questions about the organizational interface 
towards the clients. 

One obvious difference among the cases is that the activities of concern 
seem inherently different; selling a car seems very different from selling drugs 
or mediating jobs. Though this may be so, they share a common feature most 
interesting for this study; they concern complex services, services that include 
very much of t he finding problem discussed in the previous chapter. In such 
situations, the client-organization relation becomes important regardless of the 
specifics of the finding problem that may occur due to differences between, for 
example, drugs and cars. It is the approach to PCS use that is the focus of the 
following study. 

Even though the differences may make it hard to compare the systems in 
detail, I think available data provides enough to compare them in principle. My 
focus is on describing and discussing different approaches to computerization 
of the client-organization encounter, and the differences among the cases from 
that point of view are well visible without too much detailed data on how well 
the different approaches actually work. 

The descriptions of the cases are fairly detailed. This is for the following 
reasons: 

• The cases are Swedish, as are most of the pertinent references, which 
might require a more thorough presentation for the non-Swedish reader. 

• There are many different computer systems involved in each case, and 
the function at the client-organization interface is determined by all of 
them in concert, thus a description of them as PCS must include them all 
in some detail. 

This chapter is designed as follows: 
• Each case is described and analyzed according to the model in the 

previous chapter. 
• After that, all cases are discussed together and compared to each other. 

Some conclusions are drawn as to the advantages of the model and as to 
the ensuing discussions of PCS. 
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The Employment Office - "help yourself, please" 

General description 
The Swedish Employment Offices are public agencies administered by the 
Swedish National Labour Market Board, AMS (Arbetsmarknadsstyrelsen). They 
are concerned with helping the unemployed find new jobs, or appropriate 
education for enhancing competence in order to find new jobs at a later stage. 
There is an effort to have all information about the labour market go through 
the employment offices; employers are by law required to report all available 
jobs, unemployment compensation rules prompt the unemployed to register, 
etc. By law, job mediation service must be available free of charge for the job-
seeker, which in practice means that though some jobs, particularly high-level 
ones like executives, are mediated by other agencies, there is a monopoly 
situation for the largest part of the market. The AMS offices handle the bulk of 
the information on most jobs. 

Altogether this means, among other things, that when the market is low, 
the offices are overflowed with job-seekers. This is one reason that currently 
makes the statistics about use of the computer system uncertain; causal 
relationships for increased use are unclear when there is a dramatic increase in 
the number of job seekers. Also, this brings new groups of people with 
different characteristics - like a lot of senior professionals - to the Employment 
Offices. 

A job seeker has of course several ways of searching for new jobs without 
entering the Employment Office. Such ways include newspaper advertise
ments, personal contacts etc. Though important, in the following, I will largely 
disregard these information channels and keep to the activities organized by 
Employment Office. 

The employment offices' computerization started in 1971 with computerized 
job-lists1. From 1980 onwards, the system was successively enhanced with 
several systems for supporting the professionals2, and finally - in the late 80's -
with a self-service system. For the purposes of this study, the computerization 
may be seen as consisting of t wo parts. There is an internal system, computer 
support for the clerks, and there is a self-service system to be used by the clients. 
The most public component of the computerized part of this self-service 
system is the "Job-automat", so though it is not the only, nor by necessity the 
best, component, it will be very much at the focus of the following discussion. 
The overall system architecture is illustrated in Figure 6. 

The job-automate was introduced in the later half of the 1980's. The general 
idea was to "disseminate as much information as possible" and to "relieve the 
clerks of the pressure of a lot of 'information job"'3. By 1989, there were circa 
150 machines, as of 1993 there are 400. Most job-automats are placed in the 

Delander, 1990. 

AMS, 1983, p 14 ff. 

Lindgren, 1993. 
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Employment Offices (to date 300 installations), so the clients can use it while 
waiting for a scheduled appointment with the personnel, or walk in and use it 
separately. There are also job-automats placed in public places; at airports, in 
university entrances, at companies that are going to dismiss employees, and 
the like (about 60 installations). The total of 400 job-automats in Sweden means 
they are available "everywhere", in all cities. There are also a few Swedish 
automats placed in Finland and Denmark, "to facilitate the integration of the 
Scandinavian labour market"1. 

The job-automat system is provided by AMS, the individual offices rent the 
machines at a cost of currently 28000 SEK per year (approximately 3500 US$). 
This corresponds to less than one tenth of the cost of one single employee, 
which indicates a possible competitive advantage for the machine. 

SELF 
SERVICE 
SYSTEM 

INTERNAL 
SYSTEM 

Municipal 
info 

Job-automat 

Seaxching, 
xegistxation. 

Education 
info 

Job 
advextish)€nts 

pexsonal 
appointment 

Job List "AMS-dixectly" 

Figure 6: The AMS information system. 

1 Quote from Lindgren (1993), all figures in this section from Sahlén (1993). 
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The internal and the public systems are connected, but not much integrated. 
They share the database with available jobs. All such information available 
through the Job Automat is also available to the clerks via their PC's. Another 
shared function is the possibility to see what qualifications are required for a 
particular type of job, to find jobs with similar requirements, and to see what 
education is required to acquire particular qualifications1. 

The internal system is of course the most comprehensive one. This system 
contains three basic databases; 

• A file containing job-seekers; 
• A file containing employers; and 
• An "order file", containing the list of job advertisements. 
The system provides several facilities for the professional, like the possibility 

to create profiles for searching, where the job-seeker's qualifications can be 
matched against the order file, interactively or as "coverage", as the term is, 
over some period of time. The same type of o perations can be performed on 
the job-seeker file2. 

The manual system, which is supported by the internal computer system, is 
available to a client only after having registered as job seeker. The system 
includes personal assistance by a clerk, who is to be not only a guide to the 
information, but also a help in making good decisions. 

The internal computer system is used the following way; The job-seeker 
specifies his demands, needs, and qualifications in a discussion with the clerk. 
The clerk feeds the data to the computer as a client profile. Client data is then 
used in different ways: 

• For interactive searching at the time of the encounter. 
• Subscription. The system searches new jobs matching the client's profile 

on a daily basis and sends information about those jobs to the client via 
ordinary mail. 

• For producing advertisements in the local video system. Here, jobs that 
are considered of interest for those who visit the office. 

• For finding potential applicants to available jobs. This function is primari
ly used for giving employers an overview; how many applicants can I 
expect for this job? How should I change the job description in order to 
get a higher or lower number of applicants (whichever is more 
appropriate)? 

The main ingredient of the public system is the order file with browsing fa
cilities only. There is one point where the public system contains more informa
tion than the internal one, this is information about municipalities. This 
information is non-standardized, it usually includes data on social service, 

1 Delander, 1990, p 260. 

2 Delander, 1990, pp 250-256. 
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children care, educational facilities, general municipal information about the 
local labour market, communications, services, and such. The information is 
provided by the municipalities themselves on a voluntary basis and updated, 
also voluntarily, 3-4 times per year. 

The information available in the Job-automat is hierarchically organized. 
Searching can be based on: 

• Geographical area (by county); 
• Type of job. Jobs are classified according to NYK (Scandinavian classifica

tion of work, Nordisk YrkesKlassificering). This starting point first prompts 
the users to make a choice among 18 main job areas. After having made 
a choice, they get a list of the work categories included in the chosen 
area. After choosing one title, a complete list of available jobs under that 
heading is provided; or 

• Temporary posts. This entrance gives access to jobs like seasonal jobs, 
vacation substitutes etc. 

The self-service system includes the job-automat, printed matters like the 
"Job List" (Platslistan) and a number of brochures from AMS on education etc, 
and advertisements at the offices on a video system. A new ingredient, still on 
test, is a telephone line, "The Employment Office Directly" (AF-direkt), which is a 
tollfree telephone line where job seekers can access a clerk who can search the 
order file for them1. A revision of the self-service system is under way, there is 
a need to compare the advantages and disadvantages of the different media; 
"there are too many media"2. 

A cost comparison among media shows the following: 
The Job List 1.52 SEK per exemplar3; 
The Job Automat 1.00 SEK/minute («7.00 per client); 
Phone, "AF-direkt" 6.00 SEK/minute («18.00/client); 
Manual service 5.00 SEK per minute (assuming "full utilization")4. 
This simple comparison shows that to be competitive compared to the 

printed media, the other systems have to be more effective. This is even more 
so considering that each copy of the Job List may be read by more than one 
person. As compared with manual service, on the other hand, all media seem 
to have an economic potential. 

To complete the overview, I must mention that there is yet another self-service system, 
"AF-service" (Employment Office Service), which includes information about the 
Employment Office itself; "how can we help you, and how can you use us". In the 
following, I will disregard this system, since it does not concern the core activities. 

Sahlén, 1993. 

1 US$ « 8 SEK. 

Sahlén, 1993. 
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In what way could the electronic media be more "efficient"? Actual use of the 
AMS system suggests at least the following: 

• More up-to-date information. While the printed Job List is updated 
weekly, the job-automat and the telephone service are updated daily. In 
hard times, competition on available jobs is tough, finding information 
rapidly would seem important to the unemployed. On the part of the 
employers, on many occasions they are interested in limiting the number 
of a pplicants. Advertising a whole week may be too long, it may attract 
too many people, thereby making the employment procedure costly. 
One or two days is often enough. If this is so, the computer system is 
apparently more appropriate, since advertisements can be withdrawn 
more rapidly. 

• More readily available information. The telephone service is available 
"everywhere". The job-automat is available at several places, but not as 
many as the job list (which clients can subscribe to). To choose between 
the automat, the phone line, and the job list, the trade-off between up-to-
dateness and availability has to be considered. 

• More advanced searching facilities. Compared to the manual system, the 
automat in practice provides more comprehensive searching; the 
manual/internal system most often - not by any technical necessity! -
gives the client the opportunity to search only two categories of jobs, 
while the automat lets him keep searching infinitely. On the other hand, 
it is to some extent possible to manipulate the manual system for the 
client who spends some effort on building good personal relations with 
some clerk. 
As compared to the job lis t, the automat in its current design probably 
adds nothing significant in terms of searching facilities. The design of the 
two are similar. All more "intelligent" search systems are implemented in 
the internal computer system only. This is not by any technical necessity, 
and there have been discussions about enhancing the job-automat in this 
respect. 
To make use of the better search facilities, people must be aware of th em 
and be able to use them. This probably requires some use experience, 
which - at least to many people - means an initial threshold as compared 
to getting in contact with a clerk. On the other hand, there is obviously a 
trade-off here between the availability and the complexity of the 
automatic and the manual system respectively, and this trade-off appears 
differently to different people. There will be some more about this in the 
next section. 

Experiences from use 
AMS has made some investigations about the use of the self-service system, 
but since the number of job-seekers has risen dramatically in the past few years 
causal relationships are uncertain. Facts are that the Job Automats are used one 
hour per day on average as of 1993. They are used by 100.000 persons per 
week, to be compared with the printed job list, which is read by five times as 
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many. The average use time per client is 6-8 minutes, longer for older people, 
shorter for younger. This means there is a great potential for more use. It may 
also indicate the system is not so attractive. It seems that usage has decreased, 
in 1989 average use was 4-5 hours per day and machine1. 

There has been criticism against the manual part of the system, clients claim 
the professionals don't spend enough effort in searching2, and thus the job-
automat is sometimes preferred because it allows comprehensive - though 
time-consuming - searching. Anecdotal but repeated evidence has it that a lot 
of people seem to like the idea of searching by themselves; "if y ou ask the 
clerk, he will only search one or two jobs for you, by using the machine you 
can search wider"3. This is especially so for "active", that is more determined 
and experienced, users4. This view is confirmed by job-offices, where a 
common view is that active job-seekers make both more and better use of t he 
machine than more passive ones5. 

Sahlén thinks that active users are inventive in using the system. As an 
example, while the system is basically hierarchically structured with several 
menus to walk through, there are ways, not too obvious, to find - for example 
- shortcuts to "new jobs today". "Clients find this kind of things by themselves, 
I don't think all clerks know about it"6. 

Case analysis 
How does the AMS system appear in the light of the model introduced in 
previous chapter? As the reader recalls, the categories chosen were system type, 
complexity & nature, function, and communicational style (Figure 3). 

System type. What I have called "the AMS system" is of course two relatively 
separate systems, one self-service system and one which provides computer 
support for a traditional face-to-face meeting. The self-service system is clearly 
a fully public system, it can be distributed anywhere. The professionals' system 
just barely qualifies as a PCS, since the clients do not have a hands-on or eyes-
on relation to it. Nevertheless, it is of course used very directly in the 
professional-client encounter. Also, it is interesting because it holds a potential 
for increased publicness. Several of the functions provided may technically 
relatively easily be distributed to the public system. 

By then, there were only 150 machines, so the total use time is about the same 
(Delander, 1990, p 264). 

This issue was debated in a radio program (Radio, 1992), discussing the problem how 
organizations interact with their clients. The issue was whether the interaction 
problems are due to the computer system or if o ther factors were more important. I 
will return to this example in Chapter 8 when discussing the participatory paradigm. 

Janelöv, 1993. 

Delander, 1990, p 264. 

Lindgren, 1993. 

Sahlén, 1993. 
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Complexity & nature. Finding a new job involves a lot of information as well 
as a lot of a lternatives to choose among; Education may be a good alternative 
to a job, relocation is a potential action etc. The Job-automat supports a very 
small part of this complex situation. Since it provides only browsing facilities, it 
helps very little in making a complicated searching easier, even though it 
provides complete information on free jobs. The only way the user can work is 
by the "brute force" method. 

The professionals', on the contrary, provides elaborated support for the 
complexity of the task. Not only is additional information about education 
included, but also several facilities to help; profiles on client skill and 
preferences to facilitate searching, subscription facilities etc. 

Function. The PCS system appears to have a great, but not fully utilized, 
potential for role change. Important and time-consuming tasks are distributed 
to clients, but clients who need full information will find the Job Automat 
technically unsophisticated. This means the clerks' role as key persons is rather 
reinforced in a way; those in real need will have to go see a clerk to make full 
use of the information system. It seems the organization is at risk in a sense; 
there might be a point where a more developed job-automat would be so 
useful for the clients that the clerks would be needed only by those who fail to 
use the automat. This would threaten the organization's business incentives, 
which require a way to measure the number of jobs mediated by the office. It 
would also potentially be a threat to the professionals; a decreased number of 
cases and potentially an increasing number of "hopeless cases" is not a 
promising perspective. Experiences indicate the possibility of such a develop
ment; more educated and "active" clients use the automat more than others, 
automates are increasingly used at remote sites (at public places, at large 
companies....). A more sophisticated automat would probably reinforce this. 

Communicational style. The Job Automat appears most of all as a lecturing 
system. In terms of the discussion in the previous chapter it basically tells the 
clients things, very few inquiring possibilities are provided (there are some 
help functions). Certainly, there is no conferring, this would have to include 
more elaborate representation of the clients' views as well as more sophisti
cated tools for interaction. 

The professionals' system allows for representation of the client situation, 
though only as mediated by the clerk. This system is much more conferring, 
but it is only available to registered clients. Still, according to some clients the 
clerks appear as "conversation killers"1 by unduly limiting the number of 
searches or the number of categories to search for. 

The term "conversation killer" and its opposite, "conversation pusher", are discussed 
by Nordström and Levén (1988). The terms bear on not only persons, but also 
organizational arrangements that support or prohibit constructive dialogues among 
actors. "Conversation" refers not only to people actually talking to each other, but also 
to organizational arrangements affecting the activities people may or may not 
undertake. Thus, a clerk restricting a job search to only two categories of jobs means a 
conversation killing even if the client does not explicitly ask for another search (of 
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In summary, the AMS systems seem to hold a great potential for role 
changes and organizational redesign. This potential has so far not been 
realized. In fact, the system has rather been used to reinforce existing roles, the 
design of the Job Automat very much resembles that of the automated teller 
whereas the tasks it is to support are very different from retrieving money. It 
would be technically possible to distribute functions to the public part of the 
system, thereby forcing more clients into a more active role in the activities. 
This would probably require more integration between the systems. For 
instance, since the number of cl ients are important to the offices, maybe users 
would have to be charged for system use. This question, and a number of 
others closely tied to business goals and incentives, would have to be 
considered in order to decide the future use of the PCS. 

NCSP - gaining credibility 

General description 
The National Corporation of Swedish Pharmacies (NCSP, Apoteksbolaget) is a 
government owned company which organizes all Swedish pharmacies. As of 
1992, the company comprises 868 pharmacies with in all almost 12.000 
employees, and sales were 15.3 billion SEK («2 billion US$). The number of 
client encounters is 70-75 million per year1. An important part of the business is 
about disseminating information among pharmacies. This information is most 
of all related to drugs (chemical contents, adverse effects etc), but therapeutical 
information makes up an important part. 

The information activities are of course important for the individual clients 
and for the pharmacies, but also in a societal perspective; there are 
investigations that claim that 20% of the people that have to spend time at a 
clinical department at a hospital would not have had to do so, had their 
medication been correct2. Such figures may certainly be disputed, as may the 
reasons for the people not taking the right medicine. Still, it is quite obvious 
that a major problem at the pharmacies is that the information is asked for in a 
therapy-related way - people experience certain symptoms - while the 
expertise is primarily product-oriented. This creates a translation problem. The 
magnitude of this problem may be illustrated in a quantitative way by the 
findings of the NCSP that 1/3 of the clients have some kind of medication 
problem3. A rough estimation, then, is that 25 million such situations occurs at 
the pharmacies every year. 

course organizational arrangements actually prohibiting a third search would mean a 
harder kill). 

Apoteksbolaget, 1992, p 9-13. 

Apoteksbolaget, 1992, p 13. 

Apoteksbolaget, 1992, p 13. 
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When trying to improve the situation, the nature of the problems may be 
more interesting than the number of occurrences. In most cases, the translation 
problems are not too difficult since the questions concern diseases and drugs 
that are well known to the pharmacists. Such simple questions that can be 
answered immediately make up 60% of the total number1. The remaining 40% 
are more or less difficult questions. A "difficult" question is one where one or 
more of the following occur; 

• The drug in question is not well known (it may be new, it may be a non
standard preparation); 

• adverse effects are uncertain; 
• the symptoms are unclear; or 
• the choice of therapy is a matter of judgement. 
There are degrees to difficulties; of the 40% difficult questions, only about 

2% require new investigations, 38% can be answered after a look in some 
reference medium. In order to cope with such more or less difficult questions, 
an inquiring system has been built based on a "question-answer" method. This 
inquiring system includes medical as well as pharmaceutical expertise. The 
system is illustrated in Figure 7. 

The first institution in this question-answer system was the Drug Research 
and Information Centre (DRIC) at Huddinge Hospital, which was founded in 
19742. Starting 1988, regional information centres (RIC) were added to the 
system. To date, there are six such centres in Sweden and one more is pro
jected3. The system also includes databases available on-line; the international 
MEDLINE, a bibliographic database available since 19644, and since 1984 the 
Swedish DRUGLINE5, which is a question-answer database containing "evalua
ted and problem-oriented drug information"6. 

Bergstedt, 1991, p 3. The figures are based on interviews, and Bergstedt considers 
them "directional". 

Öhman, 1992, p 9. 

Persson, & Alvân, 1992, p 3196. 

The MEDLINE was implemented by National Library of Medicine (USA). MEDLINE 
contains references to primary literature published in 3000 biomedical journals 
(Öhman, 1992, p 30). 

The development of DRUGLINE started in 1980 at Huddinge hospital, based on the 
activities at the DRIC. It was opened to external use in 1984, but of course its use value 
increases with the number of cases included. That number was more than 5000 in 1992 
(Öhman, 1992, p 30-32). 

Öhman, 1992, p 31. 
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Questions put to, and answers given by, the RICs are stored in DRUGLINE1 

and are accessible via keyword searching. DRUGLINE is accessible on-line from 
the RICs, but also from any pharmacy that wishes so. Not many do; the phar
macies are the most frequent users of DRUGLINE2, but the questions are most 
often mediated by the information department at NCSP main office. A similar 
question-answer database, the "Archive" (Arkivet), is maintained at the main 
office. 

ReseaxcK 

DRUGUNE 

MEDLINE NCSP 

CD-Ph&mnacy Client 
Pharmacist/client PCS 

Figure 7: The NCSP inquiring system. Arrows indicate information flows, explanations of 
flows are given in the text. RIC = Regional Information Centre, NCSP = National Corporation 
of Swedish Pharmacies. Flows to "CD-Pharmacy" and "Client PCS", which emanate from 
NCSP, are excluded in order to reduce the complexity of the figure. 

Attempts have been made, and are still being made, to improve the system 
by means of computer support at other points, including the following 
projects: 

The first years, 97.5% of all questions answered were put into DRUGLINE. Due to 
more restrictive inclusion criteria, meaning that only "judgemental" questions and 
questions dealing with "special" problems were considered a matter for DRUGLINE, 
this figure is now, as of 1992,63%. 

The pharmacies' use of DRUGLINE is also increasing more rapidly than other users' 
(Öhman, 1992, p 37). 
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• An electronic conference system, which was intended to be used for co
ordinating activities among the regional information centres. For in
stance, since the time for answering a question that requires investigation 
is quite long, several weeks, it may be that the same question is 
investigated independently by more than one RIC. An electronic bulletin 
board, it was thought, could help prevent this, since "questions in 
process" could be made known to all RICs. This project was abandoned 
after a test period in 1990, mainly due to the poor quality of the confe
rence systems of the time1. 

• The contents of the Archive, integrated with some other information, 
have been made available on CD-ROM disks ("CD-Pharmacy", see also 
Figure 7), which are updated (replaced) monthly2. This is currently a test 
activity, aiming at reducing access time and making information available 
in a more integrated way. The CD-Pharmacy is available at 150 pharma
cies for a test period. The project is not yet evaluated. 

• A multi-media education program for pharmacy personnel, providing 
"cases", real-life client encounter situations plus comments and advice, has 
been constructed and tested. Results in terms of education effect per time 
spent are positive, mainly because education time may be reduced3. 

• Two interactive computer programs to be used by clients have been de
veloped and tested. Tests have been limited, so findings are scarce, but 
seem to show that such programs have to contain considerable amounts 
of in formation to be interesting for the clients. This makes them compli
cated to build, since the nature of medical and pharmaceutical knowledge 
makes simple answers to complicated problems rare. The same fact 
points at the need for users to be knowledgeable in order to make good 
use of systems that contain much information. Still, there seems to be a 
potential here; the average age of the users is low (27,5 years) compared 
to the average pharmacy client (to a large extent senior citizens), which 
may indicate that such programs will become more interesting in the 
future, when "the computer generation" gets older and more in need of 
medical/pharmaceutical information4. 

We can see that the inquiring system is complex. It contains several activi
ties, performed by people with different expertise and in different roles joined 
together by an information system, a large network of contacts mediated by 
various media. "Computer support" in this context cannot mean one straight
forward thing, but is a matter of trying to improve bottlenecks in the system, 

Öhman, 1992, p 40-41. The system used was "Microforum", based on PortaCOM. 

The basic contents of the CD is FASS (product information on drugs, including 
chemical content, proper use, and adverse effects), the official drug register (ALR), and 
"ADA purchases" (new products). 

Emilsson, 1992. 

Nilsson, 1992. 
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wherever such may occur. The projects listed above focus on some such points 
where computers may support the overall system: 

• The CD-ROM system is intended to reduce information dissemination 
time and to provide a richer information context to the professionals at 
the pharmacies in order to make them more able to answer client 
questions. 

• The education program is intended as a general enhancement of the 
professionals' skill and to make such education more readily available. 

• The systems for client use are intended as self-service systems, but also to 
enhance client knowledge in order to make the client-professional 
encounter more informed. 

• The question-answer databases are attempts to disseminate knowledge 
among professionals. 

The reasons for undertaking the different projects differ. As for the 
DRUGLINE and the Archive, a major - probably sufficient - reason is to 
maintain and enhance professional knowledge (including researchers) and to 
re-use complex answers that have cost considerable effort to formulate. As for 
the client-oriented systems and the personnel education system, there are 
other important factors. One is the possibilities to make economic gains at the 
societal level, which would occur if people would go to pharmacies instead of 
to the doctor1. Another is a general trend towards more "self-care", which 
means that more responsibility is left to the client to help himself to medical 
care2. This is likely to lead to the pharmacies becoming more important 
information sources. It also means that clients will have to become more 
knowledgeable in order to find their way to medical/pharmaceutical 
information. And finally it means that the pharmacies have to gain more 
credibility as advisors in therapy issues3. 

The question-answer system still works basically the same way as when it 
started, though the technology used and the availability have been improved. 
It is mainly used as a telephone service; the pharmacists call a regional service 
center or the information department at the NCSP main office. The MEDLINE 
and DRUGLINE databases are available directly from those pharmacies that 
have installed that service, but those are just a few. The Archive is available via 
telephone, but also via the "CD-Pharmacy"4. Most pharmacies use the 
telephone service, the databases are mainly used by the regional service 
centres and by the information department. 

1 Nilsson (1992, p 2-3), original research by Marklund (1991). 

2 Apoteksbolaget, 1992, p 16. 

3 The credibility problem is discussed not only in Sweden. Normann, et al. (1993, p 70-
74) discuss the situation for the Danish pharmacies, which is similar in this respect. 

4 Westergren, 1993. 
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The method for answering questions and updating the question-answer 
databases are similar for DRUGLINE and Archive (See also Figure 7): 

• A question is received by a RIC or by NCSP information department, 
mostly via telephone; 

• Literature search is performed; 
• A telephone answer is given, usually within 1-3 days (median delay 1 

day); 
• The answer is discussed at a staff meeting, which is held once every two 

weeks; 
• A written answer is given, within 1-3 weeks (median delay 15 days); 
• The written answer is put into DRUGLINE (or the Archive)1. 

Experiences from use 
The use of t he question/answer services has changed some over the years. As 
for DRUGLINE, though always mostly used by physicians, use by primary 
health care has increased significantly (from 10% in 1980 to 30% in 1990), and 
the number of questions used by the pharmacies are 33% as of 1992. 
DRUGLINE today contains about 5000 questions and answers, and the number 
is increasing by circa 600 per year2. 

As for the Archive, it contained 411 questions and answers by the end of 
1992, the number is increasing proportionally to DRUGLINE. This service is 
used 73% by pharmacies, 16% by private persons3, figures which indicate the 
different nature of this database. 

Experiences from the question-answer activities show a relatively stable 
number of questions over the years, both for the DRUGLINE and for the 
Archive. The regional information center at Huddinge Hospital receives an 
average of 500 questions per year. Altogether, the six regional information 
centres received 2000 questions in 1991. 74% of the questions were "consul
tative/judgemental", 26% were "factual/nonjudgemental"4. In a study 
concerning 1990-91, it has been found that 44% of the answers were given by 
reference to earlier answers in DRUGLINE alone or together with other re
ferences (20% for earlier answer only). Öhman takes this as an indication that 
the availability of answers or "almost-answers" is cost-effective, since it reduces 
search time. Since follow-up searches are mandatory, the figure 24% (i.e. 44% -
20%) indicates answers where DRUGLINE was used as the first source and 
searches in other databases and/or in literature were used to follow up, to find 
the most recent relevant information in order to if possible improve the 

The working method was developed at DRIC at Huddinge hospital (Öhman, 1992, p 
11 and p 14; Nilsson, 1993). 

Persson, & Alvân, 1992, p 3197. 

ALI, 1992. 

Öhman, 1992, p 15-16. 
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answer. The figure 44% therefore may be said to reflect the re-usability of t he 
DRUGL1NE. 

As for the Archive, no such figures are available, but the personnel feel that 
the same goes for that database; answers are re-usable to an important extent, 
and answers are improved by follow-up searches when "similar" questions are 
to be answered1. 

Case analysis 
How does the NCSP appear in the light of the model in previous chapter? 

System type. The system includes public as well as semi-public and internal 
ingredients. The health information systems are fully public, the education pro
gram is all internal, while the Drugline, the Archive and the CD-Pharmacy can 
be considered semi-public. Considered together, I would say they make up a 
semi-public system; all ingredients are focused on, and intended to relatively 
directly help, the client-organization encounter, which is organized in a traditio
nal manner. 

Complexity & nature. Pharmaceutical information is very complex, and some 
of t his complexity appears directly at the pharmacy counter. The information 
systems, taken together, are intended as an attempt to increase the pharmacies' 
credibility in this matter, a credibility which traditionally belongs to doctors, 
not to pharmacists. It seems the systems at least provide an improvement; at 
some points, more knowledge has been brought closer to the client. 
Nevertheless, there are several unclear factors in this; the experiences from the 
use of the public parts of the system are uncertain, to say the least. The 
DRUGLINE and the Archive show better scores, their use increases and their 
credibility is high. 

It seems the complexity of the information system well matches the 
complexity of the activity; the system provide support at several points in the 
activities, reaching all the way from client self-service to research. It also seems 
the nature of the activities (uncertainty about treatment, not always well-
defined questions) is well matched by the nature of the information system, 
which contains several quality control functions, several ways of finding 
information, and an open attitude towards the unexpected. 

Function. The system appears very much as a role changer, at least it is de
signed as such in several respects. First of all, it is intended to increase the phar
macies' role as institutions with high credibility. Secondly, as a consequence, it 
is intended to increase the capability of the pharmacists. Thirdly, it is intended 
to improve the encounter between the client and the professional; the public 
parts are intended to make the client more informed before he reaches the 
counter, and the CD-pharmacy system is intend to make the dialogue more 
informed by providing rapid answers to direct questions and "related infor
mation" to inspire more elaborate questions and a more thorough investiga
tion into the problem at hand. 

Nilsson, 1993. 
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Whether or not this will prove a working concept is too early to tell. Perhaps 
it will always be a matter of discussion, since there are so many factors 
involved. Nevertheless, it is an ambitious project for a PCS system, and it 
includes a design strategy that goes far beyond the parts of the system, it is 
clearly about designing an organizational interface for a strategic purpose. 

Communicational style. The system as a whole appears as clearly conferring. 
The different parts of i t show different characteristics in this respect; while the 
public health information system involves clients directly in a conferring situa
tion, the DRUGLINE is only indirectly accessible to the clients. Nevertheless, 
the DRUGLINE and the Archive both provide representations of the client 
perspective, the therapy situation, albeit mediated by professionals. Those pro
fessionals are in their professional roles more tied to the client perspective than 
to the drug producer perspective. Also, the contents of the databases can be 
seen as statements in the ongoing professional debates; at no point answers are 
considered ultimate truths. 

Volvo - persuading the client 

General description 
The Swedish car manufacturer Volvo, the division for private cars, has over a 
period of a few years, starting 1987, been engaged in a project called FAST 
(vehicle administration system, Fordonsadministrativt system). This project has 
included the development of a computer system to be used as "sales support", a 
semi-public system in the terms of m y categorization in the previous chapter. 
The background includes several factors: 

1. Cars come in many variations, such as different colours, different en
gines, different equipment and so on. All variations can not be at hand in 
the shop, so the variations cannot easily be demonstrated to potential 
customers. 

2. Several arguments for selling cars relate to security constructions, like 
side impact protection, ABS brake systems etc. Such features cannot be 
demonstrated at all "live". 

3. Buying a car includes issues like financing, discussing different ways of 
financing may mean a lot of computing, especially since it also involves a 
lot of "side effects" in terms of taxation. 

4. Since cars are manufactured more and more on a just-in-time basis, it is 
not always easy to answer questions about time of delivery. 

5. Sales of a car often involve purchase of another car, a client often wants 
to exchange an old car for a newer one. This means the salesperson has 
to control ownership with the car register, assess the value of the used 
car etc. 

Altogether this means the salespersons have to work in a situation that 
involves a lot of information handling, some of which might be made easier by 
computer support. This would intuitively be the case at least for points 1-3 
above. 
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The PCS system, which is called PROVA (Swedish for "test"), is used by the 
salespersons in the sales situation (see Figure 8). The salesperson has a com
puter placed on the desk in such a way that it is visible also to the client. The 
idea was to create a system that could help the salesperson answer all possible 
client questions. The system includes the following functions: 

1. An interactive "design-your-own-car" - program, where clients can see 
any Volvo car and style it in different ways; change its colour, change the 
hub-caps, put on a roof box, and so on. 

2. Videos and illustrations to show the functioning of technical details, such 
as the ABS brake system and the SIPS (Side Impact Protection System). 

3. Spreadsheets to make financial calculations, to compute the cost of the 
car simultaneous to the "design process" in point 1, to show the net effect 
for the buyer for various alternatives of l oan terms, the tax situation of 
the buyer etc. The calculations can be printed out, so the potential custo
mer can get a paper copy to take home to support further considerations 
about the deal. 

4. Connections to the national car register to check ownership of trade-in 
cars, and to report a change of ownership in case of a successful sales. 

5. A client file, where the salesperson can keep a personal file of his clients 
and their car preferences. 

The system was tested at two sites in 1990, the following evaluations stem 
from these tests. It has been in regular use since 1993, but this use is not 
evaluated. 

Figure 8: The use situation for the Volvo sales support system. 
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Experiences from use 
The PROVA system has been evaluated to some extent. The clients' views have 
been investigated by Forsgren & Levén1 and discussed by Levén2. The in
vestigators find a generally positive attitude towards the system. Positive 
aspects mentioned by clients were: 

• The print-out calculations provide better decision support than earlier. 
• The system provides good information about the cars. Technically, the 

system seems very functional, reading texts on the screen etc seems 
unproblematic. 

• Customers say the system adds credibility to the salespersons state
ments; price information as well as product information appear more 
true when produced on a computer screen. 

Negative aspects mentioned were: 
• Hard to follow; some clients say the salesperson often puts on a show, 

rapidly going through several parts of the system, making it hard for the 
client to keep up with what he is actually doing. 

• The product information functions were not even remembered by 
several clients, which at least makes the use and the usefulness of it a 
matter for consideration. 

• Registration of p ersonal data (for the client file) was by some seen as an 
intrusion in their privacy, since it to them seemed not called for by the 
car purchase activity itself. 

• Some clients considered it an overelaborated sales technique showing 
such a lot of product information when all they wanted was to discuss 
financing. 

It must be added that the number of in terviews is relatively small, only 20 
persons. Nevertheless, the reactions are there, and they may support at least 
some reflections. 

Case analysis 
How does the PROVA system appear in the view of the model I introduced in 
the previous chapter? 

System type. The systems is clearly a semi-public one in terms of my 
definition in the previous chapter. This is not by any technical necessity, 
functions may be distributed by networks, and computers may be relocated. 
The system just draws on the existing organization of car sales; this is the way 
it is done, let's support it some. 

Complexity & nature. Purchasing a car involves a lot of issues, and the 
PROVA system provides support for most of them at least when used in 

Forsgren, & Leven, 1990. 

Levén, 1993. 
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traditional sales situations. It is an open question whether or not the system 
would be possible to use as a fully public system, that is, by a client alone. 
Technical complexity would be a problem for some functions, but probably not 
for the product information parts. Those involve running videos and 
animations, which is not too complicated. Many clients would probably also 
manage a spreadsheet. It seems the information contained in the system well 
matches the complexity of the sales situation. 

Function. The system seems most of all built to reinforce existing roles. The 
system is most of all a representation of the product/producer perspective, the 
client perspective is represented, but this representation comes only indirectly 
via the salesperson. Also, the use situation is such that the system comes in as 
help for the salesperson to reinforce his arguments. If the system was used by 
the client alone, detached from the purchase situation, it would appear 
differently, even though it would still first of all be a product information 
system. It would then appear more as a role changer, since it would be less a 
support for the salesperson and more a client support system. 

Communicational style. The communicational style is very elaborated and 
intentional, the system is intended to be an extension of the salesperson, to 
take on where he can't go further; videos show the cars in live use situations, 
sketches show technical systems invisible from outside. In terms of my 
classification, the communicational style is most of all helping, it gives the client 
a better view of the product. It may be argued that the function that enables 
the client to "design his own car" is a conferring style function, possibly also the 
financing calculation sheets. This may be so, but those two functions make up 
only a small part of the system. According to the evaluations, most clients 
didn't even remember the product information part of the system. Also, the 
hub-cap design is only a minor issue in a car purchase project. Financing is 
more important, of course, and this system may be said to improve the 
negotiations by supplying immediate calculation support. But of course a 
Volvo sales system can never support a comprehensive purchase support. To be 
complete, such support would have to involve also cars of other makes. Such a 
system would have to include at least comparisons; how does the Volvo ABS 
system perform compared to Mercedes' in tests?, What about the SIPS?, and so 
on. 

Discussion of the cases 
The brief investigation above shows that PCS may interfere in the encounter 
between an organization and its clients in very different ways: 

• The AMS system represents much the same approach to service delivery 
as the automated teller. It is about diversifying the view of the clients. 
The Job Offices' clients are divided into two basic groups; those with 
"simple" problems are directed to the Job Automat to find their way to 
the information about available jobs by themselves, while those who 
have more complex problems or are "less active" are entitled and en
couraged to have a talk with a clerk. 
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• The Volvo approach may be seen as very much building on a well 
established tradition; the salesman who sells by establishing a friendly 
and confident relation to the client. The PROVA system may well serve 
to reinforce the confidence and the credibility needed in this relation. 

• The NCSP inquiring system builds on a well established "manual" system, 
still it is clearly designed for a change of roles. Adding "computer 
support" is in this case done in order to establish a new kind of credibility, 
not related to drugs per se but to therapy. To achieve this, relations of 
different kinds are established to a knowledge network, where this credi
bility already is established. The intention is to make good use of that 
knowledge in the client-professional encounter by putting both the client 
and the pharmacist in contact with this knowledge, thus enabling them to 
"perform better". 

This view of the PCS installations has concerned the computer systems only. 
I have not related the computer systems to the organizations, which would 
have included a discussion of the nature of the organizations, the kind of 
business they are involved with, their history, organizational issues, etc. 
Neither have I discussed the kind of i nformation dealt with; surely there are 
differences between car information and drug information; legal regulation, 
importance for the user, with respect to product-specific capacities etc. 

I have avoided all such issues on purpose, because I have intended to focus 
on the PCS potential I think the cases at least show that there are a number of 
ways to employ PCS, and that this choice is of strategic importance. More 
specifically put: 

• PCS may be - and are - used in many different ways. 

The three cases here are very different in their use of information tech
nology at the client-organization interface. It seems this is largely due to the 
companies' different way of looking at their activities. While the AMS system is 
mainly seen as a way to disseminate data as cost-effectively as possible, the 
NCSP system is very much intended to increase the knowledge among both 
pharmacists and clients. 

The implication from this is that organizations must develop an information 
systems plan, where the costs and the benefits of the PCS are consi dered in a long-term 
perspective. 

As is seen in the NCSP case, the credibility of t he system (the advice given 
by doctors and pharmacists) cannot be upheld unless the system is "use-
oriented", that is, starts from therapy. Also, knowledge is improved because 
therapy-related questions and answers are disseminated among the actors in 
the system. The inquiring nature of the NCSP system seems largely due to the 
view of medical knowledge held by the professionals involved; treating 
pharmaceutical advice as purely "information delivery" would be against the 
view of such knowledge generally held by the actors. Consequently, the NCSP 
system is very much an inquiring system; its purpose is to enhance knowledge 
among the professional, and this fact fosters a sensitivity towards the clients. 

• The employment of PCS is made largely from organizational traditions. 
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Though this may be expected, it may cause problems. The Volvo system 
takes the salesperson for given, the computer support is a support for that 
particular role. But AMS case shows that the clerks are not at all indispensable. 
Self service works, at least in many cases. In fact, a major reason for not 
distributing AMS' information more via PCS was that the employment offices 
have to show that jobs are mediated by them. People finding new jobs by 
themselves is not enough, this adds nothing to the offices' profit. 

The implication from this observation is that employment of PCS should be 
considered more prospectively strateg ic as opposed to historic. 

This is not to say that the Volvo system is bad, but it is to say that there 
may be other solutions reconsidering the role of the salespersons. AMS made 
such a reconsideration, and it led to distributing important business operations 
to clients. Such a reconsideration is especially important since the technology is 
rapidly changing. Organizations may soon be working in an environment 
where electronic networks are commonly used. Failing to use PCS strategically 
may by then mean missing the chance to gain a competitive advantage. 

• The design of the PCS employment affects the client-organization relations. 

While the AMS system to some extent has served to make "active" clients 
more independent of the organization's traditional system, the NCSP system 
and the Volvo tie the organization and the clients more together, though in 
very different ways. 

The conclusion from this is that PCS are important actors in the client-
organization dialogue. 

They don't serve just as information delivery machines, they are parts, 
actors, in a dialogue. Therefore, they must be carefully designed with respect 
not only to existing relations, but also with respect to what changes in the 
relations are considered attractive, and what must be avoided. Different 
designs will lead to the action space on part of each human actor changing in 
different ways. 

The cases show that clients may be involved in different ways in operations. 
A hypothesis is that organizations that wish to exploit PCS successfully for 
delivering more complex services should strive to use them for building a kind 
of partnership with their clients. A positive client attitude towards the system 
seems necessary, a high level of credibility needed for voluntary use of systems 
which have to be fairly sophisticated and open to different ways and styles of 
use in order to match the complexity of the service. It seems organizations 
must organize the client-organization dialogue in a way that makes it credible 
and useful not only for the service producer, but also for the client. In the 
examples above, it is clear that "credibility" may mean very different things. In 
the NCSP case, credibility was achieved by increasing knowledge on the part of 
the pharmacists. In the Volvo case, credibility was more about making data 
appear more credible by being more comprehensive, more detailed, or even 
more persuasive. Clearly, a sales person (producer representative) and a client 
may never become "partners" the same way a pharmacist (intermediate, guide) 
and his clients may. 
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Nevertheless, following the travel reservation example in Chapter 3, even if 
one restricts the partnership to include only those parts of a particular service 
that are acceptable for both parties, there may still be a lot of room for 
changes. In the travel agency case, helping a client to find the right 
transportation may include a lot of discussions that require considerable 
confidence on the part of the client. Similarly, selling a Volvo car may perhaps 
in many cases be similar to "finding the right car". Perhaps including client 
perspectives, which may have to include data about other car makes, might 
actually improve the situation for the salesperson; it might improve his 
credibility. 

This is what I mean by partnerships; it is about developing "community", but 
this community should not be a fake one, and in order not to become so it 
must be restricted to those areas where it actually is possible to build credible 
partnerships. One should not read too much into the term partnership, it is not 
about personal friendship or anything like that. It is about a trustworthy and 
open relationship in client-organization encounters where the information 
exchange is fairly complex and therefore requires a lot of communication. 

On the advantages of the model for inquiry 
In this chapter, I have used a simple model for analyzing 

• computer systems as PCS, that is, as actors at the client-organization 
interface; and 

• how different PCS perform or appear as such actors, their style. 
Is the model useful, and, if so, in what way? From the analysis of the cases, 

the following is clear: 
• The model makes different PCS look different, that is, the model is at 

least useful to distinguish among PCS. 
• The model is useful to analyze the style of the client-organization 

interface without being tied to existing structures; for instance, it makes 
clear that the role of the salespersons must not be taken as given. Neither 
is the client's role taken for given. The model therefore makes it possible 
to discuss new organizational solutions for managing the client-organiza-
tion encounter. 

• The model is clearly not complete; it ignores economic conditions as well 
as organizational constraints like organizational culture and tradition. But 
there is no lack of models for such discussions, this model should be seen 
as a complement; it introduces a new way of seeing new technology. 

Together, these points show that the model is useful in the prospect of the 
technological and organizational changes discussed in Chapter 2; data 
communication networks, the emerging electronic consumer markets, distri
buted organizations; cross-organizational work groups, etc. In such contexts, it 
is important to find a framework in which to study "public relations", and I 
think this model can work for those purposes. It may serve for opening up 
discussions about new solutions. 
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But it is not enough. The analysis according to this model has led me to 
discuss "partnerships" and "credibility" fairly loosely. I have considered them 
"important" and found them to mean "different" things in different contexts. I 
have called for "strategic employment" of PCS. But what does all that mean? It 
seems there is still a need for a coherent normative framework, a PCS 
development guide; how to achieve and maintain a "partnership", and what 
makes such a thing good and effective? 

Next, I will explore one candidate theory, participatory theory, in order to 
discuss such a framework. After that, in Chapter 8,1 will revisit the three cases 
in a somewhat new light. 
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PART III - PCS CONTEXTUALIZED 

The purpose of this part, which consists of Chapters 5-8, is to discuss PCS in a 
societal perspective; In Chapter 4, it was concluded that PCS design could be 
done very differently. Consequently, it must be discussed how one should look 
upon the relations between organizations and clients. Are there reasons to 
consider different kinds of organizations fundamentally different in this 
respect, and, if s o, on what basis? As a candidate theoretical framework for 
studying these questions is chosen participatory theory. 

Chapter 5 introduces participatory theory as of J. J. Rousseau, J. S. Mill and G. 
D. H. Cole, which concerns the relation between societal organizations and 
individuals. The theory considers all organizations in principle societal, which 
means the design of t he client-organization interaction is a societal matter not 
just for public sector organizations, but for all organizations to the extent they 
deal with information or situations that are important for individuals' life in 
society. 

The conclusion is that client-organization relations must be considered 
something much more than business. Public information systems are parts of, 
sometimes actors at, arenas for the societal dialogue, and should be considered 
from that point of view. This means they must function as conversational 
arenas, and that certain democratic rules must be applied at those arenas. More 
specifically: 

• public participation in societal decision making processes is necessary for 
the survival of society; and 

• societal decision making processes take place not only in formal decision 
making bodies, but also, and most of all, in the microcosms of society. 

It follows that each such microcosm must provide a credible and efficient 
arena for democratic co-existence; the information systems of the microcosms 
must be considered societal, and they must be participatory information systems. 
Such a participatory information system must include facilities for 

• describing a social situation in multiple ways and by multiple describers; 
• supporting discovery and description of "features" of the social situation; 
• providing means for resolving conflicts and contradictions emerging 

within the activity system; and 
• supporting activities to redesign the information system. 
The facilities must be designed in a participatory way, they must show the 

following qualities: 
• All participants must be entitled not only to articulate their interests, but 

also to have them considered in a serious manner; 
• There has to be openness as the accessibility of data is concerned. An 

important function of the participatory information systems is education, 
therefore all information must in principle be available to all; 
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• There must be a forum for debate. An individual's interest is not 
necessarily neither desirable nor legitimate. Only after having passed the 
confrontation with other, possibly conflicting, individuals interests in a 
fair debate can their status from the legitimacy and desirability from a 
general perspective be decided. The general will is constructed socially, it 
is not invented by some individual; and 

• The dialogue in that forum must be on equal terms. Threats or 
oppression in any form must be opposed. 

From the above follows that 
• PCS are important parts of societal information systems; and 
• the design and implementation of PCS must be done in a way that 

improves, or at least not deteriorates, the participatory character of the 
information systems. 

Chapter six discusses the socio-spatial restructuring that takes place due to 
increased use of telecommunications. The concept social closeness is coined to 
discuss the relations between organizations and individuals in terms of the 
importance of t he matter rather than of th e geographical distance between the 
actors. The concept the societal dialogue is introduced to bear on the client-
organization communication related to socially close activities. The role of PCS 
in the societal dialogue is investigated by sketching the structure of the client-
organization encounter in terms of the information flows and actors involved. 

Chapter seven operationalizes the participatory paradigm. The conclusion in 
Chapter 5 that PCS are parts of the societal dialogue awakens the question of 
how PCS should be designed in order to meet the challenges this imposes. In 
order to address this problem, a participatory paradigm is outlined in terms of 
principles, and a design strategy called the Feedback Learning Strategy is 
developed based on these principles. A further operationalization is made by 
the construction of a prototype computer system, the LiveBetter, designed to 
support organizations trying to implement such a participatory paradigm. 

In Chapter eight, the same three PCS implementations that were discussed in 
Chapter 4 are revisited from the point of view of participatory theory; How do 
they support - or fail to support - the facilities needed in a participatory infor
mation system? It is found that the NCSP system is the most participatory one; 
its components are arranged in a system that support virtually all the require
ments of the participatory model. However, it is also shown that all systems 
studied have facilities that may be developed towards a higher level of 
participatoriness. This is an especially important finding, since neither system 
can be considered fully developed, they are all immature as PCS. 

5- PCS AS ACTORS IN A SOCIETAL DIALOGUE 
This chapter introduces participatory theory as a candidate theory for PCS 
design and development. Based on this theory, basic general guidelines for 
participatory information systems are developed. 
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Arenas for societal interaction 
In the previous two chapters, I have discussed PCS as intruders in the client-
organization relations. I have argued that they are potential role-changers, that 
they might change the power balance among actors, that they rely on public 
confidence, they need credibility, and that they are important strategic tools. 
But how to choose a strategy? Quite obviously, the choice of s trategy would 
depend at least on the type of organization, the type of activity, and the clients 
in question. 

In the cases discussed above, one could probably think of a number of 
reasons to say drug sales should be treated very differently from car sales. Yet, 
one could argue that there are a lot of common factors; any client organization 
encounter involves some common features, it is about the relations between an 
individual consumer and an institution, a producer. These relations quite 
obviously can be very different, just think of what difference it generally 
makes to the client if there is competition among producers. In this chapter, we 
shall consider PCS from a societal perspective. What does it mean to change 
relations between individuals and organizations? Are such changes always just 
a matter for the specific organization and client involved, or are there reasons 
to consider the client-organization dialogue from a societal perspective? 

In this chapter, we shall first take a look at the information society as it ap
pears in the writings of some visionaries. After that, I shall introduce 
participatory theory as one way of seeing PCS in a societal context. 

The information society - views and visions 
Gidlund1 reminds us that there is a connection between the level of technology 
and the organization of s ociety's democratic processes, in a wide sense. This 
concerns not only the decision making, but also the social base for decision 
making. It was, for instance, the agglomeration of people in the cities brought 
about by industrialization that provided the social base for the organization of 
political parties, popular movements, trade unions, and mass media as we 
know them today. Accordingly, it seems plausible that infrastructural changes 
brought about by the introduction of computer network technology will have 
some consequences, too; distribution of workplaces and organizations, re
moval of middle levels in organizations etc changes the conditions for such 
institutions. It is harder to make a credible prediction on just what the changes 
will be. 
Studies of social transformations brought about by computerization in 
American local governments 1973-1979 concerning the character of work, the 
nature of decision making and shifts in the character of services show that 
there is no technology determination. The technology itself is not the cause for 
changes. What does make a difference are all the human choices about the 
nature of the implementation, and Kling found that those choices tend to 

Gidlund, 1986. 
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favour existing power structures1. Kling concludes that there is no single logic 
for social transformation in connection with computer use, rather a potential 
for changes in several directions2. Experiences from France show that 
unforeseen social forces turned the Minitel project onto a totally different route 
than the intended3. 

As for the predictions concerning computer use in connection with vital 
functions in the democratic system, two radically different kinds of visions 
have been around and caused a lot of debate for a long time. 

First, there is the utopia of t he global village. This view generally conveys a 
very positive view of the electronic future, even though at least Alvin Toffler 
has also painted a picture of the negative aspects of the foreseeable 
development4. In the global village view, the world gets smaller and more 
home-like by the use of networked computers. People - and there is nothing 
such as different classes - sit in their nice and ecologically sound villages far 
from the miseries and troubles of crowded and polluted large cities. They 
communicate by computers, they travel mainly for pleasure, and they 
definitely don't commute. They communicate on equal terms and solve their 
problems regardless of traditional obstacles like separation in time and space or 
organizational hierarchies. Advocating and predicting such a future - in 
somewhat different, but as concerns their view of people and inter-human 
communication similar, appearances - are Alvin Toffler5, Yonei Masuda6 and 
John Naisbitt7. Their visions include major changes in the social organization 
and the democratic system. Ingredients are electronic voting and decentraliza
tion of work to the homes or to neighbourhood centres. The representative 
democracy is replaced by a direct one by means of e lectronic referendums8. 
Parties are replaced by interest groups, more or less long-lived, lobbying for 

Kling, 1991a, p 352. 

This has been discussed in several other contexts, by, for instance Pitt, & Smith (1984). 

Feenberg, 1992. See also Chapter 3 in this book. 

In his book "Power Shift", Alvin Toffler is among other things concerned with the way 
registration in supermarket computer cash-registers may be used to monitor, and to a 
large extent control, customer behaviour (Toffler, 1990). The cash-register in Power 
Shift is not unlike the "telescreen" in Orwell's 1984. The cash-register doesn't actually 
watch people, but it nevertheless can be used for deriving a very clear picture of their 
lives by compiling seemingly innocuous data about what they buy, where and when 
they buy it, and who they are (which their personal ID-numbers tell a lot about). 

Toffler, 1982. 

Masuda, 1984. 

Naisbitt, 1983. 

Beedham (1993) advocates electronic voting in frequent referendums as an improve
ment of democracy. He claims the modern, well-educated citizen has a right to such a 
direct influence. 
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various interests. In the global village, there are no classes. "People" are -
implicitly - independent and knowledgeable. 

The global village view has been criticized for being a middle-class white 
collar view; it is hard to see how, for instance, a car manufacture plant would at 
all fit in. It is also an individualistic view; the social dynamics of the city and the 
large workplace is largely ignored. Gidlund, among others, criticizes it for 
holding a technocratic view of m an, depriving him of the social network, and 
giving a false view of d emocracy as a harmonic system. After all, democratic 
decision making does not mean that afterwards everybody is satisfied with the 
outcome. There are such things as conflicting interest, unequal distribution of 
power, racial and religious conflicts etcetera that will not be eradicated with the 
use of new technology. In fact, in a democracy, conflict is rather seen as the 
driving force behind social change1. In the prospect of a networked world, one 
may raise some fears; conflict resolving in computer networks has been shown 
to be different, to say the least. All the discussions about flaming, monitoring, 
and so on at least show this. And this is even though computer networks so far 
mainly concern professional communication in comparatively homogenous 
groups. 

A little note on that point; This winter (1993-1994), two electronic mailing 
lists that I have followed have introduced students into formerly exclusively 
professional groups. In both cases this has meant the introduction of di fferent 
communication styles, different questions asked, different kinds of answers 
given, which lead to rapidly increasing irritation on part of the professionals. In 
one of the lists, this very soon led the list moderator to have every message 
pass him for censoring. It was not really about abuse, the students just used 
their normal ways of expression. It was "just" a clash between different 
communicational styles. Still, conflicts were not resolved until a moderator 
stepped in and directed the dialogue. And all this agitation was caused by a 
very minor extension of the user population; it is still about professionals 
discussing a narrow professional area, and it is about voluntary use. What will 
happen if wider social contexts move into the computer networks, and this 
change of medium is no longer voluntary? 

The other view is dystopian, the vision of the control state. The most well-
known elaboration of t his view is Orwell's 19842, but there are others not too 
different3. In this view, the new technology is used to monitor and control the 
citizens. In Orwell's new world, there are two classes, one in control and one of 
subjects. The controlling class consists of party members, but they are not 
equal. Only a few of them are policy-makers and enjoy the relative freedom of 
being able to buy a bottle of wine and - for brief moments - escape the 
monitoring system. Most of them are administrators, they perform the daily 

Gidlund, 1986; Petersson, Hirdman, Persson, Olsen, & Westholm, 1990. 

Orwell, 1984. 

Bradbury (1982), Huxley (1955), and Tennison (1977) all paint pictures of a control state 
where there are rulers and subjects, monitoring and control, and where computer 
technology is an important means for upholding that state. 
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tasks necessary for the state; they rewrite old newspapers to make the old 
news coherent with the propaganda, they produce new literature and music 
that helps promote they official world view. This way, history is constantly 
rewritten. 

The language is also rewritten; all "superfluous" words of the old English 
language are successively replaced by more exact ones. The goal is to arrive at 
so well defined a language that each word means exactly one thing. By then, 
there will be no need for thinking, and no way of expressing dissident 
thoughts. In fact, there will be no way of even thinking them. 

The control is not only maintained the traditional way, by means of a dmi
nistrative procedures and violence, but also by new technology. In each 
person's home there is a "telescreen", a device that would today be called video 
conference. The screen, placed so that it views most of the apartment, both 
sends and receives. It sends more or less constantly; there is the seven o'clock 
morning exercise, there are repeated messages from the leader, intermingled 
with music to support the messages, and there is the daily "hatred-minutes", 
where dissidents are scorned. The telescreen can't be turned off by the persons 
observed, except for a few members of the inner party circle, and even by 
them it is considered suspect to do so. 

The screen listens and watches, but not all the time - or does it? It does not 
tell when it does, and the rules for its actions are not publicly known. One has 
to guess, which adds to the control effect. Whether it actually is listening or not 
does not matter as long as you know that it might be, and that the 
consequences of politically incorrect behavior are terrifying. 

Both Orwell and the global village utopians are discussing distance-bridging 
technologies, but Orwell turns it a different way; "Updating databases" turns 
into rewriting of history, "communication" becomes control when only one 
part has a say. "Consensus" is upheld by means of e radicating anything that 
would support a different view and by rewriting language. In Orwell's society, 
computerized voting is replaced by monitoring. 

The same, or virtually the same, technology can easily be used for very 
different purposes; groupware can easily be turned into "snoopware", to 
borrow the well found term from Allen1. 

Theories for PCS? 
The above referred visions show the potential of PCS. The simple point is that 
technology may easily be used for different purposes, and it is not easy to 
prohibit undesired use, be it oppressive like Orwell, criminal or simply 
disturbing like the students on the mailing list. Orwell's telescreen is interactive, 
it could be used for interaction, but it is not. Anybody can say anything to the 
screen, but they don't. 

Looking around today, it is apparent that products exist to support either 
view. The pocket-size computer makes it possible for everybody to connect to 

Allen, 1992. 
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computer networks from everywhere. If it is affordable. And if there is 
something worthwhile to connect to. The latter question concerns the issue in 
this study - what should PCS be used for? As of the visions above, they might 
be used as emancipatory tools, supporting and encouraging individuals to 
engage in active, world-wide networks, or they may be used as passivating 
vehicles distributing prefabricated lifestyles. 

This indicates a need for some theory to guide the development that does 
not only consider economic incentives, but also the dialogue aspect in a societal 
perspective; how should one consider the encounter between organizations 
and clients? This is precisely the question the above referred authors address. 
Next, let me introduce participatory theory as a candidate theory for this 
problem. 

The participatory paradigm 
In Chapter 2, we looked at the history of participation in the processes of 
design of computer systems. We noticed that the debate on user participation 
changed each time new groups of p eople became computer users. In the light 
of t his development, the question is how we can prepare for the new era in IS 
history, when computers enter into the world outside the factory or office 
walls. 

So far, we have seen PCS as "potential role changers" and considered them 
"strategically important", but nothing has been said to guide the choice of 
strategy. In this chapter, I shall introduce participatory theory as one candidate 
theory to guide PCS implementation. Participatory theory is a concept that has 
many interpreters, I shall not review them all. I have chosen Jean-Jaques 
Rousseau as a starting point, because his writings pioneer the modern demo
cratic era. My interest in him is an interest in a principal model and key 
concepts for participatory theory. I have chosen to follow up with J.S. Mill and 
G.D.H. Cole to emphasize some of the points of Rousseau and give them a 
more modern framing and provide a bridge to the ensuing reasoning. 

All these gentlemen consider participation a fundamental human activity. It is 
the very activity by which individuals learn about society. Without partici
pation, individuals become alienated, and society disintegrates. As for solutions 
they differ, but in principles they are very alike. We will get back to solutions 
later in a modern context, but we shall study the principles mainly in the words 
of the old writers. 

Let us start by reflecting on the concept itself, what is - or should be - meant 
by "participation"? 

What is participation? 
Carole Pateman1 provides a thorough discussion of th e role of participation in 
a democratic society. She uses as a basic definition of the term participation the 
following: 

Pateman, 1970. 
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"a process in which two or more parties influence each other in making plans, 
policies or decisions. It is restricted to decisions that have future effects on those 
represented by them"1. 

It is clear from this definition that participation must be participation in 
something. Just being allowed to share information or being present at a 
meeting where decisions are made is not the same as participating. The crucial 
point is that unless you are in the position to influence or determine the out
come, the decision, you are not participating. A situation where employees are 
given comprehensive information as well as the right to discuss and ask 
questions and give their opinion on the material but don't have a say in the 
decision making, Pateman, along with Verba2, labels -pseudo participation. Such 
participation is rather persuasion. Decisions are already made, and the goal of 
the "participation" is to provide for understanding and acceptance among those 
affected. 

Pateman also distinguishes between influencing and determining a decision. 
The difference between the two is about authority. If individual A affects indivi
dual B without B subordinating his wishes to those of A, then A has influence 
over B, but B has the power to make the final decision. Situations of influence, 
Pateman labels partial participation , whereas the label full participation is reserved 
for situations when all parties have equal power to make decisions. 

This definition of p articipation is crucial for the following, because it makes 
clear that "to participate" is fundamentally different from "being around". 
Participation is about sharing responsibilities and outcomes. The activity 
participation - being around - is considered a means; albeit important as a 
such, it is not a goal in itself3. 

I shall start this investigation into participatory theory with Rousseau, 
whose ideas are formulated in his "Social Contract"4. Following him 

The definition originally stems from French, Israel, & Aas (1960). 

Verba, 1961. 

The distinction between "full" and "partial" participation and the different conse
quences of the two have been made also in discussions about systems development. 
Guimares & McKeen (1993) distinguish between the activity and the capacity participa
tion when investigating the potential of user participation in systems development. 
The conclusion is that the activity participation is not so effective without commitment. 
The authors do not, however, discuss the origins of commitment. 

The "Social Contract" (the full title is "The Social Contract, or Principles of Political 
Right") is available in several translations of which I have chosen (Rousseau, 1968a) 
and (Rousseau, 1968b). The Social Contract was originally intended to be only a part of 
a more comprehensive work, called "Political Institutions", which Rousseau never 
managed to complete. 
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ideologically is (to some extent) in the 19th century John Stuart Mill1, and (very 
much) in our century G. D. H. Cole and his Guild Socialism2. 

"Will, not force", the Rousseauan ideal 
Rousseau holds a view of participation as a fundamental human activity, 
something crucial for the democratic society. Participation, Rousseau claims, is 
a fundamental factor for (1) socialization, (2) good decision making, and (3) 
legitimation of the decision making, and in this very order. Rousseau argues 
against those who claim that democracy is impossible until the majority of the 
population is sufficiently educated to take responsibility, that the development 
must be first good decisions by an elite, later (when society functions well 
enough) education of the masses, and last (and very cautiously) public 
participation. On the contrary, Rousseau claims, responsible participation is a 
means for educating the "democratic man" who is able to make good decisions, 
that is, decisions that aim for the best of all, not only for his own good. The 
order of e vents must therefore be the opposite; first full public participation, 
which leads to public education, which in turn leads to good decisions. 

Socialization, good decision making, and legitimation go hand in hand, and 
in a sense it is impossible to separate them; they all depend on each other. Yet, 
in the following I will try to do so for the purposes of the further discourse. I 
will then have to change the order, for though the logic of the participatory 
society works in the order given above, the fundamentals of Rousseau's world 
view lie in his understanding of the "general will", and thus of "good decision 
making". 
Good decision making 
In order to understand Rousseau's discussions on public participation, one 
must understand his view of the origin of society, and the "social contract". The 
idea of a "social contract", making up the basis for society is an old one. There 
are several types of contracts. One idea is that the contract was an agreement 
between the people and a ruler, by which the people surrendered all power to 
the ruler, who was then supposed to protect the people from each other. This is 
the basic idea of Hobbes' social contract3. Rousseau's version is not like that at 
all. In Rousseau's view, society originated not as a defence organization, as 
Hobbes saw it, but as a mutually beneficial development organization. People 
organized societies when their powers as individuals were not sufficient to do 
what they thought was possible and feasible to do; 

as men cannot engender new forces, but only unite and direct existing 
ones, they have no other means of preserving themselves than the formation, by 
aggregation, of a sum of forces great enough"4. 

1 Mill, 1910; Mill, 1963; Mill, 1965. 

2 Cole, 1920; Cole, 1972. Cole was explicitly an admirer of Rousseau. He has, among 
other things, translated the Social Contract to English (Rousseau, 1968b). 

3 Barker, 1962. 
4 Rousseau, 1968b, p 11. 
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So society started as a positive pact. The basis for this statement is not his
torical, but a view of man as basically having a positive nature1. Yet, man is not 
only good, and government is not only about administering joint forces, but 
also about doing so in a way that does not create a class of rulers and another 
class of slaves; 

"The problem is to find an association which will defend and protect with the 
whole common force the person and goods of each associate, and in which each, 
while uniting himself with all, may still obey himself alone, and remaining as 
free as before"2. 

Rousseau's social contract, then, is an agreement in which the people aliena
ted their power not to some individual(s), but to themselves in another form, 
as a community. This community is to be seen as another "moral person", 
which Rousseau calls "the general will", and it is in relation to this general will 
that the individuals' societal rights and obligations should be seen; 

"Each of us puts his person and all his power in common under the supreme 
direction of the general will, and, in our corporate capacity, we receive each 
member as an indivisible part of t he whole"3. 

The general will is then a "public person", even a "moral person", which 
Rousseau calls "the Sovereign" when he speaks of it as an active part of go
vernment4. We all have equal stakes in this public person, the general will is 

"an institution in which each necessarily submits himself to the same conditions 
which he imposes on others"5. 

The general will is an ideal, it is not to be confused with the government (the 
"Prince" in Rousseau's words) or the parliament (the "Legislator", as of 
Rousseau). The decision making of those assemblies is not the general will, it is, 
when good, governed by it. What is more, neither is the general will to be 
confused with "the will of all"; 

"there is often a great difference between the will of all and the general will 
[....] what makes the general will is less the number of v oters than the common in
terest uniting them"6. 

Rousseau speaks of man's nature as composed of amour de so i, his self-respect, and 
pitié, his compassion. This nature motivates Rousseau to say that the Social Contract is 
not only a rational construct, but is also "graven on the heart of man in characters that 
cannot be effaced, and there it speaks to him more strongly than all the precepts of the 
philosophers" (Rousseau, 1968b, p xxxviii). 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 12. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 13. 

Ibid, p 16. 

Rousseau, 1968a, p 76. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 23-25. 
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This makes the general will something very different from collective ego
ism, which it is sometimes associated with. The "common interest" uniting 
people includes "justice", which in Rousseau's words is something that cannot 
be voted about in a simplistic manner; 

"All justice comes from God, who is its sole source; but if we knew how to re
ceive so high an inspiration, we should not need neither government nor laws. 
Doubtless, there is a universal justice emanating from reason alone; but this 
justice, to be admitted among us, must be mutual"1. 

The way to arrive at the general will must of course sometimes include 
voting as a decision making tool, but this does not mean that we are left with 
the tyranny of the majority as - for instance - Lindbom sees it2. Though 
humans on occasions have to vote, one must view those events with some 
humility; 

"the general will is always in the right, but the judgement which guides it is 
not always enlightened"3. 

The general will thus includes ethics and morale, both of which do not 
emanate from the government but from nature. This natural right cannot be 
usurped by the legislators. It has to be formulated, though, in human laws in 
order to be understood, but those laws should be understood as "the voice of 
God" only as such operationalizations. The moral basis for them comes from 
somewhere else: 

"Every political society is composed of other smaller societies of various kinds, 
each of which has its interests and rules of conduct; but those societies which 
everybody perceives, because they have an external or authorized form, are not 
the only ones that actually exist in the State; all individuals who are united by a 
common interest compose as many others, either temporary or permanent, whose 
influence is none the less real because it is less apparent [....] The influence of all 
these tacit or formal associations causes by the influence of their will as many 
modifications of t he public will. The will of these particular societies have always 
two relations; for the members of the association, it is a general will; for the great 
society, it is a particular will; and it is often right with regard to the first object and 
wrong as to the second. The most general will is always the most just, and the 
voice of th e people is, in fact, the voice of God"4. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 29. 

Lindbom (1991, p 26). Rousseau is certainly not the only one to reject the notion that 
democracy inevitably leads to a majority oppressing minorities. Dahl, to name a con
temporary theorist, investigates this issue closely and comes to the conclusion that 
liberty and equality are not inimical to each other (Dahl, 1965). 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 31. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 237. 
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It is not at all, thus, as some claim1, that Rousseau - yes, even the democratic 
idea itself - substitutes man for God. It is just that we have to do the best we 
can in formulating "the truth" in a world where there is noone else to tell us 
directly. 

Being an ideal, not residing with any particular person or institution, the 
general will may seem elusive, and of course men will never be able to formu
late it completely. It symbolises the "true knowledge" on human affairs and 
human nature. Yet it is possible to come closer, and this is the goal of govern
ment. For Rousseau, public participation is the only way to formulate such a 
general will. The general will does not appear in the mind of some guru, it 
evolves through collective human effort. Also, it appears in all human 
assemblies. The following words are written by Cole, not by Rousseau himself, 
but they put in short the essence of the idea; 

"[The general will] does not reside merely in the outward and visible 
organization of social institutions, in that complex of f ormal associations we may 
call the State; its roots go deeper and its branches spread further. It is realized, in 
greater or less degree, in the whole life of t he community, in the entire complex of 
private and public relations which, in the widest sense, may be called Society. It 
finds expression not only in Parliaments or other agencies of government, or in 
churches, universities, trade unions, and all manner of groups and associations, 
but also in the most intimate personal relationships and in all the variety of 
customs and social observances"2. 

We should see "government" as the joint effect of humans interacting in 
innumerable information systems of wider or narrower scope, encompassing a 
greater or smaller number of people, engaged in making decisions on 
"collective affairs" (and we will get back to this in Chapter 6). 

Since the reason for people organizing societies in the first place was that 
they wanted to achieve what they could not attain alone, participation is in 
itself an expression of viable societal ties: 

"As soon as any man says of the affairs of the State what does it matter to me? th e 
State may be given up for lost"3. 

One might say, then, that participation is an end in itself, even if it is obvious 
that it is also a means for expressing the general will. 

Rousseau saw the participatory society as an incremental system, improving 
the results over time. Participation, he thought, will lead to people developing 
better skills in understanding and managing collective affairs: 

"Good laws lead to the making of b etter ones; bad one bring about worse"4. 

Like, for instance, Lindbom (1991), most prominently in chapters III and IV. 

Cole in the introduction to (Rousseau, 1968b), at page xxxvi. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 78. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 78. 
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Rousseau saw as his ideal society one of independent but also interdependent 
individuals, independent participation being the mechanism by which this in
terdependence is enforced. It is not possible to transfer sovereignty, everybody 
must personally take active part in the construction of society: 

"Sovereignty [....] cannot be represented; it lies essentially in the general will, 
and will does not admit of representation [....] The deputies of the people [....] are 
merely its stewards"1. 

Nobody can then sell or buy the votes of others, it is a compulsory personal 
commitment to participate in the government of so ciety. To those who claim 
that voting for politicians is a sufficient hallmark of democracy, Rousseau has 
the following sarcastic comment: 

"The people of England regards itself as free; but it is grossly mistaken; it is 
free only during the election of members of parliament. As soon as they are 
elected, slavery overtakes it, and it is nothing. The use it makes of the short mo
ments of liberty it enjoys shows indeed that it deserves to lose them"^. 

In summary, "making good decisions " in Rousseau 's terms is formulating the 
general will as well as possible. This is not primarily a matter of majority voting, 
but a matter of organizing societal information systems in a participatory manner, 
thus 'forcing" all individuals to develop a "collective mind". 
Socialization 

Since the general will is equally accessible for all men, the process for govern
ment to arrive at it must be participatory. There is no guru that has better 
access than other people, the general will is to be formulated by all: 

"Men are to be ruled by the logic of t he operation of the political situation that 
they had themselves created"3. 

The law, which, again, is not equal to the general will, "emerges" from the 
participatory process. 

Participation is thought to have a psychological effect on the participants. 
The better, that is the more participatory, a government is, "the more do public 
affairs encroach on private in the minds of the citizens"4. The individuals will 
develop a greater interest in collective affairs. Participation is in fact what binds 
individuals together in a society; 

"In a well-ordered city, every man flies to the assemblies"^. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 78. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 78. 

Pateman, 1970, p 23. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 77. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 78. 
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Only through participation will the individuals develop the sense of belong
ing, which is necessary for creating the feeling of responsibility for decisions 
affecting them. 

The first - logically - goal of participation is thus to develop responsible 
individual social and political action. This will come through the effects of the 
participatory process. Therefore, participation is something valuable in itself 
because it has an educative function. Education is then understood in a wide 
sense. It is about learning rather than about teaching. We must also think of 
learning as not just what goes on in classrooms. It's about the lessons life 
teaches. But not any life. Different social structures will teach you different 
things. Rousseau claims that societal institutions are detrimental to the 
development of the citizen to the extent that they reinforce hierarchical 
authority structures, but also to the extent they do not provide a bulwark 
against a return to the "natural" state of man. We must recall that the nature of 
man's life changes when he enters into society, as does the notion of "freedom": 

"In fact, each individual, as a man, may have a particular will contrary to or 
dissimilar to the general will which he has as a citizen. His particular interest may 
speak to him quite differently from the common interest: his absolute and na
turally independent existence may make him look upon what he owes to the com
mon cause as a gratuitous contribution, the loss of which will do less harm to 
others than the payment of it is burdensome to himself'1. 

This egoism, or "natural freedom" as Rousseau calls it, must be actively 
opposed in society, because it is always there as a threat. Rousseau's suggestion 
for educating citizens is therefore to set up situations that "force" the individual 
to learn about society and about the social contract for himself, that is create 
participatory institutions. 

"In order then that the social compact may not be an empty formula, it tacitly 
includes the undertaking, which alone can give force to the rest, that whoever re
fuses to obey the general will shall be compelled to do so by the whole body. This 
means nothing less than that he will be forced to be free; for this is the condition 
which, by giving each citizen to his country, secures him against all personal de
pendence. In this lies also the key to the working of the political machine"^. 

This "force" should not be conceived too literally. Again, society is not 
everybody's war against all, it is a positive compact. But the psyche of man has 
to change when he enters into society and no longer is a (naturally) free in
dividual in the forests, and participatory institutions make up the "force" that is 
necessary for this change: 

"... the social compact sets up among the citizens an equality of such a kind, 
that they all bind themselves to observe the same conditions and should therefore 
all enjoy the same rights"3. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 15. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 15. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 26. 
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Participation is thus something that comes first, the positive character of the 
individuals and the good decisions follow. Once such a participatory system is 
established, Rousseau claims, it will become self-sustaining because the indivi
duals will adapt to it. The more people participate, the better they will become 
in doing so; "Good laws lead to better ones....". The psyche of man is related to 
and influenced by the authority structure of the society in which he lives, but 
this relation is not deterministic. 

Because government must be understandable, Rousseau is an enthusiastic 
advocate of small-scale societies1. In large states, he claims, there would have to 
be general laws that could not be understood in the same way everywhere, 
and people "....never know if they can call their very patrimony their own"2. 
Therefore, such a state cannot function properly; 

"Talent is buried, virtue unknown, and vice unpunished, among such a multi
tude of men who do not know one another, gathered together in a place at the seat 
of central administration. The leaders, overwhelmed with business, see nothing 
for themselves; the State is governed by clerks [....] the measures which have to 
be taken to maintain the general authority [....] absorb all the energy of the 
public, so that there is none left for the happiness of the people"3. 

What makes people "know one another" is that they have "common affairs", 
they live under the same conditions. 

In this view, it is obviously necessary that participation includes both de
cision making power and responsibility for the decisions, as discussed above. 
Without responsibility, participation will become just a matter of making 
demands. Without power, it becomes a matter of just being around. Without 
both, the country is" governed by clerks". 
Legitimation 
The third function of participation is that of legitimation. Rousseau claims that 
decisions made by all will more easily be accepted by all. Rousseau even de
fines freedom, liberty in the civil state, as "obedience to a law we prescribe to 
ourselves"4. Adhering to the laws created by the general will is the only 
possible form of social freedom. This is by the same logic as the individual will 
be educated by participating in decision making; unless the individual is 
"forced" into socially responsible action by participatory processes there can be 
no general will, and if so ciety is to be governed by something else than the 
(physical or economical) strength of the individuals, there must be one. The 
legitimacy of the laws comes from the fact that they have been created by all, 
they are the ".... law we prescribe to ourselves". 

We will return to the concept "small-scale" in Chapter 6. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 38. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 38. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 16. 
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But this legitimacy must be safeguarded by credible organizations. There 
has to be a separation between the legislator and the executor, even though the 
legislator obviously has some expertise in the matter; 

"He who makes the law knows better thaft anyone else how it should be exe
cuted and interpreted. It seems then impossible to have a better constitution than 
that in which the executive and legislative powers are united; but this very fact 
renders the government in certain respects inadequate, because things which 
should be distinguished are confounded, and the prince [the "manager"] and the 
Sovereign, being the same person, form, so to speak, no more than a government 
without government"1. 

So expertise in the technicalities does not give preferential right of interpre
tation. Legitimate government can only rest on public support. And public 
support can only rest on knowledge. And knowledge, true knowledge, can 
only come from active participation in collective affairs2. 

The educative microcosm, J S Mill 
John Stuart Mill (1806 - 1873) holds a view of government in many ways 
similar to that of Rousseau. Government is not just business, in fact, this aspect 
is the least important. Most important is that government has "a great influence 
acting on the human mind"3. That is to say that the foremost role of political 
institutions is to function as educational fora. In a similar way as Rousseau, Mill 
claims their goal in this respect is to foster an "active" type of character. Political 
institutions are to be judged by "the degree in which they promote the general 
mental advancement of t he community, including under that phrase advance
ment in intellect, in virtue, and in practical activity and efficiency"4. The right 
kind of (participatory) institutions in fact constitute a necessary precondition 
for doing good business. 

Mill extends Rousseau's reasoning in, for this discourse, an interesting way. 
To him, participation in national level political organizations is not enough. On 
the contrary, local government is most important, since this is where issues 
most immediately pertinent to, and most familiar to, the individuals are 
discussed. Without participatory institutions at local level, no real participation 
at national level can occur: 

"...a democratic constitution not supported by democratic institutions in detail, 
but confined to the central government, not only is not political freedom, but often 
creates a spirit precisely the reverse"^. 

It is, in fact, by participating at the local level that the individual learns 
democracy: 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 54. 

Rousseau, 1968b, p 239. 

Mill (1910, p 195), cited from Pateman (1970, p 28). 

Mill (1910, p 195), cited from Pateman (1970, p 28-29). 

Mill (1965, p 944), cited from Pateman (1970, p 30). 
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"We do not learn to read or write, to ride or swim, by being merely told how to 
do it, but by doing it, so it is only by practising popular government on a limited 
scale, that the people will ever learn how to exercise it on a larger"1. 

But this is not enough. Mill extends the influence of participation further. 
People may learn participation not only from participating in government 
affairs. Industry was a new societal area at the time of Mill, and he speaks of 
industry as a most important area for democratic participation. In fact, Mill 
holds the view that participation in all kinds of collective matters will bring 
about such learning that is relevant for the political life. Pateman generalises 
Mill's statements to claim that it actually covers "participation in all 'lower level' 
authority structures": 

"Society can be seen as composed of various political systems, the structure of 
authority of which has an important effect on the psychological qualities and 
attitudes of the individuals who interact within them; thus, for the operation of a 
democratic polity at national level, the necessary qualities in individuals can only 
be developed through the democratization of authority structures in all political 
systems [....] Participation in the workplace - a political system - can be regarded 
as political participation in its own right"^. 

In Chapter 6,1 will take this extension a bit further in the discussion of the 
public sector as a new arena for such democratic interaction. 

Co-ordinated guilds, the Colean solution 
George Douglas Howard Cole (1889-1959) was living and working during 
what may me called the peak of the industrial mass production era. His most 
important writings are mainly from the 1920's, at which time they caught some 
attention among the non-revolutionary socialist organizations, particularly the 
Social Democrats. Cole was much inspired by Rousseaus theory, and took up 
and developed the "will not force" idea into a comprehensive societal rule 
system. My interest in Cole lies in that he brought Rousseau's ideas into the era 
of industrialism. He maintained that the democratic principle must be applied 
"not only or mainly to some special sphere of social action known as 'polities', 
but to any and every form of s ocial action, and, in especial, to industrial and 
economic fully as much as to political affairs"3. 

He worked out the principles for a participatory society of much greater 
complexity than that of Rousseau. Let me briefly outline his ideas in order to 
see how a participatory alternative to the prevailing hierarchical societal struc
ture might be conceived. In the next chapter, we will then return to these ideas 
in the setting of the international information-age society of the 1990's. 

Mill (1963, p 186), cited from Pateman (1970, p 31). Mill's view of how people learn 
bears a striking resemblance to the modern debate on tacit knowledge. Compare for 
instance the chapter on an Heideggerian alternative" in (Ehn, 1988, pp 63-81). 

Pateman, 1970, p 35. 

Cole (1920, p 12), cited from Pateman (1970, p 37). 
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In Cole's time, industrialism was doing well in terms of output of products, 
but no one had yet done much about the negative sides of it. Unions were not 
yet common and certainly not powerful. Work conditions were poor, nature 
was devastated in the search for raw materials to feed the factories. The output 
from the factories was not only consumer products - smoke and chemical 
waste was pouring out, polluting the air, the forests, the rivers and the cities, 
even more uncontrolled than today. Environmental care issues were not on the 
agenda at all. 

Cole saw the organization of industry as the evil behind this situation. The 
capitalist striving for profit and the collectivism of t he trade unions were both 
working in the same direction. Both were unable to find incentives for im
provements regarding any of the problem areas mentioned. Cole envisioned a 
system of small self-governing but nationally co-ordinated units, which he 
called guilds. The guilds were to organize production locally, managed by the 
people living and working there, thus giving incentives for taking better care 
of h uman as well as natural resources. The term guild refers of course to the 
medieval guilds. The Guild society wanted to revive the positive features of 
these organizations, primarily the system to preserve and guarantee the skill of 
the craftsmen. The way to achieve that, they thought, was by giving him back 
control over his own work. They recognized that the medieval guilds also had 
a negative influence in that they were restricting competition. This was why 
they wanted to couple the guild ideas with socialist ideas about just distribution 
of goods and with industrial production methods, which can achieve some 
things handicraft can't. 

Cole joined the Fabian Society, which was a non-revolutionary socialist 
society. The influences can be traced to the Utopian socialists in the 18th 
century. The society was named after the Roman commander Fabius Cunc-
tator, which means "Fabian the hesitator". The choice of name indicates the way 
they wanted to work; slowly, evolutionarily, by means of engaging all people 
in striving for improvements. Cole later founded the "National Guilds League" 
in 1915, an association promoting the ideas of the Guild Society. 

Cole saw the main reason for the industrial system's waste of resources as 
one of alienation, non-participation. People did not participate in the conduct of 
affairs, and therefore they had insufficient knowledge about the situation and 
certainly lack of responsibility for it: 

"Which, then, is the fundamental unsatisfactory state of things in our society 
that we want to put an end to? To that question, two answers are possible, and I 
am sure that many well-meaning people would give the wrong one. They would 
answer: "poverty", when they should answer: "slavery". [....] Poverty is the 
symptom, slavery is the disease."1 

The unions, the way they were - and still are today - organized, could not 
help solve the problems. The problems with the collectivist unions' approach 
were that they 

Cole, 1972, p 22-23. 
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• .... supported the industrial system's tendency to waste land and human 
resources, in that their increased demands could only reinforce that 
process. 

• .... did not promote individual responsibility. People were turned into 
children, just asking for more. The individual's responsibility for produc
tion was taken away from him. 

• .... put one group of people against other. Awareness of the larger con
text was not promoted. 

But also the union opposition, the syndicalists, were criticized. In short, 
Cole's criticism was that they saw industry as the only interesting sphere, 
somehow placed above other areas of societal interaction. They were only 
striving towards an industrial workers' monopoly situation, which would 
ensure "high wages guaranteed by the state", and thereby ignoring consumer 
interests. Cole's solution was the organizing of p roduction in local guilds. The 
guilds were to represent different interests in order to avoid monopoly 
situations. Power balance was the key. The guild system was to divide the 
societal power equally between the economic power, the producers, and the 
political power, the consumers. Basic characteristics of the system are: 

• Self-governing guilds of two kinds: Producer guilds and consumer guilds. 
The producer guilds are self-governing in that they are free by 
themselves to determine how to produce things. But they exert no in
fluence over demand, this is determined by the consumer guilds. 

• The guilds were to be organized according to the industrial principle, that 
is only one guild at each factory. 

• Guilds at several levels. There was to be a "National Guild" at each side, 
one National Consumers Guild and one National Producers Guild. Those 
were to express general interests of the guilds at lower levels. Those 
interests were to be formulated through democratic processes. 

• The state is an independent organization that is to decide justly between 
the producer and the consumer sides. Independence is interpreted as 
being achieved by equal representation from both sides of the guild sys
tem. Cole distinguishes carefully among the state (« the highest, co
ordinating guild), society (comparable to the term "Gesellschaft", that is all 
organizations for cooperative activity; examples include the churches, 
worker organizations, social welfare organizations etc), and communion 
(approximately the same as "Gemeinschaft", that is the feeling of 
togetherness felt among people1). The state is a mirror of the structure in 
society, and this structure mirrors in some way the community, but this 
is far from saying that the state is the same as the community. 

The difference between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft, terms originally used by 
Tönnies (1955), and the relations between the two in different views of society are 
thoroughly discussed by Asplund (1991). Both Rousseau and Cole are clearly trying to 
find ways of introducing Gemeinschaft into Gesellschaft; they try to soften the division 
between "the small society", the family, and the societal institutions. 
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• The state was to be a democratic one in which both consumer and produ
cer interests were represented. The state is a territorial and geographical 
organization. Therefore it is best suited to promote interests common to 
all people. The state organizes the consumer guilds, all organizations that 
are devoted to promoting interests based on use of c ommon resources: 
municipal parliaments, school boards, social welfare organizations etc. 

• Shared ownership of production. The state was to own the means of pro
duction, the guilds were only to use them and decide on production 
processes. Thus, none of them were to have complete control. 

• A market economy. The guilds are buying and selling, there is no direct 
state control of prices. 

• Lack of co mpetition is considered a potential problem, but prices are to 
be kept down by a tax system that distributes the state's costs among the 
producer guilds according to the principle "the richest pays most"1. 
However, pricing is a difficult problem. Cole is talking about the "natural 
economic price", which is determined by the price for input materials plus 
the worker's2 salary as a principle, but there are exceptions. 

As can be seen from the brief sketch above, there is also in Cole's ideas, like 
in Rousseau's, some notion of a "general will". But unlike the general will of 
Rousseau, Cole's version is not so much of a natural will, but more of a human, 
or perhaps it is even better to say societal, one. Rousseau spoke about the state 
as a kind of organism that somehow knows that will and has the right to 
impose it on the individual citizens. Rousseau's general will was "always 
constant, unchangeable and pure"3. Several of Rousseau's critics have focused 
on this, claiming that his general will promotes an authoritarian, even 
totalitarian, system, although Rousseau himself did not want to admit that4. 
Clearly, Rousseau states that in cases of disagreement between an individual's 
will and the general will, it is the individual who is "mistaken" about himself. He 
does not know what is best for him: "The people always desire the good, but 
do not always see it"5. But this does not necessarily imply that the general will 
is given beforehand. Cole interprets the general will as being constructed by a 
democratic process in which people participate. All people at local level, 
representatives at higher levels. This means the will may be changed by hu
mans, but not easily by individuals at any time, as the more devoted individua
lists propose. The general will has to be changed slowly and with broad social 
support. 

Cole, 1972, p 148. 

For Cole, the proper title is not "worker" but "guild member", which makes quite a 
difference. 

Sartori, 1987, p 313. 

Cole, 1972, p 47. One modern theorist that makes this point is Sartori (1987, p 311). 

Sartori, 1987, p 313. 
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Nevertheless, there may be a cultural difference here; Rousseau, being a 
religious man in the pre-industrial age, sees participation as the best (yes, the 
only!) means for fostering the individual. Cole, a rational man of the industrial 
society, focuses more on the notion that participation is the best and only 
means for forming the general will. Still, in both interpretations the general will 
has both an educative function and a constructive one. 

Conclusions from this chapter 
From the discussions above, we can formulate the following theorems from 
participatory theory: 

• Theorem 1: Public participation in societal decision making processes is 
necessary for the survival of society. 

I have supported this statement by an investigation into participatory demo
cratic theory, as stemming from Jean-Jacques Rousseau. There is a historical 
thread, a participatory current that goes all the way from Rousseau to the 
contemporary debate. This thread has not been followed comprehensively, 
because this would have meant making this study more of a study in political 
science and thus potentially missing the connection to the informatics field, but 
it has been briefly sketched, and some references have been given in order to 
support the reasoning. 

• Theorem 2: Societal decision making processes take place not only in formal 
decision making bodies, but also, and most of all, in the microcosms of society. 

This means that each societal microcosm is as vital to society as the organi
zation of the formal decision making in the elected decision making bodies. The 
character of these microcosms in fact decides the "state of democracy". It 
follows that each such microcosm must provide a credible and efficient arena 
for democratic co-existence; the information systems of the microcosms must 
be considered societal, and they must be participatory information systems. 

Such a participatory information system must be able to: 
• Describe a social situation in multiple ways and by multiple "describers" 

(the general will is made up of general wills of less reach). 
• Support discovery and description of " features" of the social situation. 

This is not the same as the previous point, since in this case we are con
cerned with the general problem facing any individual belonging to any 
group to distinguish relevant features of a situation (participation has an 
educative function). 

• Provide means for resolving conflicts and contradictions emerging within 
the activity system (the highest general will is negotiated from the lower 
level ones, it is about will, not force). 

• Support activities to redesign the information system (the whole system 
is incremental, "good decisions lead to better ones"). 

Let us call these abilities information system facilities, tools that must be at 
hand. 
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Because the general will is negotiated, the facilities must be designed in a 
participatory way, they must show the following qualities: 

• All participants must be entitled not only to articulate their interests, but 
also to have them considered in a serious manner. 

• There has to be openness as far as the accessibility of data is concerned. 
An important function of the participatory information systems is 
education, therefore all information must in principle be available to all. 

• There must be a forum for debate. An individuals interest is not 
necessarily neither desirable nor legitimate. Only after having passed the 
confrontation with other, possibly conflicting, individuals' interests in a 
fair debate can their legitimacy and desirability from a general perspec
tive be decided. The general will is constructed socially, it is not invented 
by some individual. 

• The dialogue in that forum must be on equal terms. Threats or 
oppression in any form must be opposed. 

In the next chapter, I will try to translate the reasoning of t he participatory 
theorists into the context of the information society. So far, two further 
theorems from the theory would be the following: 

• Theorem 3: PCS are important parts of societal information systems. 
• Theorem 4: The design and implementation of PCS must be done in a way that 

improves, or at least does not deteriorate, the participatory character of the 
information systems. 

All parts of societal information systems are important to the whole. Not 
only the design of those information systems, but also the processes by which 
they are designed. PCS certainly constitute such parts, and I have earlier (in 
Chapters 3 and 4) demonstrated that they hold potentials for role changes on 
part of the actors. Below, I shall expand on this point analysing the "participa
tory microcosm" as a communication system; who are the actors, what 
opportunities does the system give each actor, and so on. 

The general message, then, is that information systems that pertain to the 
activities people undertake in all those microcosms must be considered 
societally important. Those microcosms make up the foundations for the 
democratic society. Consequently, they must work according to democratic 
principles. It also follows that activities that don't belong organizationally to the 
public sector must be considered societal to the extent that they are important 
for peoples' existence in society. In the following, I will use the term societal 
information systems for information systems that have such an important 
position. 

Though almost any information system that is not all private may be con
sidered societal, one may recognize areas that are more important than others. 
As an example, among the three cases examined in Chapter 4, it intuitively 
seems fair to say that drug sales should be considered more immediately 
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societal than car sales, but on closer scrutiny this statement is not so obvious1. 
Therefore the discussion about levels of societalness seems less important than 
to study areas where changes are about to occur for some reason. This was a 
reason for Cole to develop Rousseau's ideas further; living in the early 1900's, 
he felt the urge to point out industry as the most important arena for societal 
interaction, and this will be a reason for me to study PCS as a general 
phenomenon. We are now going to take a step back (forward?) into our own 
time, by which I mean the time of computerization, that is approximately the 
past twenty-five years. We then note that the importance of industry as an 
arena for societal interaction is reduced in that less percentage of the 
population is working there. New arenas for societal interaction have emerged 
along with the growth of the public sectors and the increased internationaliza
tion of business and politics. These changes in concert with the new kinds of 
computer applications discussed in Chapters 1 and 2 provide a potential for just 
as important changes in societal communication as those of Cole's days. 

In the next chapter, we will take a look at what these changes have brought 
about in terms of a changed scene for participation. 

The car as a phenomenon may certainly be considered extremely societal, involving 
issues of status, feelings, aesthetics, environmental care etc. The extent to which all 
these issues crystallize at the point of purchase may not always be high, but what is 
clear is that at least environmental issues have become more and more directly 
influential. 
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6. ARENAS FOR PART ICIPATION 
Above, I have examined the ideas of three old democrats, primarily for their 
theoretical interest in participation. As far as their recommendations for the 
implementation of the participatory ideas go, they must be looked upon as 
products of a different time than ours. They were all formed in societies 
considerably different from ours, technologically, but also socially. But even so, 
how should their ideas be considered today? The basic message in their 
writings is that participation is a fundamental human activity, fundamental for 
all societal development, and that participation to be worthy of the name must 
be full, that is encompass rights and power as well as responsibilities. 

It must be noted that I don't attempt to assess the validity, or the credibility 
of participatory theory. It has its advocates and its critics, arguments have been 
exchanged for two hundred years. Since the theory is founded on particular 
assumptions about the nature of man and society, it is not only a question 
about democratic theory, but also a philosophical issue about the nature of 
man. This is not a thesis in philosophy, nor in democratic theory; I don't claim 
to have the necessary expertise in those topics to take the discussion much 
further in this respect. My interest in participatory theory is a use interest; the 
theory concerns the interaction between organizations and individuals, the 
place of PCS, and it thus is a candidate theory for PCS design. In a situation 
where such a theory is lacking, I want to try out participatory theory; translate 
it into a form suitable for discussions about information systems. 

As a part of that work I will now try to take the participatory ideas into 
today's world by outlining a new setting for participation as it appears in 
today's society. I will discuss two aspects of this setting; the socio-spatial 
restructuring and the ensuing changed conditions for the societal dialogue. As a 
result of the discussions, a "participatory paradigm" is outlined in terms of 
organizational principles and requirements derived from participatory theory. 

Socio-spatial restructuring 
The information society shows a number of t raits that makes it different from 
the societies of the democrats reviewed here. The growth of th e public sectors 
in all welfare countries, the internationalization of many kinds of b usinesses, 
the increased integration of society, all those have changed the arenas for 
societal interaction. Cole saw industry as the most important arena of his time1, 
while Rousseau dreamed of city-state harmony. Neither, I claim, should be 
taken too literally today. While not denying the very important role of sa lary 
work2,1 - in the spirit of b oth Mill and Cole - maintain that other arenas for 

And, to be sure, this view was still the prevalent one in the struggle for participation 
in IS design in the 70's and 80's. 

It should be noted that salary work is not the only form of human activity to be inclu
ded in the word "work". A lot of non-paid activities, like children care, house work 
and societal activities like finding your way through the social security system should 
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societal interaction today are equally important. The public sector is one such 
arena. The citizen of today is involved in a large number of affairs with 
agencies representing the state. In Cole's time, industry's hierarchical authority 
structure was prevalent. The conveyor belt was the modern way of organizing 
mass production of a rtefacts, and this production organization entailed, or at 
least made effective, certain authority principles. Today it is not the only form 
of w ork organization around. It has become accompanied by other structures 
that can be found in, for example, the service business in general and in public 
sector agencies in particular. Different products call for different production 
procedures. The best way of producing public service is not necessarily the 
same as the best way of producing a car. 

The technology of today, especially of course the computer, is quite different 
from that of Cole's time, and certainly different from that Rousseau could see 
or even imagine. Therefore their ideas of the small-scale society may today 
well be seen in a somewhat different illumination. They were both talking 
about "small-scale" societies as the only way to organize society so as to make 
societal issues apparent and possible to grasp and influence for everyone. But 
what were they really saying? "Small-scale" in the 18th century very definitely 
meant "geographically close". The communication means of t he time did not 
allow messages or goods to travel more than 50 kilometres or so a day. Also, 
production was organized locally, at a farm or in a workshop. By the time of 
Cole, the telegraph and the telephone allowed messages to travel considerably 
faster, but most production was still organized locally, because it was centered 
around physical assets, minerals, electrical power and so on, which were hard 
or expensive to move around. Today, production is to a large extent not local. 
For one thing, production is no longer just production of artefacts, but also 
production of s ervices. Many services may be available over the phone or by 
mail order. They may therefore be distributed to places where production costs 
are at the lowest. Even a lot of the production of p hysical artefacts may today 
be distributed more easily since the nature of the products is often different 
than in Cole's time. They are smaller, for one thing. Transporting a computer is 
much cheaper than transporting a truck or a steam engine. 

Also, society in general is today much more integrated in almost every 
sense than ever before. Government control, like taxation and other regulation 
is better administrated and provides more thorough control of the citizens. 
Public service is more extensive and far-reaching, it encroaches more into each 
individual's life. The citizen of today is therefore normally not just involved in 
local business. His contact network has threads that span vast physical terri
tories. Let me give an example. As a Swedish citizen living in Umeå in the far 
north, I am most aware of my connections to 

• The register containing information about my drivers license, which is 
situated in Örebro, 800 km away. 

be included in order to fulfill the lexical definition: "Activities which humans 
undertake to support themselves" (Bra Böcker, 1989). 
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• The social insurance register, situated in Sundsvall, 300 km away. 
• The TV-license collect company, situated in Kiruna, 600 km away. 
• The SPAR register, from which the government sells information about 

me to private companies who want me on their customer roll, situated in 
Stockholm, 700 km away. 

The list could go on and on, including a wide variety of organizations from 
the national telephone company, the car register, and the electricity supplier to 
Greenpeace, a stock broker in Malaga, and the European Court of Appeal in 
Strasbourg. Some of them local, most of them not. All of them "close". For 
some of them, I only have vague ideas about their whereabouts. This is the 
case with all the information on conferences, books, magazines and so on that I 
regularly receive from somewhere. Still, they mean something to me. 

Saying that a person is interested only in what happens in his town, then, is 
no longer correct. A lot of activity directly relevant to him takes place at 
remote physical locations. Still this activity is "close" in the sense that the person 
is well aware of it and certainly directly affected by it. The participation prob
lem in the information society is about giving the individual more knowledge 
about, accessibility to, and influence over, such physically remote but socially 
close businesses. They are socially close in that they concern him, but the level 
of concern, the closeness, may of course be very different. 

According to participatory theory, the closeness increases the more the 
activities concern crucial aspects of societal life, but also each time major 
changes are about to occur. Intuitively, the functioning of th e social insurance 
system would be considered very close, while the order files of a mail order 
company would more peripheral. But thinking about it, this does not mean the 
mail order company is always of little societal importance. As is familiar, there 
have been heated discussions about what data about individuals should and 
should not be allowed to keep in the files. But this is not the only point of 
potential concern. Paying a bill may not be considered a very societal activity, 
but it becomes so when, for instance, the payment system changes from 
manual operations to an automatic, card-based system, or when new 
organizations emerge to handle the payments or to monitor the functioning of 
it. Such changes challenge - more or less - the societal order, because the 
payment system rests on public credibility, and this credibility has to be earned 
by the new system. 

All this is said to make clear that when I am investigating the ideas of the old 
democrats, I am more interested in those gentlemen's view of the role of 
participation rather than their specific suggestions on how to implement it. If 
participation has a profound importance for the democratic system, then it is 
important to and provide for its vitality in a new context, in a time of socio-
spatial restructuring, where production, administration, and politics are all 
distributed across wide areas whereas each individual obviously has to reside 
in one place. 
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The societal dialogue 
Participatory theory sees the client-organization interaction not just as a matter 
concerning the particular individuals and organization involved, but as part of 
a societal dialogue . Organizations are not just businesses, they are also to be seen 
as societal institutions. Societal then means socially close, as defined in the 
previous section. It is important to avoid the not unusual, but in this context 
totally misleading, connotation to "institutions owned by "society"', i.e. public 
sector institutions. 

The ideas about a societal dialogue are not dead, there is an ongoing debate. 
Let me give a brief background to this debate, in a Swedish perspective. 

Starting roughly in the 1960s, a professionalization of society has been 
taking place. This development includes centralization of political and 
administrative institutions, dismantling of the local political organizations, and 
the ensuing changes in the information systems that tie citizens and their 
political organizations together. Abrahamsson1, uses the concept the societal 
dialogue for a critical investigation of the communication between authorities 
and citizens, the official term for which is societal information. 

The term societal information2 was launched by the Information Investigation 
(Informationsutredningen, 1969). There was at that time a need for new forms of 
communication between citizens and public sector institutions stemming from 
the information vacuum that had appeared when the administrative and 
political systems were relatively rapidly centralized, as parallel to a similar 
centralization of production. This new form of communication was called 
societal information, and its tasks were to be: 

• to make the citizens aware of rights and obligations; and 
• to make it possible for them to pursue their ideas and interests in the 

democratic process3. 
The individual institutions were to provide only for the first of the two 

points, that is information delivery about their activities to the citizens. Later 
the Investigation on Bureaucracy4 and the Information Delegation5 

emphasized the service perspective. In this perspective, the citizens' needs were 
to be the starting point. 

Abrahamsson uses the societal dialogue concept in a polemical manner. He 
shows how societal information has become precisely information - institu-

Abrahamsson, 1983. 

The Swedish term is "samhällsinformation", I have translated it in a straightforward 
manner from Swedish. 

Statskontoret, 1988, p 12. 

Kommundepartementet, 1979. 

Informationsdelegationen, 1984: Co-ordinated Societal Information (Samordnad samhälls
information). 
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tions telling citizens - rather than some kind of dialogue. This problem has been 
growing along with society's transformation from a small-scale, locally quite 
self-contained, community-based society to a "professional" society with 
institutions working mainly on the national level. Following from this trans
formation of administration is a professionalization of the democratic organiza
tion; a reduction of the number of local-level politicians1, centralization of 
public administration, the fusion of several small cities into fewer and larger 
ones2. As a result of this professionalization of the democratic system, the 
communication between electors and elected, between administrators and 
those administered, between decision makers and those affected by the 
decisions, became ever more indirect. 

In the first stage of this professionalization the communication became 
mediated by various forms of mass media. These media of course include 
newspapers, radio and TV, but also various forms of "releases" from the 
agencies themselves; brochures, commercials etc. "Societal information" 
replaced personal contacts. 

The latter is the most interesting part of the change. The reduced number of 
politicians at local level was only part of the change. The past twenty years 
have seen a tremendous growth of the public sectors in several ways; number 
of employees, number of ca ses handled, and the number of d ifferent kinds of 
affairs included. In the Swedish example, the number of public sector 
employees grew from 250.000 in the mid 60's to 1.700.000 in the early 90's. This 
means that a large number of people have very close connections to the 
administration. They either work there themselves, or somebody in their 
family or closest circle of a cquaintances does. This kind of connection means 
that when in trouble, they often don't have to use the official channels to access 
information. They can do it from inside, which is much more efficient. This has 
created a new kind of "i nformation gap" in society, between those who have 
jobs that help keep them in touch with society and those that have not3. 

Another aspect of this information gap is illustrated by the changed relations 
between civil servants and politicians . In an investigation of the work of a 
municipal traffic committee4, it was found that the civil servants used 100 times 
as much time as the politicians in preparing a case. The investigators conclusion 
was that the civil servants had great influence in the decision making process. 
But despite the domination in terms of resources, they conclude that even 
more important is "the active, leading role that the civil servants are allowed to 
play at several stages in the decision making process"5. 

From 1964 to 1977 the number of l ocal (municipal) politicians was reduced by almost 
two thirds, from 32 282 to 13 247 (Gustafsson, 1977, p 77). 

The number of municipalities in Sweden was reduced from 1006 in 1964 to 277 in 1977 
(Gustafsson, 1977, p 57). 

Hård af Segerstad, 1989; Kempinsky, & Lindh, 1989. 

Brunsson, & Jönsson, 1979. 

Brunsson, et al., 1979, p 66-67. 
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Not surprisingly, evaluations of municipal reform have shown that today 
politicians are less of ci tizen representatives and more of a political manage
ment. The majority of politicians and representatives are recruited from the 
public sector1 or bred within the party organizations. This means that this 
sector is important in three ways: 

• It provides that social base for recruitment to political appointments; 
• It provides an important arena for more informal policy making or 

problem solving in political affairs; and 
• It provides for the education of a well informed "information class". 
This means that the arena where citizens can influence the administration 

has changed. Thirty years ago this arena was very local, the politicians were 
numerous, at local level they were part-time politicians, and thus they were 
well integrated in society. Administration was also not such an enormous 
business as it is today. Nowadays, the scene has changed. Administration is 
very much anonymous, even to the politicians. The political actors of today are 
to a large extent people working within the administration itself. This has made 
the "political arena" more concealed to those outside. Within this arena, the 
activity is high. In 1981, Westerståhl and Johansson found that the level of 
knowledge on municipal issues has increased rather that decreased after the 
municipal reform2. More recently, the Swedish Public Investigation on Power 
concluded that "the citizens' ability to hold their own with public authorities has 
increased significantly during the last 20-year period"3. So knowledge is in
creasing, but this knowledge is unequally distributed, and it is mainly used for 
private matters. 

Abrahamsson discusses the drift from communication to information that 
has taken place. He sees the interaction between public sector institutions and 
individuals as an important "democratic microcosm"; this arena where society 
meets the individual must function according to democratic principles. So far, 
he is in accord with participatory theory. Participatory theory goes a bit further 
in that it wants to include "any and every form of social action"4. In an era 
where public sectors o a large extent are privatized, it does not seem very far 
fetched to extend Abrahamsson's reasoning about societal dialogue to also 
encompass societal activities performed by private organizations. 

It seems that for many years, there has been a focus on the mass media part 
of t he societal dialogue; the roles of TV an d newspapers. The development of 
the "internal" arena discussed above has been going on much more quietly. 
Nevertheless, it seems this arena is at least equally, but probably more, 
important. It will become even more so to the extent that PCS will be used for 
accessing it. Some have expressed hopes that PCS may mean a return of the 

Abrahamsson, 1983, p 40. 

Abrahamsson, 1983, p 40. 

Civildepartementet, 1989, p 8. 

Cole, 1920, p 12. 
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dialogue; PCS would allow personal contacts over long distances, because they 
can be designed for interaction they may allow a more "intense dialogue", as 
Ohlin and Persson hope1. But this is of course yet to be seen, PCS may equally 
well be designed as mass media. Such a design is certainly easier both in terms 
of systems construction and in terms of integrating them in organizations' 
operations. 

In the following, I will refer to this inner arena as "the participatory micro
cosm". We shall now take a more technical look at this arena, we shall see it in 
terms of communication systems; who are the actors, what are the information 
flows, what are the interaction possibilities? 

The participatory microcosm 
Let us now turn to a more technical discussion of the client-organization 
encounter in the view of participatory theory. In this view, the arena where 
organizations meet individuals must be seen as a participatory microcosm. 
According to participatory theory, the information exchange in that microcosm 
has two general purposes; interest articulation and education. 

In Figure 9 (on next page), we see the client-organization encounter as infor
mation flows among actors. When people interact with organizations they be
come clients. In the organizations there are receptionists, the people the client 
meets when approaching the institution, decision makers, those making de
cisions about the rule system for the institution, and deliverers, those delivering 
the service. The names of course refer to roles, not to persons. One individual 
may play one, two or all three roles depending on the organization and the 
problem in question. 

The information flows must not be seen only individually, but most of all as 
systems of information flows and actors. Thus "interest articulation" refers to a 
complete circle from "client" and "education" refers to a complete circle starting 
from "decision maker". We recall that interest articulation is of no value unless 
it has some real potential for actual change. In terms of the definition of partici
pation in Chapter 5, if clients, for instance, are allowed to state their opinions to 
the receptionist (Flow 'A') but no further actions were taken, it would be called 
pseudo participation. If education was restricted to mean flow 'D', it would also 
be pseudo participation; the effort would be making the client act correctly, 
ignoring his point of vie w (which is communicated by flows A-C). The chains 
must not be broken. 

In terms of interest articulation, the flows in Figure 9 mean: 
• How the client can make his interests clear to the receptionist ('A'); 
• How the receptionist can communicate those interests to the decision 

maker ('B'); 
• How the decision maker can translate those interests into system 

redesign ('C'); and 

Ohlin, & Persson, 1993. 
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• How the new system supports client activities (T)1). 
Interpreted in terms of education, the flows mean: 
• How the actions of the deliverer affect the client (T)'); 
• How the client situation can be understood by the receptionist ('A'); 
• How the receptionist can communicate knowledge about the client 

situation to the decision maker ('B'); and 
• How the decision maker can formulate directives to improve the 

situation for the client ('C'). 

Decision 
maker 

Service $ deliverer 

Receptionist 

Client 

Figure 9: The client-organization encounter as a "participatory microcosm". 

When introducing a PCS in this microcosm, the communication scheme 
changes (Figure 10). Flows in terms of interest articulation now mean: 

• How the client can express his interests to the PCS ('A'); 
• How the client can make his opinion clear to the receptionist, if there still 

is one, ('B'); 
• How the receptionist can communicate those interests to the decision 

maker ('C'); 
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• How the decision maker can make the deliverer implement his decisions 

• How the deliverer succeeds in implementing the decisions in the compu
ter system ('E'); 

• How the implemented decisions affect the clients ('F'). 
In terms of education, flows now mean: 
• How the PCS can explain its functioning as a service deliverer to the 

client ('F'); 
• How the client can make investigations into the PCS's functioning ('A'); 
• How the client can express his problems to the receptionist ('B'); 
• How the receptionist can communicate client problems to the decision 

maker ('C'); 
• How the decision maker can formulate directives to correct such mis

understandings ('D'); and 
• How the deliverer can express (his understanding of) these rules in the 

language used by the computer ('E'). 

CD'); 

Decision 
maker 

Service deliverer 

PCS I Ie 
Receptionist 

Client 

Figure 10: The introduction of a PCS in the participatory microcosm. 
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The tasks interest articulation and education then both depend on chains of 
information flows binding different actors together. PCS then play a 
complicated role, they are much more than information deliverers. The in
fluence of the PCS in the client-organization encounter depends not only on the 
technical qualities of the machine itself, but also, and most of all, on the way it is 
employed. 

One important issue obviously has to do with quantity. It makes a great 
difference if t he change of b ehaviour concerns 10% or 90% of the clients. But 
that is not the issue here. PCS is still a marginal occurrence in most business 
(Not all, to be sure. The automated teller has definitely changed peoples mores 
concerning cash retrieval). Here, we are concerned with principally studying 
the problem. 

How does the introduction of PCS change the information system from the 
point of view of the task interest articulation? 

• Generally, the chain of events from registering an event to responding to 
it has been prolonged by introducing new intermediaries (there are more 
flows in Figure 10 than in Figure 9). 

• The receptionists' social contact areas are reduced (Flow 'B' in Figure 10 
comprises only a part of the total client-organization information ex
change, whereas flow 'A' in Figure 9 comprises 100% of it). When the 
automated teller was introduced, a lot of people just stopped going into 
the bank office to retrieve money. This meant the cashiers' social contacts 
were reduced from comprising all people to just a subset, those who 
didn't want to use the automated teller and those who for some reason 
couldn't (the service was not supported by the machine, the client 
couldn't use it, etc). The problems they encounter can no longer 
automatically be regarded as representative for the whole client 
population. The cashiers' role as recipients of expressions of public 
opinion was therefore reduced in terms of quantity. Whether this means 
a reduction also in quality is still an open question. 

• The integration of act ivities pertinent to interest articulation in the daily 
life of the client is weakened, unless the computer provides means for 
such activities (Flow 'A' in Figure 10). In the case of the automated teller, 
those who stopped going into the bank office definitely lost the close 
connection to a possibility for interest articulation. A complaint or a 
remark about the service can no longer be made at the point of service. 
That is, if there is something wrong with the machine or if the figures on 
the account seem wrong, he will have to take special action to make 
somebody in charge aware of the problem. The loss of integration 
between routine and exception handling may of course make error 
detection on part of the professionals harder. It may also affect the 
customer's behaviour. How is yet unknown. 

• The deliverer's role as monitor of effects of system action is lost or 
reduced, since the actions are (routinely) performed by the computer 
(Flow 'F' in Figure 10). This is , of cour se, unless the computer is placed 
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within sight of the personnel, or the percentage of clients using the 
computer is very small. 

• The executive's control of the system's actions towards the client 
becomes indirect; he no longer talks to them, he makes the computer 
talk for him (Flow 'E'). 

Interpreted in terms of the education task, changes may mean: 
• Deteriorated integration of 'e ducational activities' in the daily life of the 

institution. In a face-to-face encounter, explanations usually come rather 
intelligibly and at least they are available at the point of service delivery. 
In case the client does not understand how to respond to a PCS actions 
(Flow 'F 'in Figure 10), he will have to take special action (which may, but 
does not have to, mean utilizing flow A). 

• Understanding of the total system may become vaguer, since the total 
chain of flows is longer and includes steps that are not necessarily 
immediately understandable (like flow 'E'). 

• In any of these two cases, the deliverer has no direct feedback to indicate 
the success or failure of his actions, he can not directly see whether or not 
his message is understood. If the client does not understand, the 
deliverer will not be the first to know. This is, once again, unless the 
computer provides some means for conveying this kind of message. 

The extent to which such changes mean serious problems, and what the 
possibilities to do something about it are, may vary. Influencing factors include 
at least the following: 

• The complexity of t he service. Retrieving information about the status of 
your bank account from an automated teller is considerably different 
from the search of information about a job matching your education, ex
perience and preferences. The number of re levant questions, the number 
of relevant answers, the nature of the questions and answers, etc, all 
differ a lot. 

• The stability of the service. Retrieving money from an automated teller is 
probably a rather stable activity in that the advantage of changing the 
way the service is performed seems limited to all actors within the 
possibilities of known technology. In most business concerning public 
sector affairs, this is not the case. There is always somebody that would 
gain from a change - in any direction. 

• The stability of th e rule system regulating the service. Retrieving money 
from an automated teller is probably a rather stable activity in that the 
rules are well known; As long as you have money on your account you 
are free to retrieve it. In the case of social insurance, for instance, the 
rules are usually neither publicly known in detail, nor are they altogether 
constant over time. 

• The social importance of the service. Even though all societal systems are 
more or less constantly debated, there are situations where loss of 
interest articulation possibilities seem more serious than in other places. 
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Imagine the job office where the clients were not asked for their 
preferences, but just assigned to a free job by the clerk on basis on educa
tion and experience. At the other extreme, having your pension paid by 
computerized transactions directly to your bank account seems to offend 
nobody (including those who would never use an automated teller!). 

• The clients' ability to master the PCS. 
• The organization's ability to master the PCS as a tool in the operations. 
• The design of the PCS. PCS may be designed for interaction; tools for 

allowing clients to report errors, educational activities, etc, may be 
included. 

The investigation so far has shown that there are two basic aspects of the 
client-organization information exchange, client-educating information and 
organization-educating interest articulation. How do the two relate to each 
other? What emphasis should one put on each of them respectively? When 
there is conflict between the two, on what basis should one make choices? 
These questions can not be answered in an unambiguous way. In the 
following, I will provide one answer by discussing the relations between 
organizations and their environment. The purpose is to discuss issues that lay 
under the actual client-organization information exchange; what are the 
reasons for it, what principles should guide it, and so on. The discussion 
concludes in the outlining of two contradictory "paradigms" for the client-
organization encounter. 

Organization versus structure 
My investigations into participatory theory have shown that PCS design not 
only pose "technical" obstacles, but also that there are philosophical assump
tions about the character of man and the nature of society involved. All organi
zations are societal, more or less, and this means PCS are more than just infor
mation delivery machines. 

Others have observed the societal character of or ganizations from different 
starting points. From a constructivist starting point, Espejo (1992) discriminates 
between organization and structure. By organization he refers to "a complex 
whole constituted by the social domain". An organization is a set of inter
personal interactions which defines a whole, independent of the individuals 
who can be anyone as long as they satisfy these relationships'1. Structure, or 
institution, refers to the interaction means at hand at a specific time. The 
operational domain is the domain where these interactions take place. In this 
domain, the relationships are reproduced so as to - successively - transform 
the structure, the institution. The institution has to provide means feasible to 
handle the interaction demands at hand. These in turn depend on the 
complexity of the organization. 

Espejo, 1992, p 10. 
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Organizations are "multisy stems". That is, they consist of several world 
views, or conceptualizations of the organization. 

Decision making, in this framework, is a kind of game in which the partici
pants negotiate the organizational systems. Clearly, these negotiations are not 
necessarily among peers. By promoting and adapting in negotiations each 
actor then contributes to a shared reality, a consensual domain. Espejo 
emphasizes the importance of viewing organizations as processes: "The risk lies 
in forgetting that a 'shared reality' depends on this generative process and that 
in the social domain this generative process is an ongoing process. Forgetting 
this simple point may be the source of multiple conflicts and naive assumptions 
about change"1. 

Espejo makes an important distinction with regard to what is surrounding 
an organization. He distinguishes between environment and medium. By the 
former he refers to what he calls the informational domain. When you talk about 
environment, you refer to something outside, which can be analyzed and 
represented by use of symbols. When you talk about medium, you refer to the 
"water in which to swim". That is, the focus shifts toward co-ordinating actions, 
creating consensory spaces. 

Traditionally, most discussions on organizations have focused on an internal 
perspective. This is definitely so when information systems design is 
concerned, the client perspective is rarely included2. By this I mean that 
organizations are 

• primarily discussed within the organizations themselves; 
• The organization's relations to their clients are basically seen as "con

veying a message" to the clients. 
• "Efficiency" is normally discussed in terms of tightening the flow of infor

mation and goods within the organization. 
When discussing organizations from a constructive perspective like that of 

Espejo, or that of participatory theory, some things become different: 
• Organizations are not seen as fixed. From the constructivist point of 

view, they are created and re-created. From the point of view of 
participatory democracy, they are not only created, but they also should 
be created in particular ways, or more appropriately; not all possible 
ways of social construction are acceptable. 

• Organizations are societal. From a constructivist point of view, this state
ment is observational, from a democratic perspective it is also normative. 
The common conclusion is that efficiency cannot be measured in terms of 
internal flows. This is only internal efficiency, the ultimate efficiency 
measurement is the organization's performance with regards to the 
activity systems in which they function. 

Espejo, 1992, p 11. 

Social systems theory is an exception to prove the rule (Forsgren, 1988). 
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In order to discuss the outer efficiency, we must introduce the outer world 
in some way. Espejo used the term "operational domain", in Figure 111 use the 
term "activity system", which is less associated with constructivist theories and 
more with the kind of sources I have used as the starting point for this study. 
The figure should be understood as the activity system including also 
"organization". The activity system is the sphere within which the organization 
works or might work. This is to say the outer borderline is not fixed, what is to 
be considered the borders of the activity system is a matter of discussion. This 
is true for both the inner and the outer border. As for the outer border, clearly 
the activity system does not encompass "everything", yet the limits of the 
activity system pertinent to a specific organization are always matters for 
debate. 

Activity system 

Organization 

Figure 11: "Activity system" and "organization". 

The inner circle, the border between the organization and the activity 
system, concerns the design of the client-organization relations. Clearly, the 
activity system, which includes the clients, must be considered in organizational 
design, but exactly how is not a simple question. As I hope to have shown by 
the investigations in previous chapters, the relation between (individual) client 
interests and the resultant of a large number of such interests, what in 
Rousseau's terms is called the general will, is not the trivial problem it 
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sometimes is presented as. The social responsiveness of a n organization may 
take many different shapes, more or less "populist", more or less sophisticated, 
more or less designed, more or less ad hoc. Participatory theory provides one 
particular guide to design this social responsiveness. 

For illustration purposes, I will now in a ideal-type way outline two para
digms for information processing in the form of a dichotomy. 

Two paradigms for information processing 
In this section we shall discuss two views of how information should be treated 
within and especially "without" - regarding the interface towards the clients -
organizations. The paradigms will be described primarily in terms of the 
organizations' communication with their environment, but, as will be obvious, 
the relations between an organization and the outer world strongly affect the 
information processing within the organization. The information delivery 
paradigm, is based on the traditional "management" view of organizations while 
the participatory paradigm, is based on the idea of organizations as results of 
participatory social construction processes. 

The Information Delivery (ID) paradigm refers to the traditional, interior-
oriented, view of how organizations conduct their information exchange with 
the outer world. In this view, the organization somehow possesses all the rele
vant information. It also has a de facto monopoly on how to organize this 
information, because the rule system for this organization has been decided 
"earlier" and "elsewhere", whenever and wherever that may be. 

Within the information delivery paradigm, the right to formulate a problem 
is a privilege for the information owner. All attempts to formulate a problem in 
different ways than those stipulated by him will be considered faulty, often 
even foul. Often, the blame is put on the individual who dares to do so. He is 
dismissed as ignorant; "He can't formulate his problem properly". Such "faulty" 
questions are not answered, they may not even be understood. Sometimes the 
reason might be that the personnel actually don't understand the question, 
trained as they are in the organization's ways of conceiving problems. In other 
cases they may not even want to understand the question, since answering it 
would cause too much trouble1. 

The client-organization encounter as of the information delivery paradigm 
works as follows (See also Figure 12, on next page); 

A client with some information problem may ask a question to the orga
nization, represented by its front personnel. If the question can be answered by 
investigation into the data banks available to the clerk by the use of the im
plemented search functions it will be answered. If not, the question will "die". 
The client will not be able to push it further with that clerk. An attempt to do so 
would only result in raised voices and an unpleasant situation. The client will 

The "Information Delivery" paradigm may be compared to Freire's concept of "the 
bank-method" for education, where the teacher is the subject and the pupils only 
objects (Freire, 1972, p 72). 
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have to go somewhere else, with no guarantee whatsoever that the result will 
be better. If he is lucky, his question will fit into some other organization's 
question categories. Otherwise the same thing will happen again. The only 
certain way to get an answer is to formulate the question in a way that suits the 
organization's perspectives, but doing so may cause the question to get 
distorted so that it no longer covers the original problem. Also, sometimes 
there is no other place to go. This is often the case when dealing with public 
authorities, which normally operate in monopoly-like situations. 

Let me give a typical example of the ID paradigm, an everyday situation1: 

Figure 12: The "Information Delivery Paradigm". 

Jeanette, unemployed since some time, goes to the Employment Office to 
find a job. The clerk asks her what kind of job she wants. She answers 
"Anything!". The clerk then tells her that it is not possible to search "anything". 

The example is from a radio program (Radio, 1992), where the interaction between the 
Employment Offices and their clients was discussed. One issue raised was whether the 
interaction problems were due to the computer system or other factors. One of the 
panelists, a professor in informatics, argued that it is impossible, for reasons of 
complexity, to arrange the computer system differently. The other two brought 
forward different explanations; One claimed the personnel's workload is the reason, 
the other blamed the information processing paradigm of t he Employment Office for 
the poor communication. 

Databank(s) 

Inquiry 

Information 
delivery 

Question Clerk Client 
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It turns out she has to select at most two specific branches1. This makes 
Jeanette irritated. Naturally she does not want to give up even the smallest 
chance to get a job. The fact that she has experience from one particular branch 
and prefers that branch to others obviously does not mean that all other 
branches are excluded. Her preferring one branch to another is less important 
than her preferring a - any - job to unemployment. Also, lack of qualifications 
is hardly the reason for this limitation. There are unqualified jobs, or jobs 
requiring little special qualification, in more than two branches. It is for sure, of 
course, that not any job will suit her. She would probably hesitate to take a 
short-term job in a remote city. It is also obvious that she is not qualified for all 
jobs. However, the limiting factor in the Employment Office's information 
system - seen from the point of v iew of t he job seeker - is not Jeanette's pro
fessional qualifications, her ability to formulate her problem, her fantasy, the 
capacity of the computer system2, the availability of free jobs or anything like 
this. The limiting factor is the rule system for this procedures as implemented 
at the Employment Office. 

Organizations that work according to the information delivery paradigm do 
not measure quality against the needs of the clients, but against their own 
goals. Procedures are predefined and fixed. Therefore, problems like the above 
related, that appears as system deficiencies from the point of view of actors in 
the activity system surrounding the organization, will never be detected from 
inside such an organization3. 

In conclusion, since it is not responsive to the environment, the ID paradigm 
is deficient for the organizations' ability to deal with changes in that 
environment - what if the "unanswerable" questions in fact are the most 
important ones when trying to detect changes that might have an impact on 
the organization? What if solving Jeanette's problem actually would have 
meant an improvement of the task job mediation? What if finding jobs in other 
places than the most obvious is an improvement, both for the job seeker and 
for the job mediator? In an organization based on this paradigm, there is no 
structure to cope with such questions, they will have to be dismissed. The 
organization accepts only one view of reality, and it reacts to problems by 
reinforcing this view, not by changing it. 

The participatory paradigm (illustra ted in Figure 13 on next page) is the oppo
site of the information delivery paradigm in the sense that it is less concerned 
with the internal efficiency problems of the organization. The participatory 
paradigm focuses primarily on what may be called external efficiency, the 
degree of fulfilment of information needs of the clients. The participatory 

An additional problem for her is that branches and professions are classified by NYK 
(Nordisk YrkesKlassifikation, Scandinavian Work Classification System), which for the in
experienced adds to the navigation problems. 

And in the debate, the systems manager of AMS, the Employment Office Organiza
tion, endorses this view, unlike the informatics professor. 

This description of the "information delivery paradigm" is analogous to Churchman's 
description of the mechanist view of "information" (Churchman, 1971, pp 159-161). 
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paradigm postulates that the main objective of an organization is serving client 
information needs, and therefore it must be very sensitive to the questions 
posed by the clients. These questions must be well taken care of, since they are 
indicators of the client information needs. These needs are primarily expressed 
in questions or demands from people that are in a client relation to the 
organization. 

This does not always mean that "the customer must be satisfied". It may well 
mean to "see that justice is done" or to "administer justice", which might well be 
against the will of some particular "customer". What it always means from a 
constructivist point of view is that there must be an infrastructure able to deal 
with even unexpected questions. This means at least that the possibility of 
more than one view of reality must be allowed, and that all actors must be 
entitled to give their opinion, otherwise no "shared reality" may evolve. 

Figure 13: The "Participatory Paradigm". 

From the participatory perspective, it also means that democratic rules for 
communication among individuals and organizations must be adhered to. In 
Chapter 5, it was concluded that this means at least the following: 

• All client questions and opinions must be considered in a serious manner; 
• There has to be openness as far as the accessibility of data is concerned. 

Information monopolies of any kind must be opposed; 
• There must be a forum for debate. A client demand is not necessarily 

neither desirable nor legitimate. It is only after having passed the con
frontation with other, possibly conflicting, client demands in a democratic 

Data bank(s) 

Activity discussion 

Facilitator Client 
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debate that their status in terms of legitimacy and desirability from a 
general perspective be decided. This may sound complicated and im
possible to arrange in everyday situations, but in fact it need not be. In 
practice, legitimacy and desirability are quite easily determined by refe
rence to practice; most questions are not new. As we saw in the NCSP 
case in Chapter 4, only 2% of the questions required new investigations; 

• The dialogue must be on equal terms. Threats or oppression in any form 
must be opposed. 

These points make the participatory perspective different not only from the 
information delivery paradigm, but also from the constructivist perspective, 
since it includes moral aspects of the construction process. What unites the 
perspectives is that client questions come first, organization comes afterwards. 
The role of a n organization is to help individuals find information needed to 
solve problems. From being an information deliverer, the clerk turns into a 
facilitator. He is to help the client build his information network, which may be 
very differently organized than the organization in question. This network 
may include data bases, it also may include persons, experts in various fields 
pertinent to the issues at stake. Both data bases and persons may belong to 
other organizations. 

Client questions are of course only indicators of information needs. It may 
well be that clients ask "wrong" questions in the sense that they are badly for
mulated, do not really cover the problem perceived, have to be transformed to 
be compatible with available data etc. Another trap is the number of questions. 
It is not at all clear the most common question is the most important one. It is 
for instance not unusual that people desist from asking a question because they 
know it will not be answered. This is particularly so if as king questions may 
mean engaging in a critical debate1. Experiences like the one described in the 
previous section may serve to teach clients the uselessness of posing "un
answerable" questions. Therefore, one unusual question may well be of greater 
interest than 100 common ones to those interested in the further development 
of the organization if it touches at the limits of the organization's capacity. 
Being able to answer such a question might significantly increase the organiza
tion's capability. 

There are of course several problems involved with trying to distinguish 
"important" questions from "unimportant", but despite of all these problems, 
the bottom line of the participatory paradigm is that client's questions are seen 
as indicators of the social situation that the organization has to meet in some 
way in order to fulfill its mission. 

Changing from the information delivery paradigm to the participatory 
paradigm makes a great difference. In this paradigm, it is not the organization 
but the client that is the basic entity, the given, and the client-organization 
encounter is a forum where the organization is to learn about the clients. While 
the information delivery paradigm creates problems related to legitimacy and 

Gaventas, 1987. 
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(external) efficiency1, the participatory paradigm creates new organization 
problems. Such problems include the potential of the debate forum growing 
indefinitely without reaching fruitful decisions; dialogue rules must be upheld. 
Also, the role of the facilitator is problematic; where are his loyalties in cases of 
conflict between clients' and organizational interests? Control then becomes a 
problem. These are principal problems, but they also include technical prob
lems. In the following, we shall take a look at the technical side of things. 

Organization viewed from the participatory paradigm 
In the participatory paradigm, the decision context, the social system that sur
rounds the formal decision makers and makes up the setting for their deci
sions, is not only crucial for, but in fact is the decision making. PCS appears as 
parts of that social system. There are some situations when the discussion 
about decision context and participation becomes particularly interesting. Such 
situations are: 

• Where face-to-face communication has been replaced by computers as 
intermediaries. Present examples include the automated teller, the 
autobank, job information at the self-service job centre and other. In this 
case, old and well-known interaction arenas change. 

• Where face-to-face communication in the "manual" system does not 
occur or is scarce because of practical obstacles that computerization may 
remove. In this case, new interaction arenas are created when computers 
make people meet that did not meet before. The most obvious example 
is electronic mail, which has created such new, not unproblematic, 
meeting places. Electronic home markets will also do so. 

When computer systems are introduced in such areas, the social context 
changes, and consequently the preconditions for decision making. New ways 
of inquiring for, discovering, and responding to, signals in the social system 
will have to be developed. 

The focus of the discussions about how computer-mediated communication 
affects organizations has been on how the communication style changes; 
flaming, social cuelessness, double-level language etc are well-known topics. 
Less discussed, however not all forgotten, are the potential changes of the 
organizations that the changing communication media may bring about, or 
open up2. 

In a situation where important parts of the business are taking place by the 
use of computers instead of face-to-face communication we face new problems. 
How to conduct the business in a new social setting? To what extent can the 
social factors/features pertinent to decision making be described and modelled, 

Hjern (1993) discusses this external efficiency in a public sector context. 

Lea, et ai (1992), for instance, question the appropriateness of the term "flaming". They 
argue that not only is it open to question if such phenomena occur more frequently in 
electronic media, but also is it possible to see what is often labelled flaming as norm 
conflicts which do not relate to the medium but to the social context only. 
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communicated and developed by use of some computer system? To what 
extent can they not be controlled by the "centre" of the company? This is to ask; 
how will PCS change the terms for organization? And how should this 
potential be taken care of at the organizational level? This is the problem of 
participation, the conflict between the wish to engage users (in a wide sense) in 
IS development and the wish to maintain central control. It is the conflict 
between decentralizational and centralizational forces within the field opened 
by information technology, which is not, of course, only related to PCS, but to 
any information system1. 

Following the discussions here and in previous chapters, let me now (at 
last....) present a definition of a participatory information system: 

A participatory information system (PARTIS) is one that aims at improving decision 
quality by sweeping in relevant parts of the decision context It does so by soliciting for 
contributions by all actors in the social sy stem surrounding the decision making, and 
by providing an arena for democratic interaction among those actors. 

In Chapter 5,1 concluded that general abilities required from a PARTIS are: 
• Describe a social situation in multiple ways and by multiple "describers" 

(actors); 
• Support discovery and description of "features" of the social situation; 
• Provide means for resolving conflicts and contradictions emerging within 

the activity system; and 
• Support activities to redesign the information system. 
It is important to note some specific problems pertinent to this approach. It 

is conventional wisdom that programmed activity tends to drive out non-
programmed activity2. The organizational implication of this is that it is impor
tant to make special arrangements to provide for non-programmed activities. 
Special arrangements have to be made for "discovery" as opposed to "routine" 
if one wants to be able to capture emerging features of the social situation. 

According to participatory theory, participation must include responsibility 
as well as power in order to work. Participation without power boils down to 
just being around, and participation without responsibility becomes just 
making demands according to any whim that might occur. But how can power 
and responsibility become integral parts of an information system that is not 
directly aiming at decision making, and that is open to use without 
commitment? Don't we face the problem that Sartori calls the diminishing 
consequences3. That is, the responsibility comes in such small parts that it is 
hardly recognizable and does not call for commitment. 

Pitt, et al. (1984) discuss this problem with regard to general computerization, and 
reach the conclusion that there are no inherent property of technology that entails a 
development in either direction. It is a matter of choice. 

Simon, 1960. 

Sartori, 1987. 
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From the participatory point of view, there are at least two aspects of the 
responsibility problem. First, at the end of the day an organization living by 
the participatory paradigm makes the individual himself responsible for his 
own affairs. This forces him to be active in order to make the best out of his 
situation. Second, as for the interest articulation features of a participatory 
information system, the design of these are of utmost importance. There is a 
great span between the Coordinator, "the world's first fascist computer 
system"1 as it has been called, and the open forum provided by electronic mail, 
which may well be considered anarchist. Several different communication 
climates may be designed between the two extremes, and designing a 
participatory climate is a delicate task balancing between openness and 
regulation. 

We may conceive of a PARTIS as organizing redesign activities at three 
distinctive but connected and interdependent levels: 

• Reactive level This is the first, most immediate and least complex level. At 
this level, people are allowed to react to system features (like the screen 
layout, the search paths, and so on) or events (like attention popups, 
sounds, etc) they want to say something about. This is instead of h itting 
the computer with a hammer, cursing or shouting at the clerk. This is 
what you normally are allowed to do when a service is manually run. 
You may then tell a clerk what you think. When computers are intro
duced, this opportunity usually disappears, despite the fact that such 
features may be very simple. At its very simplest, imagine one red and 
one green button, for "I like..." and "I don't like...." which would allow 
you to convey a simple message as a reaction to a specific situation. This 
is comparable to the cue you in fact give a clerk when you exclaim "What! 
30 dollars for entering my new address into that file!!?" (This is the task of 
the tool "Letter" in the "LiveBetter", see Chapter 7). 

• Discursive level2. At this level, reactions are aggregated, interpreted and 
discussed. This is where, for example, the Telecom clerk explains to you 
why the fee is 30 dollars, and you may or may not pursue your point. It 
is at this level that time and discussions - at best - will tell the real 
problems from overreactions, illegitimate demands or other (This is the 
task of "NoticeBoard", in the "LiveBetter"). 

• Analytic level. At this level, the discussions at the previous level are 
operationalized, analyzed with the goal to make decisions on system 
redesign. 

Robinson, 1989, p 22. 

In discussing group decision support systems, Whitaker (1992) uses the term "discur
sive venue" for "the meeting participants and any other entities, actors, and actions 
whose interactivity constitutes the meeting, i.e., the overt activity linking participants 
to each other" (p 22). In Whitaker's definition, reactions are also included. My purpose 
with separating reactions from discourse is to be able to discuss "computer support" in 
more detail for various parts of, or aspects of, the interhuman communication. That is, 
by "discursive level", I refer to a part of th e "discursive venue" as of Whitaker. 
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At different levels, different problems become more or less salient, and 
consequently different tools are needed. The following is a list of top ics that at 
least are interesting, and that require research far beyond this initial study: 

• Encouraging participation (Réactivé level). This, for one thing, requires 
very simple to use and immediate tools; 

• supporting multiple perspectives (Discursive level); 
• maintaining neutrality between perspectives until acceptable decisions 

can be made (Discursive level); 
• supporting data structuring at several levels (Discursive level); 
• developing tools for data transition between structure levels; and 
• supporting different types of use (There are different user categories at 

different levels, at all levels, there are skilled as well as unskilled users, 
etc.). 

Clearly, the problems listed above do not relate only to computer system 
design, they concern the whole organization. 

PCS, many-faceted use 
A PCS by definition involves a large number of people, people at various levels 
of a b usiness, people of various skills, people working with different tasks and 
therefore facing different problems and working in different ways. Also, 
problem solving often means going from a vague problem representation to a 
clear one. Data pertinent to a particular problem will therefore have to be 
represented in various ways to different users, but there will also have to be 
ways of transferring a problem representation from one description level to 
another. Consequently, our PARTIS will have to consider the following 
structure problems: 

• Levels of data structure, 
• levels of use, 
• types of use, and 
• types of decision problem. 
Levels of data structure. The obvious problem with data structuring is that 

some data very easily can be transformed into numbers and then used for 
calculation while other, equally important, data does not lend itself to such 
operations. A simple classification would be: 

• High level structuring: statistics, mathematically or logically closely inter
related data. 

• Medium level structuring: "Hard" but not complete data. 
• Low level: Personal communication, such as letters and messages. 

Opinions, emotions. 
This classification, though common and simple, may obscure the fact that 

any given data item may belong to all of these three categories, although not at 
the same time or not at the same place. What is unstructured now, may be 
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structured later. What is structured in one use situation may be unstructured in 
another. What is structured now may be re structured later. The problems to be 
approached are: 

• How to avoid too early structuring of data without too heavily restric
ting the system's usability? 

• How to apply one structure to data without preventing the application of 
another structure? That is, how to prepare for restructuring? 

These problems are discussed by Sandevall, et al1, who propose a "stepwise 
structuring" method. They point out that very simple data structuring is often 
enough. In a similar vein, I believe that even very simple ways of m ulti-level 
structuring and equally simple ways of supporting transformation between 
structure levels could be most useful. But there may also be a place for more 
sophisticated tools, one example includes the ongoing research on developing 
tools for supporting unstructured questions, one can also conceive of more or 
less intelligent "agents" supporting the user who tries to see things from an
other angle2. 

Levels of use. Dreyfus & Dreyfus introduced a five-level model for skill3 

ranging from "novice" to "expert". This model explains how persons at different 
levels of skill treat "tools" of various kind. The higher on the scale, the more 
conscious the use of the tools and the more independence from the tool. 
Though neither new nor controversial, this point is a crucial one in that to be 
able to meet other demands in the PARTIS approach, system feasibility for use 
at various levels of skill in computer use is a prerequisite. PCS are used by 
clients, but clearly clients are not necessarily a homogenous user group, they 
may have very different expertise both in computer use and in the subject 
matter. We saw in the AMS case (Chapter 4) that "active" job-seekers were 
more keen on using the PCS than "passive". By being active, the active people 
develop their search skills. By being passive, the passive people reinforce their 
passiveness and probably miss a lot of op portunities. For a PCS to serve as a 
help for both groups, it seems important for the system to be designed both 
for relatively simple novice use, to help people get started, but also for the 
expert who has developed considerable job-seeking skills. 

Types of use. A PCS involves a number of different categories of users, 
typically the following: 

• Client use. Typically this would mean exploratory use in order to find out 
as much as possible in order to solve a problem. Use may be regular or 
at intervals, so the level of expertise would be expected to differ 
considerably. 

• Administrator use. This would typically mean administrative routine 
work and pertinent problem solving. In the participatory approach it also 

Sandevall, Hägglund, Gustafsson, Jonesjö, & Strömfors, 1983. 

Anghern, 1992. 

Dreyfus, & Dreyfus, 1986. 
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includes conversation management. Administrator use is regular pro
fessional use, which means the level of expertise would be expected to be 
fairly equal. 

• Decision maker use. Mainly use at intervals in order to supervise and 
improve the business. Level of expertise would be expected to be low, 
but requirements on data availability and presentation high. 

Support for these activities apparently requires different tools, as for func
tionality as well as for complexity of use. 

Types of decision problem. Decision problems related to PCS use differ both in 
type and social scope, as concerning the number of people involved. They may 
be problems concerning only one single user deciding between different ways 
of searching; they may be professionals' problems concerning how to make 
operations smoother; and they may concern conflicts between groups, like if 
the professionals' design of smoother operations makes clients' activities 
harder. 

Conclusions from this chapter 
In this chapter, I have investigated the role of participation in the information 
society. I have used the terms "social closeness", societal communication", and 
"participatory microcosm" meaning the following: 

Social closeness. I have suggested that what is "close" to a citizen in today's so
ciety is not determined only by geographical proximity, but rather by the 
degree of relevance to her life in that society, the social closeness. 

Societal dialogue. This concept refers to the interaction between societal 
institutions and individuals. The term was derived from Abrahamsson, but the 
scope was widened according to participatory theory to include not only public 
sector organizations, but all societal institutions. 

The participatory microcosm. This concept was used to refer to each and every 
information system in which societal communication takes place, and which, 
according to the discussions in Chapter 5, must be participatory. I have 
sketched such a microcosm in terms of its information systems and the 
purposes of those; interest articulation and education. 

I concluded that the inclusion of venues for interest articulation and educa
tion, is a necessary requirement for information systems concerned with infor
mation pertinent to the relations between the individual and societal institu
tions. Computer systems intervening in these relations must therefore also in
clude such venues. Drawing on this conclusion, I outlined the participatory para
digm in terms of principles and requirements for organizations in the context of 
PCS development. In next chapter, I am going to introduce the Feedback Lear
ning Strategy, which is my approach to some of the issues raised here. 
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7. THE PARTICIPATORY PARADIGM OPERAT IONALIZED 
The investigation into the participatory paradigm has shown that PCS are not 
just matters for the particular individuals involved in a particular encounter. 
PCS are parts of societal information systems, systems that have an important 
societal dimension. How can this dimension be properly included in the infor
mation systems related to the client-organization encounter, and how can it be 
included in the workings of organizations? 

In this chapter, I shall outline a systems design strategy, the "Feedback 
Learning Strategy", which is based on the participatory paradigm, and a PCS 
designed to support this strategy, the "LiveBetter". The word "strategy" means 
"the art of devising or employing plans or stratagems towards a goal"1, or "the 
science and art of [....] command"2. Such definitions recognize that to attain 
certain kinds of goals, an elaborated method is not enough, there is also some 
"art" to it. The FLS thus prescribes measures to take and issues to consider, but 
no detailed rules telling exactly how to go about doing things. That is by 
necessity left to the skill of the people who are to apply the FLS, there may be 
many ways to reach a specified goal. 

Similarly, the LiveBetter is not a CASE tool, neither a method support 
system or a complete workflow management system, but it contains functions 
that are necessary for the FLS to work in a PCS environment. But just installing 
the tools does not mean a participatory environment is at hand. Wise use of the 
tools requires for the organization that is to use them to be devoted to the goal 
of designing participatory information systems and skilfully to apply the tools 
for that end. 

The Feedback Learning Strategy, redesign based on use 
The Feedback Learning Strategy was developed by Bai and myself as a way to 
capture the issues that have been discussed in the previous sections and 
assimilate them into IS design3. It is a strategy for applying information techno
logy not only for operational use, but also for redesign purposes in accordance 
with the participatory paradigm. It is not a method detailed into exact working 
procedures, rather a "remember-list"; it discusses issues to consider and suggest 

Webster, 1986. 

Ibid. 

The FLS was first outlined in (Grönlund, & Bai, 1991). The direct starting point for the 
work on FLS and the LiveBetter prototype (which is described below) was the "co-
constructive" approach of Forsgren (1988). We soon realized that "co-construction" 
needed an underlying normative theory of participation as a guidance for all the 
design decisions that had to be made. The co-constructive approach emphasizes the 
need for including as many perspectives as possible in the design process, but it has 
little to say as to how they should be included. For that reason, during the design 
process we turned more and more to participatory theory. 
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principles for solutions. To make it work, a skilled interpreter is needed, this is 
a task for the systems developer and the organizations' managers. The key 
concepts of the FLS are redesign activities, peripheral data, redesign forum, and 
embryonic development. I will explain and discuss these concepts after a brief 
introduction. 

Introduction to the FLS 
In accordance with the "information delivery" paradigm, common assumptions 
behind traditional IS development strategies are: 

• The features of the use context distinguished at the development stage 
are stable for a long time (in fact all the use period), and 

• The users can formulate all their relevant knowledge in a way that can be 
understood by the designers prior to system design. 

As for the first point, it is today conventional wisdom that this is not so. As 
for the second point, experiences from many IS development projects show 
that communication problems between designers and users during the design 
stage are common and often lead to serious system problems1. The reason is 
often simple; users are experts in use, designers are experts in design; user 
knowledge does often not easily translate into designer language and vice 
versa. Therefore, the point to look for user expertise is in use. But how to do 
that? 

One important point in this context is the concept tacit knowledge. Coined by 
Polanyi2, much referred to and discussed under various names3, the term re
fers to knowledge that cannot be verbalized, at least not easily or immediately. 
Riding a bike is an example of such knowledge. Four-year-olds know how to 
do it, but explaining the physics of it takes a lot of theoretical knowledge. 
According to Schön4, the same applies to a larger or smaller extent to any 
skilled work. 

Another related source of inspiration for the FLS is the notion of the human 
learning process as not only an intellectual one. Recent work, not least in the 
Scandinavian system development tradition5, has focused much on the human 
process of learning. Even though the theoretical foundations seem somewhat 
ambiguous6, the work of the Scandinavian school sheds a new light on systems 
design. In this tradition, the suggestion is that humans learn not only by 

Svensson, 1986. 

Polanyi, 1967. 

Göranzon, 1984; Göranzon, 1990; Lundeqvist, 1982; Ehn, 1988. 

Schön, 1983. 

Ehn, 1988. 

Whitaker, et al., 1991 make this point. 
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analyzing data, but also by using artefacts1 and by interacting with other humans 
in practice. This practice includes "doing" as well as language-games2. 

In details of d esign inspired by the lines of thought outlined above, but as 
for the overall structure of the strategy most fundamentally drawing on the 
participatory paradigm, the general idea behind the FLS strategy is: 

• Focus on the "end-users" and their activities, 
• try to support the decisions they have to make, 
• try to learn from their activity, and 
• use the gained knowledge to redesign the "core activities" (Figure 14). 

Figure 14: A participatory information system (PARTIS) is one that provides for its users to 
participate in redesign activities integrated with the core activities. 

In the Scandinavian tradition, this is often referred to as "The Heideggerian approach" 
(Ehn, 1988). Winograd & Flores refer to Heidegger (Winograd & Flores, 1986, chapter 
3), but also to Gadamer (ibid, for instance p. 29) when discussing this way of learning 
by "being-in-the-world", to use the Heideggerian term. 

In the Scandinavian tradition, this is often referred to as "The Wittgensteinian 
approach" (Ehn, 1988); Winograd & Flores (1986) refer to Gadamer (at p. 29) when 
discussing the historicality of language and its importance for cognition. They also 
refer to Austin (ibid, chapter 5) when discussing the relativity of language. Schön 
(1983) discusses "professional language", by which he means the combination of 
verbal and non-verbal language he finds professional use when trying to convey their 
knowledge to students or to clients. This language takes different forms in different 
professions and as used by different professionals, but it is never possible to express it 
entirely in words only, and it is not possible to understand it de-contextualized. 

Participates Participates 
"Kedesigrï 
activities, 
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Participates 
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I have named systems that provide for user involvement in systems 
redesign based on everyday use participatory information systems. Such systems 
will have to include some kind of forum for redesign activities in close 
connection with the core activities within the system (Figure 14). The main 
points of the FLS are: 

• decentralisation of some redesign activities to users; 
• tools for collecting peripheral data; 
• tools for interpreting and structuring such data; and 
• setting up a forum where redesign activities can take place. 
Following from this approach is that systems are never really "ready", they 

are implemented as embryos, which are functional, yet subject to ongoing re
design. Also, since participation in redesign activities is a voluntary user 
engagement, users must not feel (or, indeed, be!) monitored. There must be a 
"free zone" in which users can move around without being traced. From that 
zone they should be allowed to engage in redesign activities at will. We can 
thus add the points: 

• embryonic development, and 
• a free zone for anonymous, unmonitored, use. 
Let me now interpret the meaning of these foundations. 

Peripheral data 
Within the information delivery paradigm, data collection is performed such 
that anything that does not fit into the predefined categories is ignored and 
never considered again. If t he purpose is adapting to changing conditions, it 
appears to be a good idea not to throw away such data, but rather keep it until 
you know what to do with it. I call such possibly useful data "peripheral", since 
it is not - as yet - at the core of the activities, they may, however, affect them, 
now or later. The purpose of collecting such data is to exploit the advantage of 
"being there" in situations when things happen, as opposed to making inquiry 
afterwards, in order to: 

• spot unanticipated situations, and 
• trace new trends. 
So the first problem is how to elicit such peripheral data from the everyday 

use of the system. But this is only the first step. If we manage to "grab the data 
at the scene of the crime", we need to interpret the data and take some action 
based on what we have found. In the participatory paradigm, interpretation is 
a communal affair, thus we need to organize redesign activities. 

Redesign activities & tools 
Incentives to change pop up in the everyday use of the system, and it is a good 
strategy for collecting data to get as close to the source as possible. This means 
that if t he user is given some means of immediately noting and/or forwarding 
information about events or situations that are important for use but somehow 
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go beyond the current system domain, then this information very likely is the 
best available as feedback on the system status. Within the participatory 
paradigm, it is this information that provides motivation and energy for 
system adaptiveness. It is also this information that should guide the direction 
of adaptation. To provide for production of such information the users should 
not only "operate" the system, but also have some tools and some authority to 

• identify "critical" situations, and 
• react to such situations. 
To provide for this at an organizational level, a forum has to be set up1, 

where redesign activities can take place. In that forum, in the terminology of 
the participatory paradigm, actors meet for a dialogue on system quality and 
improvement (Figure 15). 

Figure 15: The "Extended Participatory Model" includes a forum for redesign activities. 
Unlabeled arrows indicate "participation". 

The forum 
A forum for redesign activities has to be widely accessible to actors in the 
activity system. It also has to include proper tools for collaboration. "Proper" 
includes not only technical aspects, but also considerations about the credibility 
of the tools and the forum. The mission for such a redesign forum is to provide 
users possibilities to 

• notify of situations that the system cannot cope with, 
• communicate on system use, thus improving user competence, 

The inclusion of such a redesign forum in the normal activities has been discussed by 
others. The "Open Hyper Document" (OHD) in Engelbart's Bootstrap Strategy 
(Engelbart, 1990) is an example of s uch a forum. The OHD is to serve as an organi
zational memory. 

Data 
banks 

Organization 
development 
forum 

Inquiry Management 

Dialogue Dialogue å 
Resource 
person Facilitator Client 
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• propose changes, like the addition or removal of some facility, redesign 
of screen layouts, a rule change, or other, and 

• discuss such proposals. 
Redesign activities at the user level mainly concern operational use. For 

actors within the organization, redesign activities include: 
• monitoring redesign activities among users, 
• participating in discussions, and 
• implementing changes judged necessary. 
These are problematic activities, because monitoring is not a nice word, and 

PCS may very easily turn into "snoopware". These activities, however delicate, 
cannot be avoided, and they have to be efficient; if th e evolutionary approach 
is to work the time span from notification to reaction can not be too long1. 

As for the tools required for these tasks, there are several considerations. On 
the one hand, the need for aggregated data is obvious to facilitate overviews. 
On the other hand, if the importance of "low quality" data - details, as opposed 
to aggregated data - and more random or personal search activities is such as 
concluded by Jones & McLeod2 and Dreyfus & Dreyfus3, then such activities 
and handling of s uch data must also be supported by computerized tools in 
cases where computers replace humans. 

Tools for such activities are not yet commonly available, even though some 
are about to enter the market. Examples include the following: 

• Discussion structuring. This has been the focus of much research4, much 
of which has during the last years been agglomerated under the label 
computer supported cooperative work, CSCW. Recently, software 
products implementing some findings have entered the market5. 

• Tools for searching based on other concepts than SQL and the like. 
Examples includes various kinds of "agents"6 or what Wendlandt and 
Driscoll call "semantic enhancement", that is more free text-like 
searching7. This kind of searching becomes particularly important when 
information can not be found in one single database but have to be 
searched for in multiple sources. Tools for this kind of searching is 
sometimes called "middleware". The US GILS (Government Information 
Locator Service) is an example of an attempt to build such tools. There, 

Heng, 1987. 

Jones, & McLeod, 1986. 

Dreyfus, & Dreyfus, 1986. 

Eherer, & Jarke, 1991; Conklin, 1987; Halasz, 1988. 

Lee, & Brookes, 1992; CMS, 1992. 

Anghern, 1992. 

Wendlandt, & Driscoll, 1991. 
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some services, like the Commerce Information Locator Service, can be 
searched by "Inquery"1, a tool based on free text queries and "relevance 
feedback", which means not exact matches but answers that in some 
respect are close, seem relevant to the question2. 

Given the background outlined in this study, it seems the first point, how to 
organize discussions in an efficient and stimulating way, is the most difficult 
problem, since it includes not only technical obstacles but also - and as it seems 
most of all - problems related to organizational culture. Limited experiences 
from introducing groupware in organizations seem to support this note3. 

Embryonic development 
Decision making, according to the participatory paradigm, starts with people in 
a social setting conceiving problems, as opposed to decision makers making plans. 
The solutions to such problems are not immediately available, nor are the 
problem definitions, since at the outset people just react to problems, only later 
come formulations and definitions. The system therefore should be developed 
in an evolutionary way, starting with an "embryo". This means the designers 
are to implement preliminary tools and evaluate the system based on perfor
mance. During system use, users will sooner or later find the limitations of the 
original system. They may then need some information, models or functions 
which the present system cannot provide. Requirements like this are just the 
motivation or "energy" for system adaptiveness. To capture these require
ments then becomes a most vital issue for system development. 

In the FLS, we view a system as composed of two subsystems; "users" sub
system and "designers"4 subsystem. For each subsystem there is a local feed
back unit by which the user and designer can evaluate their own subsystems. 
For example, "system use" (box 3 in Figure 16, on next page) means that users 
will work in the problem domain and use available information models and 
tools provided by the system to solve their decision problems. Through the 
local feedback unit, the users will compare their output with the input to find 
the deviation from their expectations in order to be able to adjust the next 
input until they get satisfactory, or at least best possible, output. 

The designers will implement preliminary tools and evaluate the system 
based on performance. Through their local feedback units, users and designers 
will have access to tools for comparing output and input so as to learn about 
the system's performance from their respective points of view. 

"Inquery" is developed by CIIR, Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval, 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst. 

GILS, 1994. 

Lee, et al., 1992. 

By "designer" I here refer to those responsible for the design of (smaller or larger parts of) 
the business. This may mean anybody from a clerk to an executive or all of t hem at the 
same time. I thus do not refer to computer experts per se. 
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DESIGNER'S SYSTEM 

1. System redesign 

Designer 
input 
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input 
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C 3 Feedback unit 

I 1 Learning unit USER'S SYSTEM 

Figure 16: Feedback Learning Strategy in terms of control. 

The most important unit when trying to implement system responsiveness 
is the "global feedback unit" (box 5 in Figure 16), because this unit provides the 
means by which the requirements of changes proposed by the users can be 
located, communicated, and debated. This is where performance from a user 
point of view and performance from a designer point of view meet. During 
system use, a user will sooner or later find the limitations of the original 
system. He may then need some information, models or functions which the 
present system cannot provide. The role of the global feedback unit is to pro
vide support in these situations. 

However, the concept of feedback in its traditional meaning is not sufficient 
to cover the requirements of a human learning process. Humans learn through 
use of ar tefacts and by communication with other humans. We will thus have 
to support this in some way. In our strategy we do this by introducing the 
concepts latent feedback, manifest feedback and communication. In Figure 17 (on 
next page), "manifest" feedback refers to such data that can be used immedia
tely in system updating, while "latent" is the label for data that is considered 
important at least by somebody but cannot be immediately integrated in the 
system. Therefore, such data has to spend some time being treated in the 
"communication" box before it can possibly be used in system redesign. 
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DESIGNER'S SYSTEM 
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Figure 17: Latent and manifest feedback. 

A first attempt at participatory computer systems - the LiveBetter 
In accordance with the FLS, as of above, in the LiveBetter project1 we made a 
first attempt to design a computer system aimed at supporting participatory 
information systems, as defined above. The "LiveBetter" is a prototype which 
implements some tools necessary - but not sufficient - for supporting the 
Feedback Learning Strategy in a PCS environment. 

The project started in spring 1988 as a small joint project involving Umeå 
kommun and the institute of information processing at Umeå University .The 
starting point was Forsgren's co-constructive approach2, and the idea was to 
develop a computer application which could be used as a vehicle for under
standing and discussing organization of soc ial interaction, in accordance with 
the use Pirsig3 makes of the motorcycle. At first, there was some hope that the 
prototype would develop into a system to be used at the municipal informa
tion centres, but so far this has not occurred. The immediate reason for this was 
the closing-down of our co-operation partner, the Housing Brokerage Agency. 
The reason for this closing was most directly a budget cut, but also influential 
was an uncertainty about the direction of the restructuring of the public sector. 

The first paper concerning this project is (Grönlund, & Söderström, 1989), and end-of-
project reports can be found in (Grönlund, 1993; Grönlund, 1993a; and Forsgren, 
1993). 

Forsgren, 1988. 

Pirsig, 1974. 
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Until this uncertainty is resolved, there is little hope of succeeding in 
developing ambitious projects bringing about radical organizational con
sequences. 

The setting for the project was the following: The city of Umeå was running 
a housing brokerage agency, which was to provide the citizens with - in most 
parts free of charge - information and some active help concerning their prob
lems finding suitable apartments. The city was developing the idea of building 
local "information offices" in different parts of the city to - literally - bring the 
information closer to the citizens. As some kind of IT-consultants we took the 
idea a bit further concerning the level of technological sophistication. We asked 
ourselves: How would a computerized information system look like that 

1) brought municipal information directly to the citizens; and 
2) did so while not depriving the citizens of the possibilities to influence the 

information system that they had acquired during the long years of 
democratic struggle? 

Actually, we had the idea that computerization might in fact increase the 
possibilities to influence the system, since it would be possible to reduce the 
importance of some disturbing factors. Such "factors" might not only be limited 
access to information caused by inappropriate computer systems or organi
zational suboptimization from a client perspective, they might in fact also in
clude disturbance caused by uneducated or less cooperative personnel. There 
were some research results available indicating this. 

We called our idea "Citizen controlled information systems" (Medborgarstyr-
da informationssystem1) to indicate the democratic approach. The traditional 
design of computer systems takes as its starting point the organization and the 
information it already possesses. In accordance with the discussion earlier in 
this study, we wanted to start at the other end, to take the activities as the 
starting point. We asked questions like "What is happening in the activity 
system 'housing brokerage', in which both the citizens and the authority's 
professionals take part?"; "What are people actually doing?"; "What problems 
do they have?"; "What questions do they ask (themselves? Which do they pose 
to the agency's personnel?)?" By starting with such questions, we thought it 
would be possible to design a computer system in a way that supported "ac
tivities pertinent to housing brokerage" rather than "information delivery on 
the housing situation". 

What remains of the LiveBetter project today is the prototype, and in the 
following we will discuss some tools for communication and feedback, that is 
tools facilitating interaction between users and designers, as they were first 
developed in the "LiveBetter" prototype2. 

Grönlund, & Söderström, 1989. 

Please notice my gratitude to Guohua Bai for his help in the development of the 
second version of the LiveBetter prototype during the winter 1991-1992. He has him
self developed the ideas further in, for example, (Bai, 1991), (Lindberg, & Guohua, 
1993), and (Bai, 1994). 
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The setting for the system was as follows. The municipality of Umeå 
provides help for the citizens in finding or exchanging apartments, the agency 
Bostadsförmedlingen (Municipal Apartment Brokerage Service). This service is 
much used, and to avoid spending tax money doing things people can do 
themselves, the idea was to provide a self-service means for people to go about 
their own business as much as possible. It seemed much of the client's informa
tion needs could be fulfilled by just allowing them access to the agency's data. 
There are, however, also more problematic cases. For instance, due to the 
Swedish social security system, persons with "social needs", like singles with 
children, may have special priority to houses owned by the municipal housing 
company. Issues like this require communication between the agency and the 
client in order to find out the specifics of the situation, the regulations etc. To 
cope with such problems, the communication parts of LiveBetter were 
developed. 

The LiveBetter can be characterized in terms of its user categories, the infor
mation facilities and the communication facilities included. Most important 
from the participatory point of view are of course the communication facilities, 
but in order to give a complete picture of t he system, let me start with a brief 
overview. 
User categories 
There are two basic use levels in the LiveBetter, designer level and client level. 
The client level is designed for public access, while the designer level is de
signed for the professionals. The client level is divided into two, registered 
client and not registered client. The designer level is also divided into two, 
service administrator and system administrator. The different groups have 
access to the system as follows (the meaning of s ome of the facilities will be 
explained below): 

• Not registered client. Read advertisements, send messages, read and write 
at the NoticeBoard, make hard-copy printouts of advertisements, 
browsing and interactive use of the search profile. 

• Registered client. As above plus typing in advertisements and making 
changes to those (their own only...). Access to the News facility. 

• Service administrator. As registered client plus adding and removing 
pictures, removing discussions from the NoticeBoard, handling of some 
system messages, client password handling. 

• System administrator. Full access to the system. 
Facilities 
There are two categories of facilities, those for information and those for com
munication. By information facilities is meant those supporting the "core 
activities" in terms of Figure 14. The communication facilities are of course most 
interesting for the student of the participatory paradigm. It is the those that are 
to provide the forum for the redesign activities of the FLS (Figure 14). 
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Information facilities 

• Advertisements. Those contain data about apartments that are for sale or 
exchange. Advertisements can be entered by (registered) clients as well 
as by professionals. 

• Geographical information. The advertisements are coupled with maps 
comprising both overviews and details about residential areas. 

• Residential area i nformation. Maps include or are linked to information 
about service, communication, etc. 

• Updates about system changes. 
• Searching. Each client can enter preferences in a preference profile and let 

the system perform a database search. There is search for "exact match" 
or "best available". Of course, browsing is also available. 

• News. Registered clients have access to special help. They can save their 
personal search profile, which makes the system show "news since last 
time" when the client logs on. This speeds up searching; there is no need 
to search the whole database, unless, of course, the client changes his 
selection criteria. 

Communication facilities 
The FLS requires a forum to be at hand at which redesign activities can take 
place (Figure 15). LiveBetter provides such a forum by supporting communica
tion between users and designers in three categories: (1) user to user, (2) 
designer to designer and (3) user to designer. There are other obvious diffe
rences among the three, the following are just examples: 

• While the first two concern communication among peers, the third con
cerns actors at two different levels. This may create problems of under
standing, but also problems of dependence. For instance, a client seeking 
social service may not want the agency to know too much about him. 

• While some users are casual, some are regular. When casual users are 
concerned, simple things like answering a message becomes a problem. 
The receiver may simply not be back to read an answer in a month. 

To support communication in these categories, LiveBetter provides three 
types of tools: "Message", "Notice-board", and "Letter" (Figure 18, on next 
page). In accordance with the philosophy of embryonic development, and also 
considering the experiences of hypertext systems for communication and 
discussion1, we have striven to keep the tools as simple as possible. 

The tools are all intended to provide latent feedback in terms of Figure 17, 
but they do it in different ways; while "Letters" and "Message" are fairly private, 
"NoticeBoard" is a public forum. In terms of Figure 16, "Message" belongs to 
the user's local feedback loop ("Evaluation of t ask support"), while "Letter" and 
"NoticeBoard" belong to the global feedback unit. 

Halasz, 1988. 
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In Chapter 6, I discussed communication from another point of view. I 
discerned three "levels"; reactive, discursive, and analytic level. The LiveBetter 
tools primarily pertain to the first two levels, there is little direct support for the 
analytic level. TTie tools do not pertain exclusively to one of the levels; each tool 
may be used at more than one level. What use to make of the tools is an 
organizational issue, and an important one. Clearly, it is important for clients to 
know how their inputs to the system will be used. Using a message system for, 
for instance, registering people's views without their knowledge is not fair, to 
say the least; in many countries it is also illegal. Openness and clarity about the 
use of the tools is crucial for the credibility of the system. 

Let me now briefly describe the tools of the LiveBetter. 

Letters 

Notice-

( Message) 

t J 
Designers Users 

Figure 18: Tools for communication and collaboration; Messages, Letters and NoticeBoard. 

Message 
A "message" (Figure 19, on next page) is a means of communication among 
users. The addressee is known and specified. A message is related to the 
advertisement; you can leave a message to any person that has made an 
advertisement. A message is therefore basically a one-way communication, 
even though there are simple ways to circumvent this. No topic is specified. 
The format is plain text. No security is provided. The sender may remain 
anonymous. The purpose is to sort out simple issues concerning few people 
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(usually two). A typical message would be "I'd like to make an offer for your 
flat. Please call me at 11 71 77 tonight after 6". This means a letter provides a 
means for participation at the reactive level. It is not intended for designers at 
all, it is a help-yourself tool for users. 

Messages are to provide the user with a free zone for unmonitored use. In 
terms of Figure 16, they are part of the user's local feedback loop. From the 
organization's point of view, in the terms of Figure 17, they provide structured 
latent feedback; they are not monitored by content but by quantity. It is 
possible to see how much people use the facility, but not how they use it. This 
knowledge cannot be use for redesign without also knowing about the nature 
of the use, therefore the feedback is latent. 

WANTED 

Message to SIMON BREHM 
Nr Nr vf ravive: A. 

Plias» cill m» fad* y, phûn» IB 84 11 
(Sveli JDrusarO Apt. arw: .Iti. 

•vilt nur: .Ml 

Blill 
II« 

für» lift: 
READY 

.0frpJuräiDL.UA.Sa2.44.. 
Unci û9û 
"ïôKjKZZZZZZ. 

Figure 19: Message 

NoticeBoard 
NoticeBoard1 (Figure 20, on next page) was developed to support conversa
tions around issues pertinent to, but not at the core of, the apartment exchange 
activity. This might include issues of regulations, special situations, reactions 
about the current ways to conduct the business and the like. This is, issues that 
cannot be sorted out immediately because they are complex or because they 
concern several people. 

NoticeBoard is described more comprehensively in (Grönlund, 1992). 
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NoticeBoard is a means for communication among users, among designers 
or cross-category. No individual addressee is specified. Messages are open to 
public access. The sender may be anonymous, or he may appear openly. 
Statements are protected, they can only be changed by the originator. 
Comments are not protected. An overview of subjects is presented. This 
overview is sorted by recency, which means most recently issued or 
commented subjects come first. At a higher user level, you can also build chains 
of subjects. NoticeBoard, then, is designed as a tool for participation at the 
discursive level. Statements are here to be considered by a wider public, 
objected to, refined and gradually transformed into more precise "problem 
definitions" and/or "guidelines for action", if we interpret those terms loosely. 
The NoticeBoard is intended as a means for helping in transferring problem 
formulations from latent to manifest, in terms of the FLS; it is a part of the 
"communication" box in Figure 17. In terms of Figure 16, NoticeBoard is a part 
of the global feedback unit. 

NOTICE - BOARD 

I thin k that Live Bet ter is o great ideal It should be this way 
in many other plBces/ Dlot GrenTora 910402 

Figure 20: NoticeBoard. 

Communication on NoticeBoard is set up as follows: A subject has to be 
specified by some originator (a user at any level), who then can state some
thing about that subject. Other users can respond by commenting the statement 
under one of the labels "agreements" and "disagreements". Thus, a discussion 
can take place, which in time can provide some semi-structured information 
about user views of that subject. 
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Letter 
A letter (Figure 21) is a communication means between users and designers. 
The addressee is known and specified. Addressees are people within the 
agency. Users can mail letters to these people, who have predefined mailboxes. 
The sender of a letter can specify how he wants his letter to be answered: 

• "Private" means that the answer is sent as a private letter to a public 
mailbox protected by password. 

• "Public" means that the sender considers the issue of general interest and 
wants it to go into a discussion on the NoticeBoard. 

• "Not at all" is the proper label for plain notifications. 
Letters, then, may be used both for "reactive" communication and for 

"discursive". The discourse may be just between the two people originally in
volved, or it may emigrate to NoticeBoard. It is up to the users to decide what 
course to take. Letters are primarily intended as a forum for latent un
structured feedback (Figure 17), but of course they may also serve as a means 
for communicating manifest feedback, for instance to report a system error in 
a well described way, or latent structured feedback; this is what occurs when a 
problem with a system feature is reported together with a detailed suggestion 
for change. In terms of Figure 16, letters are part of the global feedback unit. 

I wBnl some means to find a CHILDREN - FRIENDLY 
living orBD: Ho traffic« nice iDhool ond no j unkletlll 

Figure 21: Letter. 
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A use example - From latent to manifest feedback 
I will now illustrate the way the above mentioned tools might be used to 
improve the knowledge structure in the system. 

When we set up the search model that was supposed to help the users find 
suitable apartments, some data seemed indispensable. We decided that (1) 
apartment area, (2) number of r ooms, (3) construction year, (4) price, (5) rent, 
and (6) location were the essential variables. As obvious, the first five can easily 
be measured by a number, whereas the sixth cannot. The search model was 
implemented such that if no exact match can be found, it is possible to search 
for apartments "close" to the preferences stated. "Close" was defined by the 
users by assigning relative weights to each variable by pointing at a linear scale 
from "not important" to "important", indicating weights from 0 to 1. 

For the sixth variable, no "better" was defined, since we had only vague 
ideas about how to determine what it would mean. This means if the variable 
"location" is set to "important" and there is no exact match, no apartment at all 
can be found. Similarly, if "location" is set to "not important" by the user, it is 
not considered at all. Any residential area will do. This is not satisfying, since it 
seems clear that in many cases an apartment in residential area x may be as 
suitable as one in area y, whereas area z is definitely disqualified. In fact, area x 
may even be better, only the user did not know about that area when he set 
"location" to "y". It seems that we need some criteria to judge residential areas 
by. The problem is how to find the right criteria. 

Use may help here. There are a number of possible scales by which we could 
attach numbers to the variable "location": Geographical proximity to the "best" 
area, number of residents, kind of residents (average income, profession, social 
status....), area design (green areas, playgrounds...), facilities (schools, shops, 
communications...), area location (distance to city centre, to recreation areas...), 
area age, and so on. 

The LiveBetter tools described in previous section can be used in the 
following way to acquire and/or distribute knowledge on this topic: 

1. A user who gets annoyed at the system's limitation can send a letter to a 
system designer, stating that she is looking for a "children-friendly" area 
and needs a way to tell the system what she means by that (for instance 
nice playgrounds, not so much traffic, school and nursery school nearby). 

2. A system designer reacting to this message could set up a discussion on 
the notice-board on this topic, thus drawing other users' attention to the 
problem. He could also suggest a few possible criteria, for instance those 
mentioned above, and encourage users to comment on these or suggest 
others. After some time there may be sufficient comments available to at 
least preliminarily interpret general user opinions on the topic. The 
designer could then refine the search model, e.g. by introducing the 
concepts "Children-friendly area", "Retirement area" and "Student/yuppie 
area" as area categories, each concept reflecting some values on the scales 
suggested above. 
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When this is done, when such new categories have been established 
among users, the transfer from latent to manifest feedback is completed. 

3. If no changes are judged necessary by the designer, there is still a means 
available to the users for further cömmunication on the topic. Using the 
message facility, they can describe their residential areas and their 
requirements in whatever terms they find suitable, thus enabling at least 
free text search. This message communication may then, if it after some 
time becomes voluminous and unstructured, lead to a new attack on the 
system designers. 

The scenario described above could of course be reversed, i.e., incentives to 
change may originate at the designer level. 

What has been described here is a kind of inte lligence phase in knowledge 
acquisition. The aim is first to detect a potentially critical situation (the search 
model does not match use situation), then to react t o this situation. Struggling 
with this is the terms of life for organizations devoted to the participatory 
paradigm. 

Some comments on LiveBetter 
The LiveBetter was a sketch, a demonstration prototype to illustrate the prin
ciples of a participatory information system. The tools implemented were rudi
mentary, more sophisticated tools today exist in several designs. Also, the tools 
focused chiefly on the clients; the administration and decision making tools 
were largely excluded. This was because such tools already exist to some 
extent, the new thing with PCS is the clients' involvement as system users. 

The purpose of the LiveBetter was not to provide fanciful tools, but to show 
how integration of certain kinds of tools to support the participatory paradigm 
could be done. Still, to my knowledge, no such comprehensive systems 
integration has been done elsewhere. There have been attempts to do so, for 
instance within the MISO project1, but there have been several problems, 
mostly non-technical. From the experiences of implementation efforts it is clear 
that organizational and professional preserves and legal aspects like privacy 
are the most immediate obstacles for the implementation of the participatory 
paradigm2. 

But the participatory paradigm also requires something which is even 
harder to obtain than this; public confidence. It has taken several years for 
people to become confident with the electronic fund transfer system, it seems 
many people never have. Since the participatory organization requires sub
stantial commitment on the part of the clients, the demands on the confidence 
in the organization rises enormously. The kind of activities conducted by aid of 
the LiveBetter are far more private than those handled by the automated teller. 
Therefore, the evolutionary development is important. It is important to define 

Segerlund, et al., 1988. The MISO project was an attempt to organize citizen offices and 
design IT support for them. 

Civildepartementet, 1993a; Civildepartementet, 1993b; Civildepartementet, 1993c. 
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each service with respect to clients' integrity; automatic services and manual 
services must be available at the clients' choice, registration of cl ient personal 
data of any kind must be avoided as much as possible (compare the Volvo case 
in Chapter 4), etc. The means for participation must be established, but the 
eventual society must be constructed, and this construction process is a task 
that takes time. 

Conclusions from this chapter 
In this chapter, I have discussed information systems development in view of 
the participatory paradigm, as discussed in earlier chapters. I have noted that 
this paradigm requires particular tools for participation, and a particular 
strategy for IS development. I have outlined such a strategy, the Feedback 
Learning Strategy (FLS), and discussed some problems associated with the 
participatory paradigm. I introduced the LiveBetter prototype PCS in order to 
discuss some computerized tools necessary, but not sufficient, for the imple
mentation of the FLS in a PCS context. 
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8. THE PCS IMPLEMENTATIONS REVISITED IN THE 
LIGHT OF THE PARTICIPATORY MODEL 

In this chapter, we shall revisit the cases discussed in Chapter 4, this time 
through the glasses provided by participatory theory and the participatory 
model outlined in previous chapters. The details of the respective systems will 
not be explained here; when in doubt, the reader is encouraged to consult the 
case descriptions in Chapter 4. 

The participatory model 
The participatory model is a normative model based on participatory theory, 
as presented and discussed in Chapters 5 through 7. The model can be used 
both as an evaluation tool - as it will be used in this chapter - and as a design 
guide, as it was used in the design of the LiveBetter (Chapter 7). In earlier 
discussions, it was concluded that the model is relevant to design of societal 
information systems (Chapters 5 and 6). However, participatoriness may be an 
important factor also in other PCS contexts, because it may serve to make the 
systems appear credible to users, which is crucial for all voluntary computer 
use. 

In summary of the discussions in the previous three chapters, the participa
tory model looks as follows. 

In Chapter 5, it was concluded that a participatory information system must 
include the following facilities: 

• Support of multiple descriptions of a social situation; 
• Support of discovery and description of "features" of the social situation; 
• Provide means for resolving conflicts and contradictions emerging within 

the activity system; and 
• Support redesign activities. 

Further, it was concluded that in order for these facilities to be effective for 
participatory purposes, they had to have the following qualities: 

• Fair interest articulation; all actors must be entitled to have their opinions 
considered in a serious manner; 

• Openness; information monopolies must be opposed; 
• A forum for debate must exist; and 
• Equality must characterize the dialogue in that forum. 
Further, it was concluded that it was also necessary that participation in the 

debates really made some difference for the decision making on the matters of 
concern. Three levels of participation were distinguished, which may be seen as 
a maturity model for participatory information systems; the debate forum may 
be more or less developed. The levels, discussed in Chapter 7, were: 
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• Reactive level - people are allowed to react to features or events they 
want to say something about in other ways than hitting the computer 
with a hammer, cursing or shouting. 

• Discursive level - reactions are aggregated, interpreted and discussed. 
• Analytic level - discussions at the previous level are analyzed and 

operationalized in system redesign suggestions. 
Together, these facilities and qualities make up a measure of performance 

for participatory information systems; first, it is necessary that the facilities are 
there; second, the facilities must exhibit the special qualities; and third, the 
organization is more participatory mature if the facilities and qualities are at 
hand at all levels and if they are well integrated. 

In the following, we shall take another look at the three cases discussed in 
Chapter 4 in order to see how they manage to meet the demands of this 
model. As will be apparent, although exact measurements of the qualities of 
the facilities are of course inconceivable, it is fairly easy to see differences. This 
means the model is useful for distinguishing among systems from a participa
tory point of view and thus for igniting discussions about different designs, the 
questions whether or not there is a minimum level of participatoriness below 
which a system will not function, and if th ere is an optimal level are both left 
unanswered. The model can be used to judge whether changes mean im
provement or deterioration, to roughly set a level of p articipatoriness, and to 
make manifest some of the things sometimes discussed vaguely during 
systems development work. The feasibility of a certain level in a particular 
system is left to the judgement of the designers of that system. The model is 
thus a systems development tool, which has to be used with skill. 

The Employment Office 

Included facilities 
Multiple descriptions 
The self-service part of th e AMS system describes available jobs only in terms 
of the employers' advertisements. The additional information about munici
palities serves only as reinforcement, making it easier for the job-seeker to de
cide whether or not a job suits him and his family. 

The manual system provides some means for describing the clients' 
situation; there is the profile, there is the subscription system. These means are 
limited (the "two-jobs-only"- practice), they are not interactive, and they are 
only indirectly available to the client. 
Discovery 
The self-service system provides better possibilities in this respect than the 
manual, since it includes wider searching (all Sweden, all professions), more 
time for searching (limited only by the clients ambitions), additional informa
tion to support decisions (municipal information). A limiting factor may be the 
clients ability to handle the self-service system. 
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Compared to the printed job lis t, both the job-automat and the telephone 
computer contain some more information (the municipal information). This is 
probably not a very important difference, the information must be considered 
complementary rather than central. 

More important is that both the job-automat and the telephone service 
provide more up-to-date data on free jobs. They are updated daily, while the 
printed Job List is updated only weekly. Up-to-dateness improves relevance 
and attractiveness of the medium, since vacancies sometimes become filled 
very rapidly, and the advertisements then become obsolete. 

The telephone service makes data available at more places than all other 
media. The job-automat, though available not only at the Employment Office, 
but also at other public places such as airports, and at large companies where 
dismissals are due, is still less available than the printed job list. Nevertheless, 
the job-automat provides an extra point of delivery. This is particularly 
important to job-seekers who for some reason don't want to register (they 
may already have one job, they just want a new one, and they don't want it to 
be publicly known that they are looking around). 

The self-service system and the internal system contain different informa
tion. Whereas the internal system contains more complete searching facilities, 
the self-service system lets the client make more use of the ones that exist. 
Since the "two-jobs-only" limitation of the internal system (which more 
accurately is a limitation in the practice for its use) is perceived as a problem, 
the job-automat means an improvement in this sense. Providing more efficient 
search facilities in the self-service system would mean further improving the 
discovery function. This would of course require more competence on the part 
of the clients, since using more advanced searching tools usually requires more 
complex operations. Since it seems that the automat is mostly used by "more 
active" job-seekers, this would probably not be a major obstacle. Also, simple 
use, browsing, could still be available for the less skilled user. 

In the self-service systems, both the job-automat and the computer tele
phone service, informal information is not directly available. Such information 
might include such things as the personnel's knowledge about jobs and, per
haps more important, about employers. The personnel usually have much 
knowledge about specific workplaces and companies, they know persons, local 
conditions, and routines. Such information is always of great help, but maybe 
particularly so for inexperienced job-seekers. For those, interpretation of the 
advertisements may be a major problem. Advertisements specify require
ments and qualifications expected from applicants. But more often than not, 
such requirements are just examples of education and experiences that are 
suitable, and the example is often ended by "...or the like". For a young or 
inexperienced person, maybe just out of school, it is not easy to judge what is 
to be considered similar enough to be applicable. Also, requirements are often 
specified in general terms; you should be "reliable" and "cooperative" to be 
eligible for a job as a cleaner. Who does not think of himself as reliable? 
Uncertainty about such issues leads to questions that cannot be answered by, 
or even asked through, the job-automat, and this means a deterioration of the 
discovery facility as compared to the manual system. 
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The general design of the Employment Offices is rather easy to understand. 
The information problems come in two major categories: 

First, for inexperienced job-seekers (notably young people or first-time 
seekers) it is not easy to find the way through the complex information. I have 
already discussed one problem; What do the requirement specifications in 
advertisements really mean? This problem is a problem also to employers, 
since the more the information system can make the job-seekers understand 
the requirements and general terms of an employment, the easier will the 
subsequent parts of the employment process (interviews etc) become. 

When advertisements are interpreted and attractive posts are found, it may 
be that those posts are not immediately available because of lack of education. 
Then the next problem is "What alternative ways are there to get there?". This 
question may lead to inquiries about further education in order to improve 
chances, other, similar but more easily available jobs, etc. Asking such 
questions leads to a large and complex network of possibilities. 

Second, there is a question as to how and to what extent such not so 
straightforward information can be made available by means of computer 
systems. From the anecdotal evidence available it seems that more ambitious, 
"active" clients make better use of the self-service system. Whether or not this is 
because of technical complexity or due to other reasons is not clear. Generally, 
one would expect that other reasons are more important; For the inexperi
enced job-seeker the complexity of the information and the interpretation 
problems just mentioned may together mean that human help is hard to 
replace. For the "passive", one would expect that reasons like several unsuccess
ful attempts to find a job, lack of education, some disability etc are more 
important for their passiveness than the problems with using a computer. Such 
reasons would be problems even if the computer system was better designed. 

Generally, intelligibility becomes more difficult to achieve the more complex 
a system is, but also the more innovative it is. The job-automat is currently 
designed in a manner very similar to the printed job list. This means that the 
general principles are familiar to anybody who can understand the design of 
the job list. Including more advanced searching facilities would of course 
reduce this similarity, and would consequently require more ability for abstract 
thinking on part the clients. This would probably increase the "use gap" 
between active and passive clients. On the other hand, searching facilities like 
requirement profiles quite easily lend themselves to be designed like games1, 

Computer games for children are often designed so that the player can select a 
character, the hero of the game. There are several characters to choose among, and 
each of them has different qualities; some may be strong, others fast, and others still 
knowledgeable. The point is that by choosing a particular character, you can do some 
things and not others, and this decides how you will go about playing the game and 
how you will experience the game. You usually choose character before starting to 
play, but in some games, you can change from one character to another during the 
game. This makes you able to cope with all kinds of situations, because when you 
unsuccessfully have attempted to open a closed door by using the strong character, the 
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which might increase the attraction of th e system. This in turn might increase 
the possibilities of finding a job "by chance". It might also have positive effects 
on the clients' competence, both in using the computer system and in 
"mastering the job-market". 

There are generally at least two dimensions of this intelligibility; that of the 
information system itself and that of the computer system. The job-automat in 
its current design presents only computer use-problems; understanding the 
menu hierarchy and remembering commands. A point-and-click interface 
would probably easily reduce the second problem. The first problem is very 
much the same as reading the printed job list, that is, it is hardly a major 
problem. Reports indicate the occurrence of orientation problems, but since the 
hierarchy does not have so many levels, a small map would probably function 
satisfactorily as a memory aid. Increasing the amount and complexity of search 
facilities would increase the need for explanations, but this extension could 
easily be done in a way that makes the complex searching system separate 
from the browsing, which would mean that the "novice" system would not 
necessarily be disturbed (compare the design of the "LiveBetter" in Chapter 7). 
Conflict resolving 
No such facilities are included in the self-service system. In the manual system, 
the clerks' knowledge and the additional information about education may 
serve as such conflict resolving remedies. 
Support of redesign activities 

No such facilities are included in the self-service system. In the manual system, 
the clerks serve as receptionists of client demands and complaints, but the 
quality of this function is questioned, as we saw earlier. 

The public and the internal systems are not integrated. Interest articulation 
can only be made explicit to the information system by personal contact with 
the personnel. Integration is technically possible, it could be provided by 
including search profiles, registration forms, or a simple message system in the 
self-service system. From a participatory point of view, the current lack of 
integration is a major flaw in the system's design; either the client is a 
"browser" (when using the machine) or a "patient" (when registering with the 
professional). In the former case, the client is very much detached from the 
system. In the latter case, the personnel takes care of him in a rather ambitious 
manner; profiles are designed, career opportunities discussed, all available 
information is presented - but by a "doctor", by a professional that is supposed 
to do the job. This may have a passivating effect; doctors don't try to improve 

help text can inform you that "you need knowledge here". In a similar way, a tool for 
finding a job could be helpful by informing the user of t hings like "I can't find a job 
given your specifications, but if y ou add a little more computer knowledge, there are 
quite a few". Such information could encourage the user to reconsider his specifica
tions; Are they correct, in the first place? Are there things I can do (like learning 
something about computers) that would change my situation to the better? 
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patients' medical skills, they give them a cure. From the point of view of 
participatory theory, there should be intermediate ways. The ideal model for a 
user provided by participatory theory is the citizen; active and involved. A 
patient is not a citizen, neither is a browser. The possibilities to find the way to 
information by one self are severely limited in this kind of systems design. 

Quality of the facilities 
Interest articulation 

Interest articulation possibilities exist only in the manual system. Still, allowing 
the client to search by himself can be considered an improvement in this 
respect, because his own ideas, endurance and ability are the only limitations. 
He is his own guide to the information, and he can usually spend as much time 
as he wants searching. According to participatory theory, this is an 
improvement for two reasons. First, because it provides for self-activity, which 
is considered a positive thing in itself because it increases knowledge about the 
system. Second, because the search activity is not restricted by "outer forces", 
such as a lazy clerk, "bad vibrations" between client and clerk, or a form which 
allows the client to search for only two kinds of jobs. In terms of the Feedback 
Learning Strategy, this means that the local feedback loop is improved. 

Following the reasoning in the point above on redesign activities, it is clear 
that the communication style is very different in the two systems. As for the 
self-service system, communication is very restricted in scope but open for 
different use. As for the manual system, communication is very much on a 
"doctor-patient" basis; it is open in scope, but use is strongly guided by the 
professional. This means clients cannot go from one system to the other 
without having to change communicational style. 
Openness 
In the self-service system, there is definitely an information monopoly, since all 
information is provided on the terms of the employers and the clerks. In the 
manual system, there is more room for expressing client views. The limitation 
there is the skill of the clerk and the client-professional relations. 
Forum for debate 
No such open forum exists. Discussions can only take place in the manual 
system, and only individually, directly in the (one) client - (one) clerk 
encounter. 

The division into two detached systems means that the help from the 
personnel is not readily available when using the machines. Questions that 
occur during the search activity, cannot be put. Not to the computer, because 
there is no such facility. Not to the personnel, because to get in touch with 
them you must first get on the waiting line, which most often is long. In terms 
of the Feedback Learning Strategy, this means that the global feedback loop 
has deteriorated. 

Heuristic searching is not well supported by any of the systems. In the self-
service system, the client has to go through the hierarchical structure top-
down. This means first that it takes some time if h e wants to search for many 
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options, second that he needs some understanding of the NYK classification 
system in order to make the best use of the information. In the manual system, 
heuristic searching may be possible, depending on what relations the client can 
establish with the clerk. In the internal computer system, the profiles perform 
matching only. 

A final point concerning the forum is the treatment of "breakdowns"; In 
cases where searching in the self-service system fails, there is a definite stop 
because of the lack of integration with the manual system. 
Equality 

Since any discussions occur only privately, the client is very much dependent 
on the clerk; there is no open forum where he can enjoy support from others. 
Since the client also is in a generally weak situation (no job, access to necessary 
help only through the clerk), equality must be rated very low. 

Maturity 
Reactive level 

There are no reaction possibilities in the self-service system. Reactions may be 
directed to the manual system, but access to this system is restricted. 
Discursive level 

There are no interaction facilities in the self-service system. The quality of t he 
manual system in this respect is disputed. 
Analytic level 
There is no paved way to make client opinions reach the analytic/decision 
making level. Private initiative on the part of a clerk, or a very persistent client, 
is required for this to happen. 

The personnel's relation to the clients changes1. The division into two 
systems means that clients are divided into two groups. If some clients use the 
self-service system only, they never become known to the personnel. The 
other group, on the other hand, tend to become "patients". There is weak 
support for intermediate types, there is nothing corresponding to the "citizen" 
in the participatory model. 

The organization's "sensory system" is the personnel only, the self-service 
system is not involved. This means that to the extent clients use the self-service 
system only, nothing can be sensed. To the extent that good ideas for redesign 
exist within the unknown, self-servicing, client group, they will be observed 
only by chance. 

See the principle discussions about the participatory microcosm in Chapter 6. 
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The NCSP 

Included facilities 
Multiple descriptions 

There are possibilities to describe the situations in more than one way, at least 
the following may be distinguished: 

Clients may describe themselves privately in the health care self service by 
means of the profiles provided. They may also describe their problems to a 
pharmacist, who is easily available. 

Clients are also described in other ways - and by others - in the education 
system. In this system, "type" clients are described and feasible solutions to the 
problems those present are provided. 

A third way of description of cl ient situations is provided by the question-
answer system, where specific client-related questions are formulated by 
pharmacists or doctors. 

Products are also described in more than one way; by the manufacturers 
themselves in terms of chemical content and use recommendations, and by 
independent researchers in terms of use and effects. 
Discovery 
There are several fora for clients to ask questions, but also to find out things 
without really asking; the interactive self-service health information system, 
the encounter with a pharmacist, and the investigation system available via the 
pharmacist. An important point here is that the different fora are not 
completely detached from each other; they are available at the same site and 
without special actions having to be taken. 

The education multimedia system can also be seen as a forum for the 
pharmacists to discover new things about their clients. The fact that this 
discovery takes place in a safe environment makes it more likely that they dare 
explore different possibilities. 

The question-answer system can also be seen as a discovery function, since 
questions originate directly from the pharmacist-client or physicist-client 
encounter (68% of the questions to DRIC were patient-specific, 73% were 
patient-related. As for the Archive, virtually all questions emanate from such 
situations1). The answers must be considered of high quality, since the 
expertise involved in answering the questions is the best that is available. A 
large network of expertise (pharmaceutical as well as medical) is available, 
there is in principle no limitation to the network. Also, the method for 
answering the questions includes several activities that are motivated by 
quality-assurance aspects. 

The quality of an answer depends on factors like the question, the available 
expertise, the extent to which a preparation has been used and tested, etc. 

ALi, 1992. 
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Medical knowledge is always somewhat uncertain, adverse effects of drugs, for 
instance, are typically never completely known. But such limitations pertain to 
the available knowledge, not to the inquiring system, so it is hard to see how 
improvements in the inquiring system cöuld provide better answers from this 
point of view. 

Another limitation might be the effort spent on answering each question. As 
we have seen, preliminary answers are given within a few days, "definitively" 
after investigation and discussion in a professional group. But even after that, 
answers are updated as a matter of routine each time the same or a similar 
question is asked. Even if no similar question is asked from the health care, 
incompletely answered questions often become matters of research, which 
leads to better answers. 

The answer, as well as the question, is mediated by a professional, a 
physicist or a pharmacist. The intelligibility of the answer therefore to some 
extent depends on the communicational skill of the professional. It is likely that 
the professional is needed to convey the answer, because answers to complex 
medical or pharmaceutical questions are likely to be hard to interpret for a 
layman. It is hard to see that the professional could be easily replaced, other 
than when simple questions are concerned. But since answering a question 
involves several steps, improvements may be made at other points. Making 
information available on CD-ROM or on-line might serve to improve the 
intelligibility of the answers because additional information may be found "by 
chance"; In a telephone answer, a question is asked and that question is 
answered. If a pharmacist himself makes inquiry into a database, he may also 
find answers to similar questions, or more than one answer to the question. He 
may be able to more readily follow up the original question by asking another 
question that seems more appropriate on the basis on what was found on the 
first search etc. This may mean that the intelligibility of the answer on part of 
the client may improve. There are as yet no findings to tell about this, but it 
seems a good point for further research. 

The public parts of the system are also to be seen as discovery tools, but 
they are as yet too immature and too little used to evaluate from this point of 
view. 
Conflict resolving 
There exists a predefined way to handle questions that cannot be answered 
immediately. litis way leads as far as it is possible, but it is not equally well 
paved at all places. The credibility of t his way depends of course also on the 
way it is utilized, which ultimately depends on the ability of the professionals. 
To judge this is out of the scope of this study. It is also too early to make a final 
judgement, since many of the links in the chain are immature; the public 
systems are at an early prototype stage, the CD-Pharmacy system is a little 
more integrated, but use is still tentative. 
Support of redesign activities 
There is a system to disseminate new answers among pharmacies. On the level 
of "hard questions" - the communication between pharmacies and specialists -
it is well functioning, whereas as far as the communication pharmacists-clients 
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is concerned it is not possible to judge the changes brought about by new kinds 
of information technology yet. 

Quality of the facilities 
Interest articulation 

Possibilities exist at several levels; client alone (health care profiles), client to 
pharmacist, client to doctor via pharmacist (CD-Pharmacy, formulating new 
questions to the inquiring system etc), pharmacist to doctor, and doctor to 
researcher (the question-answer system). 

The inquiring system seems very open in this respect. Questions are 
mediated by a professional, and the limitations are the same as in any inter-
human communication. The possibility to articulate interests depends on the 
communicational skills of the people involved. 

All questions are answered, 96% of them in writing1. Answers are discussed 
in a team of professionals, and are endorsed by that team. This means the 
responsibility for the quality of the answer is made clear. Answers are also 
improved on a continuous basis, so "breakdowns" are at least not definite, 
questions are not thrown away. Whether or not a "good" answer ever occurs is 
another question, but at least the inquiring system does not get rid of di fficult 
questions. How far into the system a question goes is a matter of judgement at 
several points; by the pharmacist or the physician that meets the client, by the 
personnel at the information centre, by the person performing the eventual re
search, and by the review group. This means that questions may be stopped 
without having been fully inquired, but this stopping is "soft", it is not decided 
in a simplistic manner and it is never definite. 

The terms for the discussion is another critical issue. Though there are no 
major structural hurdles that prevent questions from being answered, there 
are several practical and psychological obstacles reducing chances for questions 
to be asked. Busy pharmacies is one practical reason; people may hesitate to ask 
a complicated question when there is a line of people waiting behind them. 
Psychological obstacles may be low status on part of t he pharmacies, but also 
lack of knowledge on part of the clients, and reluctance to "bother", something 
that seems to be common among older people, especially men, and a large 
portion of pharmacy clients are senior citizens. 
Openness 
The inquiring system for "hard questions" is open. Still, availability is obviously 
restricted due to the increasing proficiency needed to understand the more 
complicated information at higher levels. 
Forum for debate 
There is a well-established forum at the "hard questions" level. At the level of 
the client-organization encounter, the system is more immature. This is 

Öhman, 1992, p 19, p 29. 
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especially so for the public parts. Nevertheless, there is a forum covering the 
whole chain from client encounters to research. 
Equality 

Pharmaceutical information is provided by manufacturers, but the effect of the 
drugs is investigated also by independent researchers. This means the client 
perspective has much more support in the NCSP system than what a single 
client could possibly raise on his own. 

Maturity 
Reactive level 
Opportunities exist. Also, the self-service system and the manual system are 
fairly integrated; all facilities are available at the same site, and none of them 
require special access procedures. 
Discursive level 
The question-answer system in its "product" form (CD-Pharmacy, the Archive, 
MEDLINE and DRUGLINE) may be seen as actors at the discursive level. 
Analytic level 
The inquiring part of the question-answer system (the reference group at the 
NCSP head office, and the research at the RICs) can be seen as participatory 
facilities at the analytic level; they represent the client perspective. 

Unlike the AMS system, here the personnel's client contacts have not been 
reduced in number, neither have they been selected by any "browser"-"patient" 
principle. According to interviews, most personnel feel that the availability of 
DRUGLINE service have made information more easily accessible and 
"help[ed] in solving an actual problem", which indicates, though certainly not 
proves, that the service quality has been improved1. The education system 
does not seem to provide new knowledge, it only provides for faster learning. 
Whether or not the quality of the contacts have been improved by the CD-
Pharmacy is still not clear. 

The personnel's access to the collected knowledge of the company has been 
improved by the creation of a question-answer forum. The regional informa
tion centres have further increased the accessibility. The availability of informa
tion on CD has widened the scope of information immediately available at the 
time of the client-professional encounter, though the update frequency (once a 
month) makes the information less up to date than the databases. This may be 
a problem in cases when information changes rapidly. The number of such 
cases is probably not high, and the procedures for updating the database are 
safe rather than fast (median answer time is 15 days for normal questions, 26 

Öhman, Lyrvall, & Alvan, 1992. The quote is from p 4, and the general conclusion of 
the paper is that the database has "a great potential to help problem solving in 
medical care". 
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for those where the requester accepts "more than a week" delay, range is from 
0-294 days1). This means the one month delay is probably not critical. 

A more critical issue is how the personnel use the system. Are they skilled 
enough to make use of the broader scope of information made available? 
Evaluation of the CD-ROM project is not yet available, but circumstantial 
evidence reports traditional computerization problems; old personnel (average 
age is 48 years) have trouble accepting new technology and changing their 
work routines; the search system is immature, which reduces the system's 
credibility; the system is not integrated with the administrative system, which 
makes use unnecessarily complicated; lack of integration in daily routines often 
makes use ad-hoc and does not provide systematic experiences of use2; etc. 

The inquiring system as such is well established and is considered highly 
credible among all users. The first information centre was established in 1974, 
so the activity has a long history. Also, medical and pharmaceutical knowledge 
always carries quite a large amount of uncertainty with it; the amount of 
knowledge is so great that no individual can be able to grasp it all, also new 
research continuously brings forward new findings. On top of that, much 
knowledge is judgemental rather than factual, different experts often hold 
different opinions. Therefore, the credibility of both physicians and pharmacists 
to an important part hinges on their ability to keep up-to-date with new 
knowledge. This means that the incentives to take questions emanating from 
clients/therapy seriously are strong. Öhman finds that the credibility of the 
system is high; drug recommendations for professional use emanating from 
earlier questions are ranked as high as consultation with DRIC and higher than 
other sources; the written answers to some questions have been published in 
medical journals3. 

Initiatives for asking a question may come from anywhere. Most questions 
emanate from client-physicist or client-pharmacist encounters (As for the 
DRIC, 68% patient-specific, 73% patient-related4). As for DRUGLINE, the 
pharmacies show the greatest increase in use5. Since questions are actually 
asked by the professionals, there is no way to tell by available data whether or 
not clients have become more active in asking questions. This may be 
hypothesized from the fact that use is generally increasing, but there are also 
other factors, such as the discovery of a new facility, increased computer 
expertise among personnel, new work routines etc. 

Öhman, et al., 1992, p 29. 

Westergren (1993) and Nilsson (1993) both report such problems from the ongoing 
project. 

Öhman, 1992, p 18. 

Öhman, 1992, p 15. 

Öhman, et al., 1992, p 37. 
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Volvo 

Included facilities 
Multiple descriptions 

The cars are mainly described from the producer perspective. Client perspec
tives such as security, financing are also possible to describe, but since there is 
only one solution available - a Volvo - these representations don't provide 
more than different angles to a Volvo. 

The system appears more seductive than objective; no comparisons with 
other car makes are included, neither are negative aspects such as risks with 
collision cushions, exhausts, etc; there are several "positive images" such as a 
video called "driving joy", which takes you on a fast ride in a Volvo with music 
playing at high volume, a great sense of speed and control. This is an example 
of traditional PR seduction techniques; the "information" applies not to Volvos 
exclusively and also speaks more to emotions than to reason. 
Discovery 

Multiple aspects of Volvos are provided, thus it seems fair to say that clients are 
able to discover things about the car that don't appear readily otherwise. This 
includes the exploded views illustrating the SIPS, the animations illustrating the 
functioning of the collision cushions and the demolition zones, etc. Even 
though also here comparisons with other car makes would improve the 
decision support, it is clear that the inclusion of such facilities makes it possible 
to discover and learn about vital aspects of a car in better ways than by 
inspection in the sales hall. 

Discovery is limited, because the information is not complete; it is only 
complete concerning positive aspects of Volvos. As a Volvo sales system, this 
may be enough. As a purchase support for the person who is more interested 
in buying the car that best matches his need than looking at Volvos or learning 
about specific technical details, the system is very information-poor. 

According to client interviews, the intelligibility of the system is good, 
though some people say they don't remember much of the product informa
tion1. One reason for this seems to be that the information was sometimes 
presented at irrelevant times, like when, for instance, the car on the screen was 
re-painted at a point when the client was more interested in finding a financing 
solution. 
Conflict resolving 
The design sheets and the calculation sheets are interconnected, so redesign of 
the car is immediately reflected at the economic calculation sheet. This way the 
system appears as a rather flexible tool for supporting client-salesperson 
discussions by making it possible to rapidly design and visualize ways around 
obstacles that occur. 

Levén, 1993. 
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Support of redesign activities 

There are no such facilities available to clients. 

Quality of the facilities 
Interest articulation 

Client interests can be used to play around with the system, the car and the 
financing of a purchase can both be designed interactively according to client 
interests, to the extent there is a Volvo meeting the demands. 

Client preferences can be stored in the system by the salesperson. According 
to interviews, some clients find this disturbing since they consider it an 
intrusion in their privacy. It seems that this makes what might have been a 
potential for interest articulation into a monitoring tool, simply because the 
facility does not appear credible to clients. This is despite the fact that the 
information is stored only because the salesperson wants to use it to later 
match client requirements against incoming trade-in cars. This is most of al l a 
service improvement. Maybe the procedure is more a problem than the actual 
registration. There are several points in the procedure that seem problematic; 
the client does not enter the information himself, it is not voluntary, he cannot 
choose what information to register, and the registration is done at an early 
point in the encounter, a point at which it seems irrelevant to the client. 
Openness 
There is clearly an information monopoly; it is a sales system, not a purchase 
system, as pointed out in one assessment. Negative aspects and comparisons 
with other cars are not available. 
Forum for debate 
There is no such thing within the computer system, but the system itself can be 
seen as an actor in such a forum; it provides information and possibilities for 
the fuelling the discussions between the client and the salesperson. Indeed, at 
occasions, it seems the two join forces to "beat" the computer. 
Equality 
Since all information and all the rules are provided and decided about by the 
manufacturer, and since the salespersons normally know the system better 
than the clients, the system is clearly unequal; it adds power to the salesperson 
rather than to the client1. 

Maturity 
Reactive level 
Client preferences can be stored by the salesperson, so one may say that there 
is a place for indirect reactive input. Salespersons may also take notes, so for 
them the system is open for reactive input. 

Levén, 1993. 
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Discursive level 
No forum at the discursive level is available to clients. This may appear threate
ning to clients since personal data collected at the reactive level may be used 
without their knowing or permission. 
Analytic level 
No forum at the analytic level is available to clients. 

Discussion of the cases 
In summary, a comparison between the three systems looks as in Table 4 . 

AMS NCSP Volvo 
(Functions) 
Multiple descriptions Limited High Low 

Discovery Limited High Limited 

Conflict resolving Low High Low 

Redesign support None Yes Low 

(Quality) 
Interest articulation Low High Low 

Openness Medium High Low 

Forum None Yes None 

Equality Low High Low 

(Maturity) 
Reactive Manual Yes Yes 

system only 

Discursive No Yes No 

Analytic No Yes No 

Table 4: A comparison between PCS installations according to a participatory model. 

In this comparison, the NCSP system appears clearly the most mature sys
tem from a participatory point of view. This statement should be moderated a 
little, it should be noted that: 

• The comparison only measures the existence and the design of certain 
facilities. Knowledge about how the facilities work in practice is in
complete, as was shown in Chapter 4. For instance, parts of the NCSP 
system, notably the self-service system, are yet not much used. Studies of 
the use of PCS systems is a matter for further research. 
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• All systems contain facilities or features that may be developed to better 
meet the demands of this model. For instance, integration of the manual 
and self-service systems of AMS does not pose insurmountable technical 
obstacles. 

The comparison in this chapter was based on basic facilities and qualities 
pertaining to a participatory information system. It is clear that the comparison 
is not exact; some points might be interpreted differently, and further points 
might be added. The comparison is at a general level, it concerns the basic 
facilities of a PARTIS, it doesn't go into detail. Still, a picture emerges that 
would not be easily changed even if some of the points were evaluated 
somewhat differently. Following Eneroth1, this picture may be described as a 
set of ideal-types, each type characterizing different approaches to PCS 
employment. The three cases could then be categorized as follows: 

• The NCSP system is an involving system; 
- it invites both the clients and the pharmacists to action and inquiry; 
- it involves all clients equally; 
- no questions are left unattended; 
- quality control of answers is very good; and 
- all parts of the system make up a fairly integrated whole. Again, this 

is true for the principle, practice is uncertain. 
• The AMS system is a separating one; 

- it makes some clients more independent and others more of patients 
in their relations to the organization. It promotes those sides of the 
respective groups by providing different data and requiring diffe
rent communicational styles; and 

- the manual and the self-service system are completely detached by 
principle, the separation may be considered reinforced by practice. 

• The Volvo system is a seducing one; 
- it supports the salesperson in painting positive Volvo images; 
- it pushes those pictures on the client uncalled for; and 
- it provides no information that might disturb those images, like 

comparative studies. 
According to Eneroth, ideal types must be mutually exclusive, which the 

three above are; clearly involving cannot be included in separating, seducing 
does not go together with separating, neither can involving on equal terms be 
associated with seducing, even though seduction can be considered a kind of 
involvement. Each type must not exactly cover every aspect of the real 
systems, the types are caricatures. This is certainly the case in this comparison; 
there are features of each system that could be developed in ways that would 

Eneroth, 1984, p 149-154. 
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turn the system into something else in terms of this typology. The ideal-
typology should also cover the whole material; this point is not so relevant in 
such a small study. If more cases had been included, it is likely that other 
categories would have been added. On the other hand the terms involving-
separating are opposites, thus complete in coverage. "Seducing" can be 
considered a qualification of "involving", it involves in a special way. There may 
be other such ways, and therefore other such terms may be appropriate for 
other systems. But the purpose of t his study is not a complete coverage of all 
PCS; it is about finding ways to study PCS. Therefore the limitation does not 
seem too important. 

One may note that though low rated in this comparison, the AMS system to 
many people appear positive compared to the manual because of its improved 
availability. This illustrates an obvious point; this model is not the only relevant 
metric for PCS, and it doesn't claim to judge systems as generally good or bad, 
it only judges their level of participatory maturity. It is not unfair to say that all 
systems mean improvements in some ways; better product description in the 
Volvo case, increased availability and up-to-dateness in the AMS case. By this 
analysis, I have wanted to provide a new way of assessing PCS, a way which 
can be used as a complementary measurement method. 

A question that may be raised by observations such as the one just made is 
whether the model really applies to all three cases, after all they represent fairly 
different activity systems; in many respects, car sales seems very different from 
drug sales and job-seeking. This is an issue that cannot be unambiguously 
answered. The principal answer, drawing on participatory theory, is that the 
model does apply, but the need for applying it would be more urgent the more 
societal the nature of the system in question. This principle suggests, at least at 
first glance, that the Volvo system is the least important candidate for applying 
the model. There are two remarks to be made on this point. Firstly, the social 
closeness (as of Chapter 6) of some particular activity is not determinable in a 
simplistic manner. Secondly, participatory theory suggests participation not 
only as a must for socially close activities, but also as a success factor; 
participation pays. From both those points of view - and both of them are 
sufficient individually - one could claim the relevance of the model also in the 
Volvo case. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to study the role of public computer systems in 
information systems pertaining to the communication between clients and 
organizations. It was intended to provide at least tentative answers to three 
general questions; how do public computer systems encroach into the client-
organization encounter?; what does "good quality" of PCS mean?; and how to 
design PCS? 

To discuss these questions, I set out to do the following: 
1. To show that PCS should be seen as actors in the client-organization 

communication; 
2. To demonstrate the changes PCS bring about for systems development; 
3. To suggest a way to meet such changes; and 
4. To show that PCS must be seen as a general societal phenomenon, and to 

demonstrate some implications of this. 
The conclusions are as follows: 
1. (To show that PCS should be seen as actors in the client-organization 

communication); 
I have showed that new kinds of c omputer systems are emerging that are 

employed at the interface between organizations and their clients. I have 
showed that they constitute a challenge to business organization, because they 
may change the client-organization relations. I have discussed the potential 
changes in this respect different kinds of PCS may bring about or make 
possible. I have compared three kinds of PCS according to two models for 
communication, one descriptive and one normative. The first comparison was 
done in order to demonstrate that there are several ways to employ PCS, 
involving technology of different sophistication, different organizational levels, 
system complexity, different focus in terms of activities in the business process, 
and different types of interventions in these activities. The descriptive 
comparison shows that there are several ways to employ PCS. 

In the second - normative - comparison, I have showed that the three PCS 
installations affect the client-organization relations very differently. I judged 
the NCSP system involving, because it contains facilities which require users of 
all kinds (clients, pharmacists, doctors, and researchers) to be active in finding 
or constructing the information in the system. I labelled the AMS system 
separating, because it is divided in two detached parts, each serving different 
parts of t he client population, each requiring different communicational styles, 
making the clients into either independent self-servers or "patients". Finally, I 
labelled the Volvo system seductive because it supported mainly the sales
person, and did so by speaking more to emotions and reasons, excluding any 
information that might disturb the positive images. 

From the participatory point of view, it is clear that the NCSP system scores 
best. This system in more sensitive to the use situation, which should make it 
more enduring. Especially important from this point of view is that, unlike the 
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other two systems, there is no "stopping", no point where the system definitely 
"ends". If questions get more complicated, if q uestions are badly formulated, 
there is always a possible way out. The participatory character permeates the 
whole system, even if, for obvious reasons, it involves different people at 
different levels. 

I have thus showed that the design of PCS makes great difference to client-
organization relations. 

2. (To demonstrate the changes PCS bring about for systems develop
ment); 

I have showed that during the computer era, ever more categories of people 
have become computer users, and that every time the user population has 
changed radically, so has the debate on systems design. My conclusion from 
this study is that PCS mean a new era in this respect. Since PCS design makes a 
difference to client-organization relations, systems designers will in the future 
have to deal with more complex social contexts, finding ways to involve clients 
in the design process, learning to consciously design client-organization 
interfaces that go well together with the nature of the organization. I called the 
new challenge conversation management, because PCS design includes a number 
of differences as compared to design of systems for professional use only; 
clients are independent from the organization, they cannot be engaged in 
design groups, they don't obey the organization's rules; clients are non
professionals, PCS provide bridges between professional and private cultures; 
PCS use is voluntary, systems therefore need to appear credible to clients. 
Unlike professionals, clients cannot be made to follow procedures, they have to 
be convinced, therefore the term conversation. 

3. (To suggest a way to meet such changes); 
A solution, the Feedback Learning Strategy (FLS), has been proposed that, 

drawing on participatory theory, employs computerized tool and organiza
tional arrangements for involving all actors in the activity system in systems 
redesign activities. The FLS was also illustrated by means of a prototype 
system, the LiveBetter, which implements some of the tools and entails 
particular organizational arrangements. 

4. (To show that PCS must be seen as a general societal phenomenon, and 
to demonstrate some implications of this); 

This was done based on participatory theory. According to this theory, the 
nature of the relations between organizations and individuals are important for 
the societal climate. The claims of p articipatory theory were expressed by the 
following theorems: 

• Theorem 1: Public participation in societal decision making processes is 
necessary for the survival of society. 

• Theorem 2: Societal decision making processes take place not only in 
formal decision making bodies, but also, and most of all, in the micro
cosms of society. 

Each societal microcosm is as vital to society as the organization of the 
formal decision making in the elected decision making bodies. It follows that 
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each such microcosm must provide a credible and efficient arena for 
democratic co-existence; the information systems of the microcosms must be 
considered societal, and they must be participatory information systems. 

Consequently, 
• Theorem 3: PCS are important parts of societal information systems. 
• Theorem 4: The design and implementation of PCS must be done in a way 

that improves, or at least does not deteriorate, the participatoriness of 
the information systems. The action spaces for individuals must not be 
reduced in this respect. 

Based on these theorems, a model for participatory information systems 
was developed, and the three PCS installations were revisited from the point of 
view of this model (in Chapter 8). It was found that the NCSP system ranked 
very high as a participatory information system. It was also found that all 
systems were immature as PCS; they all had a potential for developing a 
higher level of participatoriness. Perhaps the most important conclusion, there
fore, is that the discussions in this study are most important at a time when 
PCS are emerging, driven mainly by economic incentives, while communica-
tional aspects of them are largely ignored. 

I have discussed PCS as parts of the information systems humans use to 
communicate. I have done this by bringing in into the informatics field some of 
the discussions that have been going on elsewhere. By discussing communi
cation with attention paid to what has been said earlier in the debates on socie
tal arrangements, I hope to have enriched the debate in my field a little. I have 
introduced one particular theory of societal communication and operationa-
lized that theory in principles and strategies for IS design. I recognize that there 
may be others, but as an introduction to further discussions of PCS in other 
terms than purely economic, I think it serves well. At least it should be 
somewhat provocative, and thus help ignite discussions currently largely 
lacking. 

In the introduction, the desired contribution of this study to the field of 
informatics was stated as: 

• To open up a new field of study, public computer systems; 
• To increase the knowledge of PCS as actors in the client-organization 

communication; 
• To increase the knowledge about the role of PCS in societal information 

systems; and 
• To provide a theoretical framework and some methodological sugges

tions for PCS design. 
As for the first point, I think this study at least has showed the potential of 

PCS, and thus the need for further studies. 
As for the second point, the study has fulfilled the purpose by introducing 

an as yet unexplored communications perspective of PCS. 
As for the third point, this study explores one particular perspective, 

consequently largely ignoring other potentially fruitful perspectives. While 
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recognizing this bias, the limited scope of this inquiry makes it hard to do 
otherwise. 

As for the fourth point, there is the participatory theory framework, there is 
the methodology FLS, and there is the LiveBetter illustration. I hope to be able 
to conduct more empirical studies in the near future in order to learn about the 
actual use of PCS, and in order to be able to give more detailed support for the 
users of the Feedback Learning Strategy. 
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FURTHER RESEARCH 
To many, I'm sure, the discussions in this book sound much the same as the 
environment discussions in the 1970's; "it sounds reasonable, but where can we 
find the added value, the reason for organizations and individuals to en
deavour implementing participatory information systems?". One answer to 
that question is that in time, participatoriness will provide profit making oppor
tunities, just like environmental care has become an area for business explora
tion today, because services delivered by computer networks will have to 
prove their credibility. The company which can assure their clients about the 
reliability of their system will have a competitive advantage, just like compa
nies who appear to be more concerned about environmental care than others 
gain market shares today. 
As another, more concrete, answer, let me give some examples of areas where 
PCS are already discussed, and where issues of pa rticipation are already at the 
agenda. The examples include the so called Citizen Offices, the Internet, and 
PCS for use in education. 

A paradigmatic case - the Citizen Offices 
The Citizen Office (CO) is the Swedish name for the "one-stop-shop'-approach 
to organization of public sector service, the Neighbourhood Office, Kvik-
skranket, and Bürgeramt are the English, Danish and German names. This 
approach has been taken by several projects, in Scandinavia as well as in other 
countries. Among the first implementations of Citizen Offices was the one in 
the German city Unna, which was opened in 19841. In Denmark, there are by 
now circa 50 offices, some of which have been running since the mid-80's2. 

The general background to the one-stop-shop approach was that public 
sector service was facing a problem situation which, as described by the 
Swedish Ministry of Public Administration3, looked as follows: 

• A decentralization drive: In Sweden, new legislation (Municipal Law), was 
giving local authorities more freedom to develop their organization 
according to the local situation. 

• Infrastructural changes: The development from small communities to 
larger ones has changed the terms for the societal dialogue. 

• Citizen influence and participation: The Committee on Local Democracy 
(Lokaldemokratikommittén), which is leaning on the experiences from the 
Swedish Public Investigation on Power has the directive to "consider and 
suggest measures to increase the individual community members' 

Segerlund, & Sundqvist, 1993, p 9. 

Segerlund, et al., 1993, p 33. 

Civildepartementet, 1993b, p 15. 
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influence on the municipal activities"1. This directive includes an investi
gation of the possibilities to improve the contacts between the communi
ty members and the municipal institutions."2 

• General features of the welfare society: One such feature is citizen demands 
for "better service"; the citizen of toäay is used to easy access to lots of 
information as well as government agencies providing help in finding the 
relevant information. 

• Economic constraints: There is a need to reduce costs in the public sector. 
• Changed technological preconditions: Improved information technology 

today provides more easy-to-use interfaces and network facilities. 
• Departmentalization: Borders between public sector departments have 

grown rigid, thus constituting restraints for further development and 
making the administration hard to investigate for the citizen. 

Given this conception of t he problem situation, the stated general goals for 
the "Service Project", the first Swedish CO project, were: 

• The services of t he municipalities shall meet high quality and efficiency 
standards. 

• Democracy and (citizen) influence on the (municipal) activities shall be 
improved. 

• Cooperation among administration institutions shall be facilitated to 
support the activities and economic housekeeping. 

• Productivity shall be improved. 
• The politicians shall be given better possibilities to rule by goal state

ments and also be given better foundations for the following-up of the 
development of the activities. 

• To allocate societal information and service in one place, easily accessible 
for the citizens. 

• To make the central administrations' activities more effective by relieving 
them of th e pressure of simple information and service activities as well 
as of the processing of simpler cases3. 

As is obvious, there are at least two different goals involved, to make opera
tions more effective and to improve service to citizens, two goals that don't 
easily go together. 

Considering this background, the proposed solution in the CO approach 
looks as follows: 

Civildepartementet, 1993b, p 12. 

Petersson, et al., 1989. 

Civildepartementet, 1993d, p 15. 
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• Cross-sector cooperation among authorities must be achieved. The basic 
idea was to rationalize government administration at local level by co
ordinating and co-using information from several authorities. 

• A unified "interface" between the citizen and the institutions should be 
created. 

Intuitively, it seems hard to achieve the second point without having 
achieved the first, and this has also proved to be the case, as we shall see. 

Experiences from use 
The early Swedish activities, the SLOS project are evaluated by Hjern and 
Hjern4 and Bostedt5. The English activities are evaluated mainly by Institute of 
Local Government Studies and School for Advanced Urban Studies6. The Unna 
activities are evaluated by Gesellschaft für Mathematik und Datenver
arbeitung7. The Danish activities are not scientifically evaluated, but they have 
been studied from an economic point of view8. 

All evaluations show similar results in the following respects: 
• The COs have been positively received by the citizens/the clients. They 

think the COs have made contacts with authorities easier. 
• The CO organization generally works well. The Danish COs typically 

manage to handle 70-80% of problems without reference to a specialist 
organization9. 

• The COs are frequently used. 
• Reactions among personnel are mainly positive. There are, however, also 

negative responses, very often due to the fact that 
• The cooperation between the CO's, being generalist organizations, and 

the specialist organizations, the back-office functions, has generally not 
run smoothly due to the specialists organizations' tendency to guard 
their preserves. 

Segerlund, et al., 1988, pp 67-79. 

Segerlund, et al., 1988, pp 83-99. 

Civildepartementet, 1993b, p 16. 

Hjern, & Hjern, 1991. 

The evaluation report is summarized by Civildepartementet (1993d, p 34-40). 

Gaster (1992), and Gaster, & Hoggett (1992), summarized by Segerlund, et al. (1993, p 
22-32). 

Liedtke, & Tepper (1989), summarized by Segerlund, et al. (1993, p 9-21). 

Segerlund, et al. (1993, p 33-37) and Civildepartementet (1993d, p 42-44) summarize 
these experiences. 

Segerlund, et al., 1993, p 35. 
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• Technological support for the generalist function is generally lacking or 
of poor quality1. 

• There seems to be a limitation in the complexity of cases a CO can 
handle. The reasons for this are not clear, and they seem to differ among 
the countries. In all countries, the problems with generalist competence 
and departmentalization are important. In Sweden, distributed 
organizational responsibility is an additional problem; not only does it 
foster departmentalization, it also means that legal questions regarding 
the different organizations' authority are raised. 

In England, the evaluators have paid special interest to the democratic 
issues. They find that COs build on a "different organization culture than the 
traditional bureaucratic and hierarchical", and that, to be effective, "the front 
organization in the citizen office and the back-office organization in the 
specialist organization must be seen as an integrated whole"2. 

The researchers emphasize three points: 
"- The municipality must develop several ways to listen to and give power 

to the local level [....]. 
- Participatory structures need practical support and organizational 

legitimacy. 
- The role of the new participatory structures must be clearly defined in 

relation to the politically representative bodies"3. 
The activities at citizen offices represent important examples of w hat I have 

called societal information systems, and thus constitute an arena where 
applying the PARTIS model would be urgently required. During the past few 
years, the question about how to support CO operations by information 
technology has been discussed. But the question is what operations to support. 
Clearly, the CO evaluations point at a conflict between what in this study has 
been called "the information delivery paradigm" and "the participatory 
paradigm". The English researchers emphasize the participatory ideal, as do 
some of the original goal formulations, whereas in most cases "organizational 
efficiency" seems to have been interpreted according to the information 
delivery paradigm. 

So far, the COs have not been much supported by information technology. 
This may come as no surprise, given the evaluation reports cited above. It is 
clear that COs without clear management strategies do not work as intended. 
Recently, IT projects aiming at supporting one stop-shopping as a part of a 

Only recently has computer support for CO professionals been developed, and only in 
early designs. The Swedish SAMIT project - "Information Technology for Co-ordinated 
Service" - initiated in Spring 1994 is still exploratory; the objective is to design IT tools 
for service delivery over distances and for supporting the work of generalist 
professionals. 

Segerlund, et al., 1993, p 27. 

Segerlund, et al., 1993, p 28. 
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more general business redesign process have been organized, including the 
comprehensive US National Performance Review1 and the Swedish pilot 
project SAMIT (Swedish acronym for "IT support for co-ordinated service"). 
The SAMIT project recognizes the problems that have appeared in earlier CO 
projects and tries to overcome them by taking a more overall approach. The 
goal is to create a general model for public service, including all kinds of 
services, and design IT support for this model. The model should be flexible 
with respect to future technical development, for instance use of computer 
network services in the homes. The model shall point out and handle effects on 
democracy, for the purpose of (the points come in no order of importance): 

• making for a more effective dialogue between citizens and authorities, 
increased citizen knowledge about the authorities and increased know
ledge about citizen needs on part of the public agencies; 

• making public service more readily available to the citizens; 
• improving the physical availability of public service also in sparsely 

populated areas; and 
• making work flows in public sector agencies more effective.2 

The project is to create such a model, formulate requirements for IT to 
support the implementation of it , create evaluation models to measure results 
of implementation. Three prototype computer systems are to be built, one to 
support a generalist professional at a CO, another to support service delivery 
at a distance, and a third that is a "public service switchboard", a networked 
application providing electronic access to public services from homes or offices. 
One sub-project is dedicated solely to security, vulnerability, and privacy issues. 

In both the Swedish and the US project, a basic idea is to remodel public 
service not only to "live" one-stop shops, but even further into the "virtual 
agency", which is to be electronically accessible and integrating the functionality 
of several physical units in one "virtual". This approach arises several points of 
interest and as yet unsolved issues, including the following non-exhaustive list 
of topics (in no order of relevance): 

• the legal status of electronic messages, 
• authentication of electronic documents, 
• possible changes in authority and responsibility demarcations among co

operating agencies, 
• privacy on part of citizens. Especially Scandinavian countries have a far-

reaching legislation to protect individual's privacy, 
• security, 
• public access to official records, 
• credibility of the electronic systems, 

Katz 1994a, 1994b. 

The list of goals is an extract and compilation based on SAMIT documents (Sjögren, 
1994; Segerlund, 1994; Leandersson, 1994; Grönlund, 1994). 
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• techniques and routines for handling of large-scale electronic communi
cation in public agencies, 

• role changes as well as changes in the work situation for civil servants. 

PCS use 
In the Citizen Office case, the problems so far concern the general design, 
problems concern clashes between the information delivery paradigm and the 
participatory paradigm. 

Another area where research and experiments are needed concerns the 
implementation of PCS in settings where the general design is not a matter of 
conflict, but there is uncertainty about the design of certain facilities. One 
finding in this study was that all PCS investigated were immature, at least 
partially. This is the case in the NCSP system, where several parts are as yet at 
an early prototype stage; the CD-Pharmacy pharmacist support and the self-
service health-care system are examples. In these cases, there are several 
unsolved issues, such as how to integrate the CD-system with the administra
tive system and in general with other operations, how to choose the proper 
areas for self-service considering the people who will potentially use it and 
their interests and needs for medical and pharmaceutical information, how to 
design such facilities for discovery, how to integrate public parts of the system 
with the professionals activities, and several others. These are traditional 
systems development issues, but they come in a different setting when public 
computer systems are concerned than when designing systems for pro
fessionals only. Since PCS use is new, this kind of questions will have to be 
addressed over a long time. The time span from the appearance of the user (in 
the mid-70's) to the maturity of u ser friendly systems (the word processor can 
by now be considered fairly mature) was some 15 years, the maturity process 
for PCS may take about as long. These questions go beyond the scope of t his 
study, because studying them requires the involvement of researchers from 
other fields, including sociology and psychology. 

The Internet 
The enormous increase in the number of Internet users, and the network's 
change of character from being a tool for academics to being an all-purpose 
infrastructure facility make it interesting to study its further development. 
What kind of services will appear on it? What kind of p eople will use it, and 
how? How will organizations adopt it? While this study provides some 
guidance for the studies of PCS, the commercialization of the Internet will 
bring along a number of issues to study: 

Special characteristics of the new arena: There are some problems that go along 
with computer communication, including security, privacy, credibility, 
vulnerability, reliability, "dataveillance", etc. These problems are well known, 
but widespread Internet use will bring them into new contexts. Different solu
tions will no doubt show up; encryption tools, authorization techniques, "infor
mation filters", or simply changes in legislation are examples of current ways of 
approaching the problems. There is definitely a need to scrutinize different 
solutions, because a lot is at stake if la rge systems lose their credibility. As we 
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saw in the Volvo case (Chapter 4), even seemingly minor details may cause 
such loss. 

What is "good quality" of publicly available information services? Is it 
possible to design network-delivered services in traditional ways, or are there 
better ways? What is a good "communicational style" of publicly available 
systems? These are topics at the focus of this thesis, but, as I said in the 
introduction, these questions come in a different light depending on the kind of 
organization and the kind of service in question. One conclusion from the case 
study was that organizations tend to automate their existing client-
organization relations when they develop PCS; this may not be the best way. 

Effects of PCS: Just like the past twenty years have seen many investigations 
on computer systems' effects on "users", the effects of PCS must be made topics 
for studies. This would include effects on clients (How do people use different 
services?; Are services designed in ways that make all kinds of people able to 
use them?; etc.), professionals (How are work situations changed?), organizations 
(Is work organization changed?; How are work flows redesigned?; Are jobs 
displaced?; Are new jobs created?; etc), and governments (Are there information 
strategies and technology policies?; Are interoperations among agencies 
facilitated?; How are the problems with privacy etc treated?; Are there regional 
effects like jobs being located in areas where jobs are scarce?; How are the 
relations with citizens affected?; etc.). 

Implementing PCS: One area of concern that is currently a hot topic in 
Sweden is the use of Internet in public schools. A nation-wide project that will 
make it possible for all schools to have Internet access is underway. This project 
has been launched although it is not at all clear what use students at the lower 
grades can make of it. There have been very few pilot projects, and in most 
schools there are not many teachers who are knowledgeable; not about 
computer use anyway, and certainly not about the Internet. A special working 
group, the IT-commission (IT-kommissionen) was formed in early 1994 with the 
purpose to "promote a broad use of IT as a means for increasing the quality of 
life and improve the competitiveness of our country"1. The commission 
discusses IT use in all sectors of society, formulates goals, issues recommenda
tions and suggests ways of action. The realization of the suggestions is left to a 
foundation, which is to support applicants willing to undertake proper actions. 

Concerning the schools, the first guiding report from the commission states 
as a goal that "All pupils in school shall learn to use IT. That way, the 
educational environments can be renewed, pedagogy developed, and learning 
improved. Thereby, both teachers and pupils will be able to make use of their 
creativity"2. The report envisions a future when things are supposedly better: 
"Just imagine....if all pupils had immediate access to the museums' culture 
treasures in multimedia"3. Having been a school teacher for several years, I can 
well imagine some of the things that would happen. Reports from the use of 

IT-kommissionen, 1994, p 5. 

Ibid, p 9. 

Ibid, p 46. 
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computer communication in schools confirm the pictures of my imagination; 
there is a lot of bullshit written1. "Give a pupil a paintbrush, and he will paint a 
moustache on Mona Lisa" is perhaps an overly pessimistic view, but certainly at 
least as credible as the one that hopes for him to instantly become an art lover. 
There is no doubt that there is a great potential for Internet use in schools, but 
it is also perfectly clear that this potential will not be realized automatically if 
only pupils are given computers. 

The further development of the Internet will no doubt provide a lot of cases 
and issues to study that relate to the PCS discussions in this thesis. 

Westerberg (1994) investigates the use of computer communication in the compulsory 
schools and finds that unmonitored use of email easily turns adrift. 
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Appendix 1. Definitions of some terms 
This Appendix contains definitions of some of the key terms and expressions 
used in this book. The definitions are also available in the text, so this collection 
is just for the readers' convenience. 

Decision context: Decision making is a social process, involving many people, 
several views and conflicts between views. Decision making takes place within 
a social order that is much more complex than one may be led to believe when 
reading literature on for example decision support systems. This social order 
involves a lot more than a decision maker and his personality, and it is this 
social order which is referred to by "decision context". 

Democratic microcosm: In principle, this is any forum where people interact 
and communicate on matters that have relevance beyond that particular group 
of pe ople, i.e., anything that is not all private. In this book, "democratic micro
cosm" refers to the fora where organizations and individuals interact. 

Generalist competence: For an individual, this means broad knowledge of the 
organization in which he works. For an organization, this means the ability to 
be sensitive to client demands. 

Information system: An information system is a set of or ganized procedures 
that, when executed or employed, provide information for decision making 
and/or control. By "information system", I thus refer to the physical systems 
people use to communicate, including technology, humans, and organizational 
structures. 

It is possible to read this book without paying all that much attention to the 
exact definition of this concept. This definition is first of all a starting point, 
intended to indicate that I am thinking of the "information infrastructure". The 
most important thing is to notice that the terms "computer systems" and "in
formation systems" must be clearly separated. 

Interest articulation: This term is used in the same sense as in general 
democratic theory; It bears on the extent to which, and in what way, the views 
of the clients are sensed and assimilated by an organization, by the information 
system? 

Participatory information systems (PARTIS): An information system that aims 
at improving decision quality by sweeping in relevant parts of the decision con
text. It does so by soliciting for contributions by all actors in the social system 
surrounding the decision making, and by providing an arena for democratic 
interaction. 

Public computer systems (PCS): Computer systems that are partially directed 
towards and in some sense accessible by an organization's clients. 

Social closeness: Social closeness is a measure of the societal relevance of an 
activity to an individual. This measure is defined in order to be able to discuss 
society in other terms than geographical. A lot of activity directly relevant to a 
person takes place at remote physical locations. Still this activity may be "close" 
in the sense that the person is well aware of it, and directly affected by it. 
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Societal dialogue : The communication between society's institutions and its 
citizens. In accordance with participatory theory, in "society's institutions", both 
private and public sector organizations are included. The term societal dialogue 
is adopted from Abrahamsson (1983), who uses it referring to the communi
cation between the citizens and the authorities, thus private organizations are 
not included. In this study, following participatory theory, this restriction is 
removed. Abrahamsson, like this study, uses the concept to bear on the 
general social climate as it is expressed in the communicational style of client-
organization communication (sometimes the concept "the small societal dia
logue" is used to emphasize the importance of the actual encounter as opposed 
to the general conditions for it), and the reason for bringing it to debate is that 
this communication is not just a technical matter, but a matter of th e relations 
between institutions and citizens. 

Societal information systems: Information systems people build and interact 
within in order to decide on societal matters. Societal information systems do 
not make up a special class of systems. Societalness is a special aspect of infor
mation systems; they may be more or less societal depending on the social 
closeness of the activities of concern. 
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Appendix 2. Abbreviations 
This Appendix is only to facilitate reading, particularly for non-IS-professionals. 
Most abbreviations are already familiar to students of the informatics field. 

AMS: Swedish National Labour Market Board {Arbetsmarknadsstyrelsen). 

AT&T: American Telephone and Telegraph. 
CMC: Computer Mediated Communication. 
CSCW: Computer-Supported Cooperative Work. 
DRIC: The Drug Research and Information Centre at Huddinge Hospital, 

Stockholm, Sweden. 
EDI: Electronic Data Interchange. 
FLS: Feedback Learning Strategy. 
HCl: Human-Computer Interaction. 
HF: Human Factors. 
JOS: Inter-Organizational (Information) Systems. 
IT: Information Technology. 
MIS: Management Information Systems. 
NCSP: National Corporation of Swedish Pharmacies (Apoteksbolaget). 
NYK: Scandinavian Classification of Jobs (Nordisk YrkesKlassifikatiori). 

OIS: Office Information Systems. 
PCS: Public Computer Systems. 
PARTIS: Participatory Information Systems. 
RIC: Regional Information Centre. 
RRV: Swedish National Audit Bureau (Riksrevisionsverket). 
SOU: Swedish Government Public Investigations (Statens Offentliga 

Utredningar). 
TQM: Total Quality Management. 
URL: Universal Resource Locator. 
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